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INTRODUCTION

In 1985, the Alaska Department of Education developed theRusinega
liducationSursiculualandamk. This volume. AtainesaldratimIUMIEMb
was developed as a supplement to the curriculum hancbook.

The instructional materials included here were adopted or adapted by a task
force of Alaskan tusiness educators after examining a wide variety of
materials. The task force focused on competencies fran the curriculum
handbook foc which materials were rot readily available to Alaskan
teachers. They felt it was important to stress human relations,
communications, and the use of computers in the classroom The materials
included in this book reflect those pas:cities. A format was chosen which
will enable teadhers to Lue the materials directly with students, with
little or no adaptation needed.

In the short time the task focce had available, it was impossible to du
anything but "scratch the surface." It 1RU4 however, effort properly spent
if business teachers who use these materials gain same time they can divert
to other aspects of their, programs.
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HUMAN RELATIONS

Goal 2.0: Students will be able to apply habits and work attitudes needed
for successful. employment in business.

The following materials can be used to help students achieve
goal 2.0 in the Business Biucation Curriculum. Other sources
for human relation materials include:

Basic skills for the WW2& Alaska Department of
Education adversity of Alaska, and the Jcb Training
Partnership Education Omatortion, 1985. Available from the
Vocational Pbterials Library, Office cf Addt and
Vocational Education Box Fer Jimeau, AK 99811, (907)
465-2980. likxbles 1111-1 to HR-.8 deal specifically with
Henan Relation.

1: :4 ze..1 ('. )
Gregg Mc Gm-Hill.

alKIMILSPALiCal_nutiounisLitlietestisfannatica.
Occupational Curriculum Lab, Bast Texas State University,
Ckornercei,TX 75428, (214) 886-5623. 1981. Both teadher
and student manuals are available.

:4 10-* .61

of Exercises and Resources
fat. Leadership MOM.- i c p Jane Taylor Wilson 800 Roberto
Avenue Santa Barber 93109, 1984. This handbook
includes grow activi ealieibich' can te used in the
classroom to teach group cktimpics and leadership skills.
It also contains an excellent reSource section.

Idssianhip...Oneitlamest. George Shinn, Grecn &Grew-Hilly
1981. This book contains information on personality
development; management techniques; and personal
aNearance, business and social success.

lefficissEbiLastalsansoraniegy Office &bastion
Association, 5454 Cleveland Avenue, Oalunbus, CH 432291
(614) 895-7277.

e-mvnlcymait Resource Guider Alaska
Department cf Ecbcation, 1985. Available from the
Vocational 14aterials Library, Office cf Milt and
Vocational Educatiou Box Fp Jtmeau, AK 99811, (907)
465-2980.

There are two options for teaching Human Relations. One is to stress Human
Relations as a separate unit. The othex is to integrate Hunan Relations
into other dai4 activities.

'w"
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HUMAN RELATIONS

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to identify
the basic concepts of human relations in all types of interpersonal
relationships. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration
and by successfully completing the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit of instruction, the student will be ableto:

1. Define terms associated with human relations.

2. Identify skills needed for positive human relations.

3. Identify ways to establish and maintain positive employer-
employee relationships.

4. Identify ways to encourage positive co-worker relationships.

5. Identify basie:gUidelines for serving customers.

IfroniVeneral Clerical Duties and
Related information, Occupational
Lab, East.Texas State University,
Commerce, TX. 1981. pages 43-75

3 .1



HUMAN RELATIONS

NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR

I. Preparation for Unit

A. Preview unit and gather any additional resources and
references to supplement unit.

B. Arrange for a school counselor, vocational counselor,
or counselor from a community agency to speak to the class
about human relations.

C. Desigr a bulletin board illustrating human relations on
the job and in other relationships.

II. Objective Sheet

A. Discuss the unit and specific objectives.

B. Add any objectives for any information added to the unit.

III. Information Sheet and Activity Sheets

A. Discuss the information presented. Give examples to
illustrate the discussion.

B. Have students complete Activity Sheets 1-8.

1. Activity Sheets 2, 3, and 4 are designed to aid
the student in self-awareness.

2. Have students complete Activity Sheet 5 individually;
then, lead the class in discutsing why each choice is
best.

3. Activity Sheet 6 is a class participation activity.

4. Activity Sheets 7 and 8 could be either an individual
activity or a group/class participation activity.

IV. Answers to Activity Sheets

A. Answers are provided for Activity Sheets 1 and 5.

B. Activity Sheets 2, 3, and 4 do not require evaluation.
Instructor should be certain students understand instruc-
tions and gcals of the activities.

C. Activity Sheets 6, 7, and 8 are to be evaluated to the
satisfaction of the instructor.

4
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V. Unit Test

A. Give the test upon completion of the unit and activities.

B. Add test parts to correspond to any information added to
unit.

VI. Answers to Unf..t Test

VII. Resources and References

A. HUMAN RELATIONS IN BUSINESS
Steven Eggland and John Williams
South-Western Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45227

B. PSYCHOLOGY: HUMAN RELATIONS AND MOTIVATION, 5th ed.
Laird, Laird, Fruehling, and Swift
Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Princeton kd.
Highstown, NJ 08520

C. TODAY'S WOMAN, 3rd ed.
Helen Whitcomb and Rosalind Lang
Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Princeton Rd.
Highstown, NJ 08520

D. SUCCEEDING IN THE WORLD OF WORK
Grady Kimbrell and Ben Vineyard
McKnight Publishing Co.
Bloomington, IL 61701

E. ENTERING THE WORLD OF WORK
Grady Kimbrell and Ben Vineyard
McKnight Publishing Co.
Bloomington, IL 61701

5
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HUMAN REUMONS

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and Definitions

A. Communicationthe exchange of an idea or a message which
results in a high amount of understanding between tho
sender and the receiver.

S. Empathythe ability to see ane feel things from another
person's point of view.

C. Sumas relations - -refers to the relationships between
people.

D. lumen relations skills - -skills that help you have positive
relationships.

E . Initiative--being a st,f -starter, seeing work that needs
to be done, and doing it without waiting to be told to do
so.

F. Positive human relations--the ability to get along with
many different people under varying circumstances.

G. Self-awarenesshow well you know yourself.

S . Self-imagehow you feel about yourself.

I. Tict--a sense of knowing what to do or say in order to
maintain good relations with others and to avoid offense.

J. Tolerancethe ability to endure irritations, habits, or
mannerisms that may bother you.

R. Valuseyour personal beliefs as to what is good or bad,
right or wrong.

II. Importance of Positive Rumen Relations

A. Host of a person's time is spent with other people.

D . This time is happier and mare productive if relationships
are well adjusted.

C. Approximately eighty-one percent of all jobs are lost
because of the inability to get along with other people.

fA.14 ; it4 L
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III. Human Relations Skills

A. Self-awareness

The first step to understanding and accepting other people
is to know and accept yourself. The following items can
help you discover more about yourself.

1. Values

a. What is important to you

b. What is right or wrong

c. What is good or bad

2. Strengths and weaknesses

a. What are your good and bad points

b. What skills do you have

c. What personal traits are likeable and which need
improvement

3. Self-image

a. How you may feel differently about yourself at
times, depending on the situation.

b. How your self-image is greatly influenced by how
other people react toward you.

B. Communication

The two basic forms of communication--verbal and non-
verbal--are used to convey the message from sender to
receiver.

1. Verbal communication

a. The words used in speaking and writing.

b. Choice of words is important for precise meaning.

2. Nonverbal communication

a. Physical gestures, facial expressions, tone of
voice are forms of nonverbal communication.

b. Help emphasize or describe the message being
communicated.

c. Feelings often most effectively communicated
nonverbally.

C. Empathy

1. Listen to what the other person is saying.

2. Try to put yourself in his/her place to see his/her
point of view.

7
I
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IV. Awlying Human Relations Skills on the Job

A. Employees who work well with their employer and co-workers
are happier and more productive.

B. Co-workers are not always those with whom you would choose
to be friends.

1. Their values may differ from yours

2. You may not like their lifestyle or personality.

C. It is important to cooperate with co-workers. Team efforts
are essential.

D. Respect another person's right to be different.

E. Human relations skills are helpful when unusual circumstances
(absentees, rush orders, for example) put excess demands
on employees.

1. Be willing to perform extra duties when necessary.

2. Show initiative. Start work assignments you know must
be done without waiting to be instructed to do so.
Keep busy.

F. A positive attitude is "catching." It encourages the
same in others.

V. Establishing Satisfactory Employer-Employee Relationships

A. Remember that employers are people, too. Just like you,
they:

1. Have interests outside of work.

2. Have good days and bad days.

3. Like to receive compliments.

4. Sometimes have difficulty accepting criticism.

B. Respect, don't fear, your supervisor. (Remember that the
supervisor probably held a lesser position before becoming
a supervisor.)

C. Suggestions a worker can use in learning to get along with
a supervisor.

1. Be responsible, dependable.

a. Get to work on time, and work up until quitting time.

b. Always notify the employer if late arrival or
absence is necessary.

8
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C. Work consistently.

(1) take breaks only at designated times.

(2) avoid wasting time in excess talk.

(3) limit personal telephone calls.

2. Show interest in the job.

a. Learn about the company, its policies, administra-
tion, products, etc.

b. Be conscientious of your work. Be neat, thorough,
and accurate.

c. Follow instructions carefully and ask questions if
you do not understand.

d. Be flexible; schedule and work requirements some-
times change unavoidably.

3- Develop confidence in personal ability.

a. Polish skills.

b. Take advantage of opportunities to expand your
knowledge by enrolling in college classes or by
reading and researching on your own.

c. Accept and use constructive criticism as a tool
for improvement.

d. Maintain a positive attitude about the job and the
employer.

4. Be honest:

a. With yourself about your capabilities, your motives,
your doubts.

b. With the supervisor and co-workers.

c. Don't do something dishonest that could get your
supervisor, or yourself, in trouble.

5. Be straightforward.

a. Discuss concerns, complaints, and suggestions
with the supervisor.

b. Go directly to your supervisor with a complaint,
not to his/her supervisor.

c. Be loyal to the supervisor and the employing
company.

9
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VI. 'Establishing Positive Relationships with Co-workers

A. Cooperation, consideration, and tact are necessary in
working with others.

B. Suggestions for developing positive relationships with
co-workers:

1. Know what duties are expected of you and fulfill them.

2. Be willing to help others when extra help is needed.

3. Don't play favorites; respect all co-workers as
individuals.

4. Dress and behave in a manner consistent with the accept
ed office environment.

5. Learn and abide by the office rules and any special
privileges allowed to certain individuals (Sara leaves
at 4:30 to take the mail; John always sits in the green
chair 10,breaks; lunch break is always 12:00-1:00).

6. Avoid lailis4:p.1,

VII. Human Relations with Customers
.Y4 .

-

A. Customers are the most iniportant element of a business
because they are the onit;that.contribute to profits.

B. Guidelines for dealing with ally type of customer.

1. Determine the customer's need.

a. Each customer is different and has various needs.

b. Do not make assumptions about people.

c. Be sensitive to the customer's needs.

2. Try to satisfy the customer s need.

a. Have a thorough knowledge of the goods and/or
services that the business provides.

b. Try to match the customer's need with the product
or service.

C. Dealing with angry or unsatified customers.

1. Never argue with a customer.

2. Always consider the customer's point of view.

3. When an angry customer feels that you understand and
care about his/her feelings, the customer will usually
calm down and deal with the problem in a reasonable
manner.

10



HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVITY SHEET 1--TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

DIRECTIONS: Listed below are several words related to human
relations. Unscramble the words and write the
definition of each beside the word.

1. alsansseewerf

2. matyhep

3. attc

4. moucitomannic

5. saluve

.4%Y1-

6. rontecale

7. eivtinatii

8. tauanrmbmconevliconino

9. fgeailesm

1 8



HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVITY SHEET 2--VALUES CLARIFICATION

DIRECTIONS: Rate each of the following items according to how
important it is to you.

SCALE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 = not important
5 = neutral
10 = very important

1. Equal opportunity for all people

2.
A financially comfortable life

3. Respect from others

4. Expensive possessions

5. Going to church

6. A medical check-up each year

7. A meaningful love relationship

8. Being famous

9. Having a lot of friends

10. Honesty

11. Giving parties

12. Going to college

13. Exercising regularly

14. A high-paying job

15. Contributing to charities

16. A secure and happy family life

17. Helping the sick and disadvantaged

18. Owning a lot of clothes

19. An honest, close friend

20. Taking vitamins

21. Being kind to animals

22. Respecting parents

23. Sleeping at least 8 hours each night

24. Being the leader of a club

25. Self-confidence

26. Having children

27. Improv.ing'personal skills and talents

28. Religious belieil6
12



29. A prestigious job

30. Seeking professional counseling for a major problem

31. Belonging to a club or social group

32. Obeying all laws and regulations

Eight values are shown below. Write the number (rating) you gave each
'item beside the number of the item. Total the numbers in each column.
This will determine how you value certain things.

HUMANISM HEALTH FAMILY
Item No. Rating Item No. Rating Item No. Rating

1. 6. 7.

15. 13. 16.

17. 20. 22.

21. 23. 26.

Total Total Total

MONEY FAME/POWER SOCIAL
Item No. Rating Item No. Rating Item No. Rating

2. 3. 9.

4. 8. 11.

14. 24. 19.

18. 29. 31.

Total Total Total

RELIGION/MORALITY PERSONAL GROWTH
Item No. Rating Item No. Rating

5. . 12.

10. 25.

28. 27.

32. 30.

Total Total

13
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HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVITY SHEET 3--WHAT I AM LIKE

DIRECTIONS: Place an X along the scale to indicate which description
most accurately describes yourself.

SCALE:

Exactly like More like
this description this description

I AIM

easy to get along with

neat, organized

responsible

on time

healthy

calm

enjoy people

creative

positive

enjoy humor

mature

hard working

well-groomed

confident

honest

respectful

good listener

accept criticism well

follow orders well

can work under pressure

like to work on a team

can express myself easlly

have a good memory

considerate

Neutral More like Exactly like
this description this descriptior

I.

21

disagreeable

messy

irresponsible

late

unhealthy

nervous

prefer solitude

stick to old ideas

negative

serious

immature

lazy

sloppy

unsure

dishonest

disrespectful

poor listener

can't accept criticism

won't take orders

can't handle pressure

like to work alone

tongue-tied

forgetful

rude



HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVITY SHEET 4--HOW .0THERS SEE ME

DIRECTIONS: Divide into;pairs. Exchange the information in
Activity 3 and rate each other as you see that person.
Use a different pen or pencil to distinguish your
markings from the other person's.



_HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVIT" SHEET 5--GETTING ALONG WITH EMPLOYERS

AND CO-WORKERS

DIRECTIONS: In the following examples, check the action you think
would be best.

1. Mary has worked at Belton Manufacturing Company for three days.
On the third day,some of the other workers go out to lunch
together. They don't ask Mary to come along. Mary should:

a. Send them a memo.

b. Be mad that she wasn't invited.

c. Wait a little longer until people know her; then they
probably will include her.

2. It is Beverly's first day on the job at Sherwood Hat Factory.
She is very anxious to make friends. She should:

a. Bring donuts for everyone once a week.

b. Compliment the other women on their clothes, even if
she isn't sincere.

c. Relax and wait for friendships to grow.

3. Phillip is very good at duplicating stencils. Tracey, the new
stenographer, is having trouble with the machine. Phillip should:

a. Not try to help because he thinks Tracey might not
like it.

b. Tell Tracey that he used to have trouble with it, and
show her how, to adjust the machine.

c. Tell Tracey she's doing it wrong.

4. There's going to be a birthday party for the boss. A sheet
with everyone's name on it is passed around, and people mark
whether or not they can come. Joni sees the sheet. She is
new and her name is not on it. She should:

a. Add her name to the list and mark whether or not she
can come.

b. Believe she is not wanted at the party.

c. Tell the secretary who made up the sheet that she has
forgotten her name.

5. Trey, the accountant, is handicapped. Sharon, a fellow:employee
should:

a. Treat Trey as she would anyone else.

b. Go out of her way to be especially nice.

c. Avoid Trey.



6. Pam is in the company cafeteria line. She is in no hurry, but
the person behind her is rushed. Pam should:

a. Make her selection because it is her turn.

b. Suggest that the person go ahead of her.

c. Take an extra long time just to calm the person down.

7. Barbara does not really like Ryan, yet she has been assigned
to work with him on a project. Barbara should:

a. Refuse to work on the project.

b. Remain optimistin and learn what she can from the
experience.

c. Stay at home and call in sick to avoid w.,rking on the
project.

8. Several people in Ray's office are writing a petition against
the office manager and are planning to deliver it to the head
of the division. They ask Ray to sign the petition. Ray should:

a. Sign it, since he doesn't like the way the office is
managed,either.

b. Tell them he doesn't like the way the office is managed
but that he thinks they are crazy.

c. Ask if they have spoken to the office manager, and if
not, encourage them to do so.

9. Adam's supervisor has informed him of a company-sponsored
bookkeeping class which meets the last hour of the workday.
The supervisor will recommend that Adam be adwitted to the
next class if he would like. Adam should:

a. Wonder if this is the supervisor's way of telling him
that his work isn't good enough.

b. Gratefully accept the opportunity to upgrade his skills,
knowing that this will benefit him as well as the company.

c. Tell the supervisor that he isn't interested in any
boring classes.

10. Kelly has been offered a job for which she is not qualified.
She should:

a. Admit her inadequacy and offer to learn on the job.

b. Refuse to try to learn.

c. Take the job and try to bluff her way through it.

11. When Seth accepted his new job, he understood that he would be
expected to work one Saturday every two months. Next Saturday
is his day to work, but Seth had forgotten this and has made
special plans for Saturday. Seth should:

a. Explain to his supervisor that he just cannot work
Saturday.

b. Not tell anyone and just not show up Saturday.

c. Change his plans for Saturday and be at work.

44r41.0144,0



12. Margie has been hoping for a promotion for the last six
months. She has been employed in the office longer than
any other stenographer, and she knows that her supervisor
is about to hire a secretary. Margie should:

a. Talk with her supervisor about the requirements for
the secretarial position and express her interest in
the job.

b. Threaten to quit if she does not get the job.
c. Not say anything at all about the possible promotion.

P4.7
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HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVITY SHEET 6--ROLE-PLAYING EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

DIRECTIONS: 1. Two students are needed for this activity. One will
role-play a company supervisor; the other will role-
play an employee. Each "actor" is to be very
expressive and use emotionally loaded words. The
time allowed for role-playing is 5 minutes.

Role of Supervisor

You are the supervisor of the production department. You must
discipline an employee who has been absent five times in the last3 weeks. The employee didn't call in one of those times. When
the employee is at work, he/she spends too much time on personal
phone calls, and has been known to leave early without permission.
This behavior is not acceptable. You are very emotional as you
talk to the employee.

Role of Employee

You are to react as you feel the employee would react. You are
nervous and defensive.

2. Discuss the conversation, ai':d which words or sentences containedemotionally loaded words. List zho4e words on the board.

3. Divide into 2 groups. Each group is to write a script in which
the supervisor and employee calmly and maturely discuss the problem,
and come to a solution. Choose 2 people from each group to rolw-play
the new script for the class.

19
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_ HUMAN PiELATIOCS

ACTIVITY SHEET Ts-SWING PROBLEMS CM4 THE JCNB

DIRICTIONSI Road the samples below and discuss various solutions
to each situation.

1. Mask is a good employee except for one problem. N. is late
almost every morning because h has to take his children to
scdiool and the day care center. What can be done to help thissituation?

2. Marsha is the secretary for six cop's. She is to divide hit:
this equally. She trips to comp te the priority work first,
but sometimes seviirerissignments are equally important and are
seeded as soon as pig: le. Janis gives Marsha more work than

leAbgh
any of the others. 'assignments take longer to prepare.
Marsha works steedily,, breakepand sometimes stays late
trying to_keep up with the work*. The other staff members have
been oomplaining that Marotta spuds most of her time working
for Janis and lets their work 'mat. What are some possible
solutions to this situation?

3. Cosy has been working at Lakeside Fitness center for three
months as a secretary/receptionist. Re has noticed several
organisational proiblemspoor inventory control, insufficient
use of workerskand !eels he has some good ideas about other
forms of advertising. Row should he go about making his
suggestions?

21



HUMAN RELATIONS

ACTIVITY SHEET 8--DEALING WITH CUSTOMERS

DIRECTIONS: Read the samples below and describe what you would do
in each situation in the space provided.

1. You are a salesperson in a children's dress shop. Mrs. Davis
is looking for a birthday gift for her five-year-old grand-
daughter. Her granddaughter lives in another state and Mrs.
Davis hasn't seen her for almost a year. She doesn't know what
sise the child wears. What would you do?

2. You are the office manlger in the Accounts Receivable Department.
A new customer, Ms. Brady', Apcs just received her order and has
telephoned your office. She is:confused and angry. She was
quoted a price of $200 for the' goods she ordered, but was
charged $300 on the invoice. Someohe from your office quoted
her an inc.wrect price. What would you do?



HUMAN RELATIONS

ANSWERS .TO ACTIVITY SHEETS

ACTIVITY SHEET 1

1. Self-awareness--how well you know yourself.

2. Empathy--the ability to see and feel things from another person's
point of view.

3. Tact--a sense of knowing what to do or say in order to maintain
good relations with others and avoid offense.

4. Communication--the exchange of an idea or a message which results
in a high amount of understanding between the sender and the
receiver.

5. Values--personal beliefs as to what is good or bad, right or
wrong.

6. ToleranCe--the ability. to endure irritations habits, or manner-
isms that may bother you.

Initiative--seeing work that needs to be done, and doing it
without waiting to be told to do so.

8. Non-verbal communication--physica1,4estures, facial expressions,
tone of voice that emphasize or help de,scribe the message being
communicated.

9. Self-image--how you feel about yourself..

ACTIVITY SHEETS 2, 3, and 4

Do not require evaluation.

ACTIVITY SHEET 5

1. c 7. b

2. c 8. c

3. b 9. b

4. a 10. a

5. a 11. c

6. b 12. a

ACTIVITY SHEETS 6 7, and 8

To be evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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HUMAN RELATIONS

UNIT TEST

A. Match the correct term to the correct definition by placing the
letter in the appropriate space.

1. Personal beliefs as to what
is good or bad, right or wrong.

2. A sense of knowing what to do
or say in order to maintain
good relations with others and
avoid offense.

3. How you feel about yourself.

4. The ability to see and feel
things from another person's
point of view.

5. Skills that help you have
positive relationships.

6. The exchange of an idea or
a message which results in
a high amount of understanding
between the sender and the
receiVer.

7. The ability to get along
with many different people
under, varying circumstances.

8. Refers to relationships
between people.

9. The ability to endure
irritations, habits, or
mannerisms that may
annoy you.

1 . How well you know
yourself.

11. Physical gestures, facial
expressions, tone of voice
that help emphasize or
describe a message being
communited.

1 . DoingysomethingiOh your
own, without needing to
be told to-do so.

A. Communication

B. Tolerance

C. Self-awareness

D. Values

E. Human Relations

F. Self-image

G. Tact

H. Positive Human
Relations

I. Initiative

J. Non-verbal Communi-
cation

K. Empathy

L. Human Relations
Skills



B. List six things an employee can do to establish a satisfactory
relationship with the employer.

C. Discuss four suggestions for developing positive relationships
with co-workers.

D. List the two basic guidelines to remember when serving customers.
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A.

1. D

2. G

3. F

4. K

5. L

6. A

B. To be

C. To be

D. 1.

HUMAN RELATIONS

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST

7. H

9. E

9. B

10. C

11. J

12. I

evaluated to the

evaluated to the

satisfaction

satisfaction

Determine the customer's need.

2. Try to satisfy the.clist9mer's need.

1

of the instructor.

of the instructor.



PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to efficiently
plan and organize work and prioritize tasks. This knowledge will be
evidenced through demonstration and by successfully completing theunit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit of instruction, the student will be able
to:

1. Match terms to their correct definitions.

2. List the advantages of planning.

3. 'List the disadvantages of working without a plan.

4. Sequence the steps involved in planning and organizing work.

5. Name and describe various types of reminder devices that aid
in planning land.organizing work.

6. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Prioritize tasks according to their importance.

b. Design an etficient work station.

26

from General Clerical Duties and
Related Information, Occupational
Curriculum Lab, East Texas University,
commerce, TX, 1981. pages 225-250
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR

I. Preparation for Unit

A. Preview the unit.

B. Add any information necessary to fully meet the needs of the
unit and of the students.

C. Design a bulletin board introducing the unit.

1. Use a "pie" chart which illustrates the percent of time
a secretary might spend on various tasks in the office.

2. Illustrate a variety of reminder devices used in the
office.

3. Show an efficient layout for an office work area.

D. Arrange for a secretary to speak to the class on ways to
save time and energy when doing daily office work.

E. Arrange a field trip to an office that has been reorganized
as the result of a time-and-motion study. Ask the secretary
or supervisor to discuss with the class the improvements that
have occurred because of the new arrangements.

II. Objective Sheet

A. Discuss the unit and specific objectives.

B. Add objectives for any information added to the unit.

III. Information and Activity Sheets

A. Terms and definitions

1. Discuss the terms and definitions.

2. Provide any examples or illustrations to facilitate the
discussion.

B. Information and activity sheets

1. Planning

a. Discuss the advantages of planning and the disadvan-
tages of no planning.

b. Provide examples to facilitate the discussion.
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2. Work

a. Discuss the three types of work that exist in an
office.

b. Illustrate how the three types of work might flow
together in the office setting.

3. Planning and organizing

a. Discuss the steps in planning :.nd organizing work.

b. Provide examples of rush, as-soon-as-possible, and
routine work to facilitate the discussion.

4. Timesaving devices

a. Discuss the elements that can influence timesaving
and organization.

b. Use th t! teacher's desk to demonstrate how to arrange
a desk top for efficient use.

c. Use the teacher's desk to demonstrate efficient use of
drawer space.

d. Discuss how the classroom could be arranged to facil-
itate timesaving as discussed in this section of the
unit.

5. Reminders

a. Discuss the various types of reminder devices that
are used in an office.

b. Provide examples of a calendar and a reminder file to
facilitate the discussion.

c. Demonstrate the use of each of the reminder devices
used as examples.

d. Discuss the use of schedules as they relate to the
class as well as to the office.

e. With student input, demonstrate scheduling by planning
a daily, weekly, and long-range schedule for classroom
activities.

6. Activities

a. Activity Sheet 1--SETTING PRIORITIES

B. Activity Sheet 2--ORGANIZING THE WORK STATION

IV. Answers to Activity Sheets

A. Answers are provided to Activity Sheet 1.

B. A sample of one of several acceptable arrangements is pro-
Added for Activity Sheet 2.
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C. Assign point values to each of the activities.

D. Determine a method of evaluating Activity Sheet 2, so that
all students' work will be evaluated consistently.

V. Unit Test

A. Various methods of administering the test may be used:

1. Administer the test upon completion of the unit.

2. Use the test as an additional activity.

B. Add test parts to correspond to any information added to
the unit.

VI. Answers to Unit Test

A. Answers are provided.

B. Assign point values to test sections and questions.

C. Add answers for any additional questions or sections addedto the unit test.
."
f.

VII. Resources and References.

A. THE ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY: RESOURCE, 1970
Anderson, Lee, Russon, Wenikelland Horack
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Company
Princeton Road
Highstown, NJ 08520

B. THE SECRETARY'S WORKSHOP, 1978
Bureau of Business Practice, Inc.
24 Rope Ferry Road
Waterford, CT 06386

C. SECRETARIAL PROCEDURES AND ADMINISTRATION, 2nd ed., 1973
Hanna, Popham, and Tilton
South-Western PUblishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

D. SECRETARIAL OFFICE PROCEDURES, 1977
Oliverio and Pasewark
South-Western Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

E. OFFICE PROCEDURES, 1980
Stewart, Blockhus, Reigel, and Schroeder
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Company
Princeton Road
Highstown, NJ 08520
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

INFORMATION SHEET

I. merms and Definitions

A. Organizing--the coordination of activities to meet the com-
pletion of predetermined goals.

B. Planning--deciding in advance what needs to be done, who will
do it, and when it will be done.

C. Productivity--the ability to accomplish a task or job accu-
rately and on time.

D. Scheduling--listing activities or work to be completed; a
timetable.

E. Time waster--any task or activity that takes more time than it
should for successful completion.

II. Advantages of Planning

A. 'Eliminates time wasters.

B. Increases productivity.

C. Makes better use of resources.

D. Increases effectiveness in doing work.

E. Increases efficiency.

F. Eliminates duplication of effort.

Disadvantages of No Planning

A. Results in poor quality work.

B. Decreases productivity.

C. Decreases efficiency.

D. Results in misuse of resources.

E. Increases time wasters.

IV. Types of Work Performed

A. Daily

1. Performed every day by the secretary, without special
instructions.

2. May include such duties as filing, processing the mail,
ansWering the telephone handling office callers, handling
orders, etc.
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B. Assigned

1. Performed at various times during the week or month.

2. Performed at the direction of the employer.

3. May include such duties as typing correspondence, compos-
ing letters, preparing payroll, handling travel arrange-
ments, arranging meetings, etc.

C. Other

1. Performed on an irregular basis.

2. Varies according to the employer and type of business.

3. May include such duties as preparing income tax reports,
preparing quarterly or yearly reports, etc.

V. Steps in Planning and Organizing Work

A. Set priorities

1. Prepare a schedule of work to be completed that day.

(NOTE: This may be done the day before.)

2. Decide on the order in which the work will be completed.

a. Rush jobs--work that must be completed immediately.

b. As-soon-as-possible jobs--important work; does not
require immediate action but should be done as soon
as time permits.

c. Routine jobs--work that is completed when time permits
and after other, more important,tasks have been com-
pleted.

3. Be flexible; allow for unexpected work.

B. Organize work

1. Plan each job to be completed.

2. Gather materials needed to complete the work.

3. Make notes of any questions to ask or of special instruc-
tions needed to complete the work.

C. Complete the work

1. Do one job at a time.

2. Follow one job through to completion before beginning
another.



"I. Timesaving Steps

A. Organize work area

1. Desk

a. Arrange frequently used items on the desk top within
easy reach to avoid wasting time.

.(1) telephone and telephone directory

(2) calendar

(3) materials being worked on

(4) pens and pencils

(5) stapler and tape dispenser

(6) reference books

(7) trays for holding work in progress, mail, etc.

(8) calculator

b. Arrange supplies in desk drawers depending on use.

(1) top drawer--used to store letterhead paper, car-
bon paper, onionskin, memo forms, envelopes,
plain paper.

(2) center drawer--used to store paper clips, ruler,
pens, erasers, staple remover, scissors, rubber
bands.

(3) file drawer- used to store frequently used files.

(4) other drawers--used to store other miscellaneous
supplies and personal items.

2. Supply cabinet

a. Locate near work area.

b. Store extra supplies on shelves.

c. Arrange supplies according to frequency of use. Items
used most should be stored at the front of shelves.
Heavy items should be stored on lower shelves.

3. File cabinets

a. Maintain an up-to-date filing system.

b. Locate frequently used file cabinets near the wurk
area to save time.

4. Book shelves

a. Locate book shelves near work area to save steps.

b. Store reference books and materials on shelves to
keep desk top clear.

v.", '32 39
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B. Use reminder devices

1. Calendar

a. Use to note work that must be completed each month.

b. Use to keep track of daily appointments.

2. Reminder file

a. File cabinet dlawer
)

(1) Use to hold work that is to be completed daily,-
monthly, or yearly.

(2) Organize by months with folders for each day
of the month.

(3) Store material in folders according to the date
when action must be taken or begun.

b. Card file

41'"7"t14!:

(1) Use to hold reminders of
tasks that must be com-
pleted on specific days of
a given month.

(2) Organize by months, with
a card for each day of
the current month.

4"ec

(3) Write reminders on file
cards and store behind the
guide showing the date on
which a specific task
must be done.

(4) Remove the reminder card
when the task has been
completed.

(5) Rotate the guide showing the name of the current
month at the beginning of each month.

3. Schedules

a. Daily schedule--a record of daily work to be com-
pleted; organized according to the time at which a
task is to be done.

b. Weekly schedule--a record of any work that is com-
pleted once a week or once or twice a month, such
as computing payroll, making bank deposits, etc.

c. Long-range schedule--a record of any work that may
occur, at various times during the year, such as
quarterly reports, income tax reports, etc.
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C. Sliminate unnecessary motion

1. Arrange work area to save time and effort.

3. Seep an up-todate inventory of all supplies.

3. Sesta* necessary supplies before beginning work.

4. Sliminste steps or tasks which are no longer necessary.

S. Combine tasks that can easily be done at the same time.

4. Sedesign farms if necessary to save time.

7. Make use of tim -saving eguipmentesuch as office copiers,
collators, paper folders, tc.

S. Complete difficult jobs when you axe at your best.
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY SHEET 1--SETTING PRIORITIES

DIRECTIONS: Prioritize the day's tasks described below by indicating
on the line provided the appropriate work designation:

1 = Rush

2 = As Soon As Possible

3 = Routine

Then arrange the tasks in the order in which they would
be completed under the appropriate category on the plan-
ning sheet.

1. Call Alice Lewis to change her 11 a.m. appointment this
morning to 1:30 this afternoon.

2. Sort the mail and place it on the appropriate desks.

3. Prepare the finalized agenda for tomorrow's Board of Direc-
tors' meeting.

4. Inventory the office supplies on hand.

5. Prepare a requisition for any supplies that need to be re-
plenished.

6. Transcribe machine dictation letters.

7. File the day's correspondence.

8. Compose responses to all of the requests for catalogs that
have come in during the past week.

9. Update the mailing list for next year by adding the names
and addresses of persons contacted by the marketing repre-
sentatives during the past week.

10. Call the travel agency to make arrangements for Hal Thorso's
trip to Great Britain in two weeks.

11. Prepare tomorrow's work schedule.

12. Water the plants in the reception area.

13. Begin preparing invoices to be mailed out on the 30th (the
end of next week).

14. Prepare an expense report for the business trip from which
Kim Lau returned this morning.

15. Reorganize the bookshelves and remove any publications that
are more than five years' old.



PLANNING SHEET

Name

Date

I. Rush Jobs

II. As-soon-as-possible Jobs

III. Routine Jobs
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY SHEET 2--ORGANIZING THE WORK STATION

DIRECTIONS: Use the illustration provided to arrange the frequently
used items listed on the desk top. Label each item you
illustrate.

1. Telephone

2. Telephone directory

3. Calendar

4. Materials being worked on

5. Pens and pencils

6. Stapler

7. Tape dispenser

8. Reference books

9. Trays (in and out baskets) for work in progress, mail, etc.

10. Calculator
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ACTIVITY SHEET 2 WORKSHEET

DESK TOP



PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITY SHEETS

Activity Sheet 1

1. 1 6. 2 11. 3

2. 2 7. 2 12. 3

3. 1 8. 3 13. 2

4. 3 9. 3 14. 2

5. 3 10. 2 15. 3

Rush Jobs

1. Call Alice Lewis to'change her 11 a.m. appointment this morning
to 1:30 this afternoon.

3. Prepare the finalized agenda for tomorrow's Board of Directors'
meeting.

As-soon-aspoSsible Jobs

-2. Sort he mail and.Olace it on the appropriate desks.

64 Trantcribe the machine dictation letters.

14. Prepare an expense report for the business trip from which
Kim Lau returned this morning.

10. Call the-travel agency to make arrangements for Hal Thorso's
trip to Great Britain in_two weeks.

7. File the'day's correspondence.

13. Begin preparing invoicei to be mailed out on the 30th (the end
of next:week):

Routine Jobs

4. Inventory the office supplies on hand.

5. Prepare a requisition for any supplies that need to be
replenished.

8. Compose responses to all of the requests for catalogs that have
.come In during the past week.

9. Update the mailing list for next year by adding the names and
addresses of persons contacted by the marketing representatives
during the past week.

12. Water the plants in the reception area.

15. Reorganize the bookshelves and remove any publications that are
more than five'years' old.

11. Prepare tomorrow's work schedule.



Activity Sheet 2
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

UNIT TEST

A. Match the term to its correct definition by placing the letter in
the appropriate space.

1. Listing activities or work to be
completed; a timetable.

2. The coordination of activities to
meet the completion of predeter-
mined goals.

3. Any task or activity that takes
more time than it should for
successful completion.

4. The ability to accomplish a task
or job accurately and on time.

5. Deciding in advance what needs to
be done, who will do it, and when
it will be done.

B. List six advantages of planning.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5..

6.

A. Organizing

B. Planning

C. Productivity

D. Scheduling

E. Time waster

C. List five disadvantages of not planning.

1.

2.
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D. Sequence in order the steps involved in planning and organizing
work by numbering the items in the spaces provided. The first
step should be given the number 1.

1. Be flexible; allow for unexpected work.

2. Decide on the order in which the work will be completed.

3. Do one job at a time.

4. Follow one job through to completion before beginning another.

5. Gather materials needed to complete the work.

6. Make notes of any questions to ask or of special instructions
needed to complete the work.

7. Plan each job to be completed.

8. Prepare a schedule of work to be completed that day.

E. List two uses of a calendar.

1.

2.

F. Name and describe two types of reminder files.

G. Name and describe the three types of schedules.
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING WORK ACTIVITIES

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST

A. 1. D

2. A

3. E

4. C

5. B

B. 1. Eliminates time wasters

2. Increases productivity

3. Makes better use of resources

4. Increases effectiveness in doing work
5. Increases efficiency

6. Eliminates duplication of effort

C. 1. Results in poor quality work

2. Decreases productivity

3. Decreases efficiency

4. Results in misuse of resources

5. Increases time wasters

D. 1. 3

2. 2

3. 7

4. 8

5. 5

6. 6

7. 4

8. 1

E. 1. To note work that must be completed each month.

2. To keep track of daily appointments.

F. 1. File cabinet drawer

Used to hold work that is to be completed daily, monthly, or
yearly.

Organized by months with folders for each day of the month.

Store material in folders according to the date when action
must be taken oribegun



2. Card file

Used to hold reminders of tasks that must be completed on
specific days of a given month.

Organized by months, with a card for each day of the current
month.

Write reminders on file cards and store behind the guide
showing the date on which a specific task must be done.

Remove the reminder card when the task has been completed.

G. 1. Daily schedule--a record of daily work to be completed;
organized according to the time at which a task is to be done.

2. Weekly schedule--a record of any work that is completed once
a week or once or twice a month, such as computing payroll,
making bank deposits, etc.

3. Long-range schedule--a record of any work that may occur at
various times during the year, such as quarterly reports,
income tax reports, etc.
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GROOMING

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completicm of this unit, the student will be able to apply the
principles of grooming.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After campleticn of this unit cf instructicm, the student will be able to:

1. List three reasons why appearance is important.

2. Explain hcw to choose clothes, hairstyles, and makeup.

3. Define good posture.

4. Explain why personal hygiene is important.

5. List and emplain eight ccaponents of personal hygiene.

Materials in this unit are taken from
Office and Clerical SULU Learning

.Activity Packets, Dennis R. Hersdhbach,
UniVersity of Maryland, Department cf
IndOstriali,Technological, and Occupational
EducatianikOmethrough the Maryland State
Department Of Education, Edvision of
Vocational-Technical Educatice, 1978;
reproducedwith permission.
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OFFICE GROOMING

Avisitor to an offiCe expects to be helped ty a pleasant worker. The
offioeworker may be very polite and know the job skills very well, but
this is not what the visitor notices first. Before an office worker eien
speaks, the, visitor has noticed the worker's personal appearance and
hygiene habits.

An office worker with a pleasing appearance and good hygiene habits makes a
favorable impression on visitors. However, an office worker with a Sloppy
appearance and poor hygiene habits will most likely offend and embarrass
visitors.. And, worse yet, sudh a person will probably be evaded ty
co-workers.
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE

Sere are fox ports to an office worker's persona *pennon clothes,
Wt, postaret aad far ixame nelseup. 2b oda a pod *cession, you must
min the paper dittos for esch cue.

Sere are several carom ft personal /mama is Worts:It:

1. First isgrasione amt. A slow oppearance ay tall others that
your work Mite are also aloppr. the other hod, a pod
egcsarante will tell others thst you are about your looM, so you
probably ma gee your jab, too.

2. A
hout
good mama indicates that you have self-respect and care

s yourself.

3. Alropa ogsaaranoe Was you more acceptable to visitors to the
ihr-ost clothes and mond hairstyles my be attractive

to yam frialle, but most badmen deal with people who ney not
be tooed in° to eaten stem

Sore are certain rules that you must fella to hwe a good appearance:

Main
Use amp sena when choosing cloths& Your clothes should not be too
mud or too draw. For magi% you should not wear blue jeans or a
long fsnqr dress to the office. Outr clothing, such as mats and hats,
@bald not be worn inside.

bsr las clothes that will look nice, both eon and women Mould consider
Wee Maps @WU, color, end sine. The st?fle of your clothing aunt
look gad you. A tittle that look. good on a tall person my Asko a
Wirt look evat darter. Clothing that looks good on a thin person
mg hew person look me heavier. 1tech person is different, so

yes Int Me the ehfle that's right for you. The second thing you should
considsc Is the 'We al the clothing. Se color cE your clothing should
look nice with yea lair, skin, ond eye color. No cm looks pod in every
color, so you shodd (loose the colors that look best a you. An outfit
sig lam several pieces of clothing, sods as a skirt and a sweater, or
gado ad vat. akb color in the outfit not look good together. The
colors *odd not clash. Se third thing to considsr is size. You aust
choose galas that fit well. Clothes tbat are too tight oc too loose nust
be avoided.
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Clothing must always be clean, neat, and mended. Nb matter hog nice a
piece of clothing is, it will look aloppi if there are stains, tears,
wrinkles, or missing buttces. If you take care of your clothes, they will
look better and laat longer. Set aside a certain time each week to do your
laundry. Meek the labels in the clothes for Cleaning instructices. Take
imwashables to the dry cleaners regularly. Unless all your clothes are
penaanent pcess, you should iron thee before you wear them This war
you'll start eadh day looking fresh and neat. Sew an loose buttons before
you lose them and fix am hems that are torn. These mall repairs take
little tin* and they make a big difference in ha, your clothes lcok and
haw long they will last.

Be careful in selecting and caring for ihoes. Shoes Ahould be comfortable
because you may have a lot af walking to db on the job. Shoes must be kept
in good repair and polishedwhen necessary.

As an office worker, you Ahould choose an attractive hairstyle. The
hairstyle should depend an the dope cf your face, your body build, and
your hair texture. A short hairstyle might be good for a long face. If
you have thick, straight hair youmightwant to wear a longer hairstyle.
It is best to have a simple hairstyle that is neat and pleasing in
appearance. A simple hoirstyle does not need a lot of attention at work.
A, hairstylist can help you choose the most suitable hairstyle6

4 8
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Clothes and hairstyletwill look best when you have
goodl posture. Good posture means standing or sitting
straight, holding your head up and your ihouldsrs
spare, and keerdng your stand) flat. It is important
to have good posture when sitting, walking or standing.
Poor posture can make a bad impression. It also can
cause breathing and back problems.

Aim
If makeup is used, it should look as natural as
possible. lbo much makeup; or thewrang color cf
makeup, is unattractive. USually lipstick, blusher.
eye Ahadmw, and mascara are enough. Them1Wcengo you

choose should &pardon the color of your skin, hair,
eyes, and clothing: Aconsultant can dog youwhat
makeup to wear and how to apply it.

rutkit
`"?..

aig
6f194"-"

Looking good makes a
better job at work.
the mdrror and ask:
it is, then you have
worker.

person feel good. And feeling goodwill make you do a
Before going to work each morning, you should look in
"Is my personal appearance as good as it can be?" If
taken the first step tcward being a pleasant office
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. For each cf the fallaging pictures, tell what is wrcag with what the
person is wearing to an office job. If there is nothing wrong, just
write "nothing.

2. Metier each cf the foliating:

a. How should you decide what type cf clothes to wear to work?

b. What three things should you consider wheel buying clothes?

c. Nine three things to consider when dvOosing a hairstyle.

/CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. List three reasons why good personal appearance is important.

2. Explain the term "good posture." List two pcoblems that can be mused
by poor posture.

3. What four things should you remember when-selecting the color cf
makeup?

5 0



PERSONAL APPEARANCE

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1. Invite a faihicn coordinator from a local department store to dscuss
cictbing selection. Topics discussed Should include: clothes for an
office setting, designs for different tody Shapes, oolcc selecticn, and
the ycoper fit of clothes.

2. With yam teacher's approval, arrange to come to schoca dressed as if
you were going to work in an cffice. With your teadher, discuss yyur
cicthing, posture, makeupu and hairstyle.

3. What'simmigwith the appearance of the office workers sham here?
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. a. Wbrker's pants and shirt are too casual for office and do not
match; shirt dbes not fit pcoperly.

b. Makeup and hairstyle are too extreme.

c. Wbrker's hair is messy; shirt is torn; pants and shirt are too
slocsy and casual.

d. Nbthing.

2. a. Use ozmmon sense and dress as the business allods.

b. Style, color, size.

c. Shape of face, body build, hair texture.

ANSWERS TO /CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. -Will Shod that you care about your looks and job.
-wail Shod you have self-respect.
-wail make you more amertable to others.

2. -Means standing or sitting straight, haling bead up and
shoulders straight, keeping atomach muscles flat.

-Breathing and tack problems.

3. Skin, hair, eyes, clothing.

ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

3. a. Clothes too big, clothes wrinkled, too much makeup.

b. Hair in eyes, shirt torn, clothes and Shoes too casual for office
job, nee& shave.

5 2
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PERSONAL HYGIENE

Personal ivgiene means caring for the bod. There are three reasons for
having good hygiene habits. First, good hygiene habits are important to
good health. Second, people with good hygiene habits are more pleasant to
work with. People with body odor or bad breath are not pleasant to be
near. It is embarrassing and unpleasant for your co-workers if they have
to stay six feet way frau you because you forgot to bathe and brush your
teeth that morning. And third, af ice workers who do not have good hygiene
habits may miss a raise in salary or wen lose their jobs.

Mere are eight parts to your personal lygiene habits. Mese are: skin
care, hand care, foot care, hair care, mouth care, exercise, diet, and
adequate sleep. All a these must be xacticed daily if you are going to
be pleasant to work with.

1. gun_rarit. Soap and water are very important to good skin care. This
means taking a bath or sharer each day using soap. After the bath or
shager, you should use a deodorant to stop body odor. A moll anount Ct
cologne or after-shave lotiat may also be used. Underwear ehould be
changed each day.

You should pay special attentiat to face care. It takes very clean skin to
have a clear canplexica. If you wear makeup, be sure that all makeup is
removed each night and that your skin is clean before pitting on makeup in
the Morning. Claw skin helps stop acne, pimples, and black-heacin. Me
type a soap you use ebould depend on whether your skin is dry, oily, or
normal.

2. And_Catg. An office worker's hands are seen ty many people each day.
If your hands are not clean, these people may wonder if the rest a your
body is clam. Clem fingernails are a must. They ebould be cleaned daily
with a fingernail file. Fingernails should be trimned and filed each week.
Often hands becaue dry. Hand cram may be used to beep the hands soft.

3. Foot Care. Foot care is much the same as hand care. Toenails should
be kept clean with a nail file. They should be trimmed each week. After
bathing, dry carefully between asch toe to stop infectica.

Good shoes are important for good foot care. Me afice worker walks a lot
on the job. Shoes that are not axafortable for walking or do not fit
properly nay cause corns and blisters. Stockings or socks should be
changed each day.



4. jigir_Dira. Your hair should be clean and shiny at all times. Hair
needs to be ahempooed at least twice a week. The type cf ahem= you use
depends on whether your hair is oily, dry, or normal. E'xae workers use a
creme rirme after ehempooing to help control the hair.

Hair should be brushed and embed each day. At work, hair should only be
caabed in the restrocm and never in the cffice. Brushes and cults should
be washed often in water, detergent, and anemia. You shald always carry
a brush or coat). It is not a good idea to bona/ another Larson' s brush or
OCab.

5. Itsatlamt. Because as an office worker you will
meet many people, it is important to have a nice mane.
lb have a nice nailer you must have clean, healthy
teeth and gums. Your teeth mist be brushed dal r with
a soft toothbrush and toothpste. Dental floa should
also be used. You may also want to use a moutiseash
after brushing.

You should visit a dentist twice a year to have your
teeth cleaned and checked for cavities. lbor care of
teeth can cause lad breath, loss of teeth, and a poor
looking smile.

6. Zuggim. For your bock to stay in good shape and
to stay healthy, it needs exercise. Exercise kens the
muscles and heart atm*, helps control weight, and
helps posture. There are many wws of getting
exercise These include jogging, dancing, and playing
sports. Acerci ee should bt done several times each
week.
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7. Dia. Your diet is very important. In order to have healthy skin,
teeth, and hair, you must eat the right foods.

Eating the riOt foods according to a daily schedge goo affects hog you
look and feel. Meals that include fruits and vegetables are healthier and
will gLve you more energy than jell( fool* such as potato chips and sodas.
Also, taking several vitamin pills a aly is no at:Istituto for eating the
proper foods.. .Three.mtiele.'a day, without wracks, will help keep your
weight down, so that yOu can 'stay in shape. Althou0 coffee breaks are
weloolne re a rough 6rayt ym can better use your time to "freshen up,"
(washing' your hands, OmUng your hair, or straightening your tie) rather
than.to grab a .quick cant bar.. Remenber too, candy and meets are bad for
your teeth.'

8. iiiitqUitiLlikm. Another pointer for feeling good and looking good is
getting enough, deep at night. You should sleep at least seven to eight
hours each ni0t.

Good personal liygiene habits will sake you feel good and look gpod. It is.
important" to,-f011a",::these eiOt hygiene habits each dray and night. Before
going to, bed each.:.night,' you shoild ask yourself, "Did I do my best at
keeping up 9204 hygiene .habite today? And hav can I improve taraorrcw?"
This will help'to make, 'You iteasant to be near and as heralthy as possible.



PERSONAL HYGIENE

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. What's wrcng with thew workers?

2. Name the eight ;arts of personal hygiene. For eadh part, list cne good
hygiene habit.

ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1 . Why is personal hygiene important? Give three reasons.

2. Answer true or false for each of the follcwing:

a. Vitamin pills are a good substitute for fruits and vegetables.
b. Eating poorly can muse pimples.
c. Dancing is a form a exercise.
d. Hair needs to be shmepooed at least twice a day.
e. Socks should te changed once a week.
f. Clean skin helps to stop blackheads.

5 6



PERSONAL HYGIENE

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. a. Dirty hair, dirty hands, Shoes in poor shape.

b. Bad complexian, overweight, Shoes in poor shape.

2. IMJILAILLO (any one)

- use soap and water everyday
- shager or bathe oath dgy
- use deodorant

-can use cologne or after-shave

change underwear daily

ikami_Cara (any cae)

-clean fingernails daily with file
- trim.and file nails eadh week
-avoid bright colors of poliih
-avoid Chipped pOlieh
-night use hand cream

.11tarSitin (arfir cne)

-clean toenails
- dry between toes after bathing
-wear proper fitting shoes
-change stockingp or socks daily

liaiLSAIM (any cne)

- shanpoo twice a week
-might,use creme rinse
- brush and camb hair daily
- clean brushes and combs often

MOuth Care (any one)

- brush teeth daily
- Skald use dental floes
-may use mouthwash
- see dentist twice a year

Dieirdie (any cne)

-may choose walking, jogging, dancing or pLaying sports
- must exerase several times aweek
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Dist (ars? ate)

- eat the right foods
- avoid snacks

- 1thou1d sleep seven to eight hours each night

ANSWERS TO ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. -Important for good health.
-Yakes a person more pleasant to work with.
-Without +pod hygiene, a person may Trd.ss a raise or lose the job.

2. a. false
b. true
C. true
d. false
e. false
f. true
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GROOMING

UNIT TEST

1. Give one way to decide what type of clothes to wear to the office.

2. Aim can you find out the proper way to clean an article cf
clothing?

3. Why is good posture important? Give one reason.

4. Give two reasons why good personal hygiene is important.

5. List four parts of personal hygiene.

6-10. Ginger is an office worker. Belo, is a descripticn of how she
prepares for work andwhat she wears. Find at least four things
whist) are wrcng with her appearanoe and hygiene habits.

After getting four hours of sleep, Ginger got up
to go to work. First, she took a fast Ohower,
without using soap. She then put on tcight pink
nail polish. She noticed that same of her
makeup from the thy before had worn off in her
sleep, so.Ohe freehened up by adding new mascara
and blusher. She.put an a pair of jeans and a
tee Shirt. Pbr breakfast. Ginger had a candy
bar and a soda. She Meet have time to broth
her teeth, so She gugled with water. She then
ran off to wcck.

5 9



GROOMING

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST

1. Can be either of the following:

-use common sense
- find out what the business allows

2. Check the label attached to the article of clothing.

3. Can be either of the following:

-poor posture can cause breathing and tack problems
-good yosture is important for a g3od appearance

4. Can be any two of the fcalowing:

- important to pod heali:
-makes a person more pleasant to be near
- yoor hygiene can result in missed raises or even lcee of job

5. Can be any four of the following:

- skin care

- hand care
-foot care
-mouth care
-exercise
- diet

- adequate sleep
- hair care

6-10. Can be any four of the following:

-didn't get enough. sleep
- shcyld have used soap in the Eimer
- Shouldn't use bright nail polish
-didn't wash her face
-put new askew on top of old
-shouldn't wear jeans and tee Shirt to an office jdb
-didn't eat a healthy breakfast
-shouldn't eat candy and soda, especially not for breakfast
-didn't brush or floss her teeth



COMMUNICATIONS
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COMMUNICATIONS

Goal 3.0: Students will be able to use appropriate skills in business
ocammnications.

The fallowing materials can be wed to help students adhieve
goal 3.0 in theBgsjnmjdgostjan_ggrrilj_:m. Cther sources
for communication materials include:

Ruits Skills for the Two, Alaska Wart:mint of
Education, adversity of Alaska, and the Job Training
Partnerdhip Ectcation Ommortito, 1985. Pffailable frau the
Vocational Mmterials Library, Office a mat and
Vocatiaial Bducatiat, Box 1P, &maw AK 99811. (907)
465-2980. Modules C-1 to C-5 deal specifically with
Oiseunications.

Dasidgmmangfraliggnamajdratigh Wisconsin Vocaticrial
Studies Chnter, Chiversity of Wisconsin, Madison, WI. This
series contains modules on effective business
amunioatica.

fionizal_Quicia_gutiftejandarlatad_ingiumatkm,
Occupational Cdrriculum Lab, East Texas State University,
Oa:mercer 75428, (214) 886-5623, 1981. Both teacher and
student manuals are available.

LdushiLliliFts_MiandboaluaLANdraingundiaseourcas
lor_Leadaralikaagajapaint, ane Taylor Wilson, 800 Roberto
Avenue, Santa Barbara, CA 93109, 1984. Ibis handbook
includes group activitieswhidh can be used in the
classroom to teadh communications and leaderMhp
It also contains an excellent resource section.

LeactuabiLanelswant. George Shinni;Gregg
1981. This book contains information am public speaking,
presentation skills, grammar, correspondence, and the art
of conversation.

leadazabiLanelamentAraigat Cffice Education
Association, 5454 Cleveland Avenue, Oalumbus, CH 43229,
(614) 895-7277. The series includes: Leadership
Techniques; Parliamentary Procedure Knowledge; Speaking
Tedhniques; Written Communications; Integrating: The
AdVisor's Role; Effective LeadershipThrough Gcal Setting;
Manners for All Occasions; and Focus an Membership. Ihe
booklets are structured to give the instructor and students
basic information as well as the opportunity to practice
skills througn classroom activities.
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Defira_Canniatimu_Daelsagniannumaille. 1984.
Available from the Vocaticmal Akterials Library, Office cf
Adult andVocaticnal Education, Box PI Juneau, AK 99811,
(907) 465-2980.

.2EtElp1iamont_Casetancia_BrasausaL2L44e. Alaska
Department a Bducatice, 1985. Available frau the
Vocaticmal Materials Library, Office a mat and
Vocational Brboatico, Box 1P, %Metal, AIC 99811, (907)
465-2980.

There are two optians for teadhing Caumunicaticns. One is to stress
Cammunicaticms as a separate unit. The other is to integrate
Camnunications into cther daily activities.
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USING THE TELEPHONE

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this knit, the student will be able to identify and use
good teleghone techniques.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this mit of instruction, the student will be able to:

1. Explain hag to operate a business telephow.

2. Describe a pleasant telephone voice.

3. Explain proper techniques for handling incoming calls.

4. Explain how to transfer a call.

5. Handle a call for an unavailable co-worker.

6. Take a telephone message.

7. End a telephone call.

8. Explain where to locate A telephone nunber.

9. Explain hag a telephone book is organized.

10. Explain hail to call direct assistance.

11. Plan, place, and end a telephone call.

12. Describe types of long distance calls and hot/ to make then.

13. Explain hag to reach long distance directory assistance.

14. Consider time differences across the cotntry.

Materials in this knit are taken fran
Office and Clerical Skills Learning
Activity Rtckets, Dennis R. Herschbach,
University a Piny land, Department a
Incbstrial, 'Pectin° logical, and Occupational
Diucation faided through the Maryland State
Department cf Education, Division of
Vocatimal-Itdinical Education, 1978;
reprocbced with permission.
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USING THE TELEPHONE

Can yca imagine working in an office that does not have a telephone?
Certainly notl Today's businesses and companies rely on the fast
communication provided ty the telephone. With the help of the telephone,
plans are made, nmetings arranged, orders placed and details clarified. In
fact, the telephone is the lifeline of most businesses.

Cme of your dOties in an office may.be to receive telephone calls. When
you use the telephone, you represent your employer. The impression you
give, either good or bad, reflects on your anployer. It is important,

then, that you know the proper tedhniques for ming the instronent itself
and for receiving business calls.

THE OFFICE TELEPHONE

Atusiness telephone usually has a dial or pudh-buttons. Below this is a

rag of six buttons. Figure 1 shags you how these six buttons are arranged.
The first Litton on the left is red and is called the "had" button. Above
eadh of the other five buttons is a telephone number. Eadh numbered tutton

represents a telephone line. An office usually has several different
lines, so that several calls may be handled at the smme time. For example,
one employee nay be talking on ane line vitae another employee is talking

on a second line.

On some bustlers teleghones, the button an the far right can only be used
for calling other Offices or people in your department or oonpany. This is

called the "intercon" button. Your telephone may or may not have one.

RGURE 1



Ansering_tba2eleitens

When a olll comes in, the telephcrie will ring and one of the buttons will
flash. The flashing button shoos which line to answer. To answer the
phone, first push the flailing button and then pick up the receiver. The
button will stop flashing, but it will remain lighted. The conversaticn
can then begin.

Always push the button before picking upthe receiver. If other calls are
going on, this avcdds the possibility of interrupting or cutting off cne of
them.

Zuttinsu-Q11-21-Lkad

You may be talking to someone and need to interrupt the call. For ample,
there may be another incoming call or you may need to leave. lbu should
then put the call on hold.

Tb put a call on hold, push the hold button for about two seconds. The
button for the line that the call is on will begin flashing. Blow that call
is on hold. If a call has came in on another line, you can push the button
for line 2 owe line 1 has been put cn hold.

When a call is on had, it is still connected. However, you and the caller
cannot hear or talk with eadh other. While the call is on hold, you can
use the other lines on the telephone. 113 take the call off hold, push down
the button for that number. You can then resume the conversation.

Maing_theadar

If your telephone has an intercom button, it can be used to dial other
telephcnes in your office or company. Eadh telephcne has its own intercom
number. Tb call someone on the intercom line, push the intercom button and
dial the intercom number.

6 6



THE OFFICE TELEPHONE

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. What would you do in each of the following situations:

a. .The telephone rings and a button begins to flaSh?

b. YOu are talking with emeone am line 1 and the button for line 2
begins to flaih?

c. You need to call another office wtmker in your company?

d. YOu are talking-with sumeone cn line 1 and you need to leave
the disk for a few moments?

2. Belcw is a gcture of a business telephone. Identify the lettered
parts.

/CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. ity does a business phcoe have more than coe telephcne line?

2. Wirt is the purpose cf the inter= button?

3. Why should the flaShing totton be pushed before the receiver is picked

u1:1

4. What is the hold button for?
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THE MICE TELEPHONE

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1. Word Puzzlc. There are nine term hiddden in the word puzzle balm.
Each term has snmething to &with using a business telephone. Find
the hidden terms.

E B ADI ALL IN
MNHCLDL IB A
J HOL DP AL UL
A AMA CR T T

INLEPNAE TA
L SIN TERCON
TWNTOOL RAIL
REEFMU TEN S
B REFSNAR TH
ASRECEIVER
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THE OFFICE TELEPHONE

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. a. First, push the flashing button and then pdck up the reoeiver.
Then begin the conversation.

b. Put the call on line 1 on hcad by pushing the hold tutton for about
two seconds. Next, push the button for line 2 and begin

,conversatica.

C. Push the intercom button and dial the intercom muler ct the person
yourwant to speak with.

d. Put the call an hold by pushing the hold button for about 2
seconds.

2. a. hold tutton
b. telephone line
c. telephcne line
d. intercom button

ANSWERS TO /CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. So that several calls can be handled at once.

2. It is used to dial other telephcnes within the cffice or company.

3. Tb avoid the possibility of interrupting or cutting off other calls.

4. This is used to put a call on hcidL It may te necessary to db this to
either answer another call cc bo leave your desk.

ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

A A L IN
CL D L A

P A I.

A S D A C R

L IENEKKININEil

A S A

I;

0

P M UT ri

B allUMEMOMENUMWDH
A 9 C
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TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

Your Telephone Voice

You represent your anplcyer to the people who call your office. lb make a
good impression, your telephcne voice should Le pleasing. There are four
ways to keep your voice pleasant minding.

First, speak directly into the mouthpiece and use a normal voice. A loud
voice sounds rude and may annoy the caller. A weak voice that can hardly
be heard at the other end is just as bad. It suggests inexperience and a
lack a concern. Try to work tcward that middle ground, a normal voice
that's not too loud or too soft. .A pleasant, normal voice tells the caller
that you are confident and thoughtful.

Second, a caller will more likely understand you if you speak at a normal
rate a speed. Speaking too rapidly may mnfuse the caller, and you will
probably have to repeat the informaticn. Speaking too slowly nukes you
sound dLsinterested.

Third, give meaning to your voice by anphasizing your words. Don't speak
in a dull mmotone. A caller wants to weak with an interested person, not
a robot.

And finally, speak clearly and prmounce every syllable carefully. Be
careful not to run your words together, or the caller may not mderstand
you. Also, make sure your mouth is empty &ring plume conversaticesno
food, gum, pencils, or cigarettes. Fbod or objects in your mouth can
distort speech.

7 0
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lionering_thfuhughgan

When a call comes into your office, answer cn the first or second ring.
Busy callers become annoyed if they have to wait too ltng. They may even
become angry andl hang up.

Never anewer a business call with a plain "hello." Ybu should give the
company name, the department or office, and your own name. For mange,
"Lansing Rental Agency, Billing Department, Mr. Bnacn speaking." Your
supervisor will tell you exact4 what to say.

21116119-11-2131-21-lidd

Before putting a call cn hold, tell the caller wtat yte are gning to do and
ask to be excused. For ample, you might asp "I'll put your call on hold
and Check that information. Would you excuse me for a moment?" Wait until
the caller says monkey" before rushing the hold button. Ctherwise, the
caller may think the call has been disconnected.

It may be necessary to leave a cell on hold for more than a few moments.
If ear let the caller knew what you are dbing. For example, you might say,
"I'm still looking for that infonmation." You can then put the call back
on hold.

By telling the callers wtgit you are ()Ding, they will know that they haven't
been forgotten or disoonnected.

TransferrincLCalls

Alarge company or business may have a central operator at a switchboard.
Occassicnally, you may need to signal the cperator to transfer a call to a
different department or office.

To do this, first tell the caller why andlohere you are transferring the
call. Men, signal the cperatcr by pushing dam the receiver plunger too
or three times. Listen for an answer. When the cperator enviers, rememb,r
that the caller can.hear every word you say. For example, say, "Please
transfer this call to the credit department," not, "This guy wants credit."
The cperator will bake over from there.
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TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. You are working in the phipping department of a large ommpani, Atlas
Paint ProdUcts. Part of your job is to answer the telephtne. What
might yce say to a caller in the follcwing situations:

a. The telephone rings and you answer. What wcald you say?

b. Mr. Baster is calling and wants to know where the paint order is
for his store. You have just begun to expaainwhen che button for
the next line begins flashing. What would yca say?

C. Mrs. Lincoln is calling andwants to know how span her order will
be ehipped. You must lesve the phcne to Check her file for the
answer. What would you say?

d. Mr. Pisher is on the telephcne. You quickly realize that he neede
to spmikwith someone in the credit department. You signal the
operator. 1#hen the operator answers, what wcald you say.

2. Eadh office worker in the folic:wing situations makes a bad impression
on the caller. What has each me done wrcng?

a. Sarah Scott is talking with a co-vorker atout her big date last
night. The phone on her desk begins to ring, but dhe wants to
finish her story first. The phone rings six times before ehe picks
it up.

b. Josh Jones is in the middle of writing a business letter. The
phtne cn his desk begins to ring. Josh holds the pencil in his
mouth as he says, "PenguinRefrigerator Ommpany, Ctder Department,
Josh Jtnes speaking."

c. Mary Marsh's phone rings. She picks tla the receiver and says, "Hi,
I'm busy." She then puts the call cn hold for ten minutes.

/CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. List four qualities of a pleasant telephcne vcice.

2. Explain hcw to transfer a call.

3. Why is it necessary to explain to the caller that you are piecing the
call cn hold?



TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1. The following words are sometimes misprcnotmced. How do you say them?
Check with your teacher if you are not sure of your pccnunciaticn.

aigandiamitted Mum lajtkled

distinctly athlete

accuracy often

library

popular figunds_Sbanged
Prokably gat dascribe

recognize just beqAuse

surprise catch

usually

2. The following expressions are examples of sloppy speech. Are you
guilty of using any of them?

souse me doncha didja gime
&lino lemme wanna howdj a

sorts kinds

3. Record your voice on a tape recorder and listen to it. If you have
never heard yourself speak before, you may be surprised. Pew people
reoognize their °invoices the first time they hear then on a tape
recorder. This is a good way to clscover yter speech faults and to
start correcting them.

4. The average speaking rate for most people is 126 words per minute.
Test yourself and see hog cloee you came to this rate. Take a prepared
speech, coumt the number of worda in it, and read it out loud for five
minutes. Take the total number of word6 spoken and divide bi five for
your average. If you are too far cff in either direction, it may
indicate that it is hard to tuderstand you over the telephone. Of
course, you are not expected to speak exactly 126 words per minute.
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TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. The following are suggested answers:

a. "Atlas Paint Products. Shipping department. (student's nmne)."

b. "Excuse me. please. I'm going to put your call on hold."

c. "I'll put yrer call on hold and Check that informatim Wbuld
you please excuse me?"

d. "Please transfer this call to the credit department."

2. ,a. The worker let the Ehcne ring too nany times.

b. The worker answered the phcne with a pencil in his mouth.

c. The worker answered the Ehcne with the wan greeting and then
put the caller an had for too long and without telling the
caller what was going 0116

ANSWERS TO /CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Can be any four of the following:

- Speak directly into the mouthpLece.
- Use a normal vcdce.

-Speak at a normal rate of speed.
-Give meaning to your vcdoe by emphasizing words.
-Speak clearly.
- Pronounce eadh eillable carefully.

2. First, tell the caller why andiehere you are transferring the call.
Then, signal the cperator by pushing up and down on the receiver
plunger. When the cperator answers, explain where the call Should be
transferred.

3. The caller might think the call has teen disconnected or forgotten if
not told.



TELEPHONE MESSAGES

Osman' Up others in your dila ese not In mailable for teleghan
all& If *Is ia the reset you need to know what to my and what to cb.

BriLLSWIMILisilawsilabla
lbece my be times whet your witorkers or boa are not available forells. If cells one in for them while tiny are wet be carefultoneryes info Lb not Ore (Moils to callers unless you are certain
thy_ *odd Ian Ma infonation. annElle, you night way, 'a not
in the dame nom Ilw I tele a aemeger ibis is better then teL&ing the
alla that ft. Gres is closing the Jones =tract, oc that It. koon hasleft to Sy golf.

V'PFr'044$ imj
ti4vwfoi
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If someone is unable to take a call, you will have to take a message.
Almags keepmessage forms and a pencil cc gen handy for this purpose. Most
businesses have special forms for taking telephone messages. There are
many different forms, but tilt/ all require the same bzsic infccmation.
Here is a sample forms

Claw Hour

To

WHILE YOU WERE OUT
A

Of

Phone
moues "We h.nne.

Telephoned Reno led Cs li Len Pam*
Nem Cell Ww In New See Me

Will Call Aeon Will Amin Wapner!

MISIIII....

Wined

The basic parts of a teleghane message are:

1. The name of the person being called.

2. Date and time the call.

3. The name iL the caller.

4. The name of the caller's business or organizaticn.

5. Me caller's teleghone number and extensicn number, if any. (Be sure
to include the area oode if the call is long distance.)

6. What dhould be dbne about the call? Should it be returned? Will the
caller call back?

7. The message itself. This would include any infccmation the Caller
wants to give, or ami questions.

S. Me name cf the person who took the message, just in case mething
about the message neede to be clarified.

If you must leave your desk for more than a for moments, ask someone to
answer your teleghone for you. Tell that person where you are gping and
whenycu will return. When you return, attend to any messages prcmptly.

AdiaciAbLaIll

End a call by pleasantly saying "good-bye." Let the caller hang up first,
then replace the receiver gently and carefully.
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TELEPHONE MESSAGES

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Ste folloging telephcme calls were received en September 10, 1986 while
the persons called were not in the office. Prepare a telephcme message
fce cme of the calls on a telePhone message form.

a. Clara Andreas called Tem Bsylock at 9:45 a.m. She has received
Corder 82346, but not Ceder 82325, which was placed earlier. Clara
Andrei's teleOhcme number is 203-435-2106.

b. Michael Chssidy called Lynn Levine at 10:05 a.m. to cancel his
appointment with her. Se would like Ms. Levine to call him to
resdhedule the appointment. Mr. Cassidy's telephone number is
227-9064.

DMe How

To

WHILE YOU WERE OUT

Of

Phone
Ares Cede Phone Number

Telephoned Returned Call I Left Package

Please Call Was In I Please See Me

Will Call Again Will Return Important

Wimp__

Signec

Date Hou r

To

WHILE YOU WERE OUT

of

Ph°ne Area Code Phone Number

Telephoned Returned Call Left Package

Pleas* Call Was In Please See Me

Will Call Again Will Return Important .
Message

Signed



2. What is missing frau this telephcne message?

,

Date Dee, , 19 glo Hour

To Sair) Jdosori
WHILE YOU WERE OUT

M fit/.
Of

Ph" 05 383 -/ 3 x3/
Plane Number

Telephoned Returned Call Left Package

Please Call Was In Please See N.

Will Cell Again_ Will Return Important

Wismar

Ntic1.5 atizOierlai titArmitiO4

on przes a-

sired sK
3. Ms. Green is the /resident of a small business. She had to leave work

early cne day. After she left, sht received a pure call. Belot is a
list of possible explanaticas her secretary could gime the caller.
Which cnes are appropriate?

a. Ms. Green has left to g: winning.
b. Ms. Green is not in this afternoon.
a. Ms. Green has stepped out.
d. Ms. Green has gone grocery showing.
e. Ms. Green is out looking for a new job.
f. Ms. Green is not available now.
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TELEPHONE MESSAGES

ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Hog should you e' i telephcne call?

2. When is it necessary to thke a telephone messaga?

3. Why should the name of the person who took the message be included
in the message?

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1. The fallating telephale calls were received on November 14, 1986, while
the persons called were cut cf the cffice. Prepare a telephcne message
for emelt call. Get a copi of the telephotos message form from your
teacher.

a. awl Grasso called Lynn Levine at 10:15 a.m. re:jading Order 48406.
Mr. Grasso's telephale nunber is 415-601-2495.

Mr. Winston called Ms. Winston (his wife) at 11:00 a.m.

c. Ellen Wright atlled Mr. Ettylock at 2:30 p.m. Ms. Wright will meet
Mr. Rnylock at the Harbour House for citnner at 6:30 p.m.

Date Hour

WHILE YOU WERE OUT

Of

Pt.one
Arse Cede Numb*,

1Telephoned Returned Cell I Left Package

Please Call WaS la Please See Me

Will Call Again Will Return important

Mess Mill

Signed
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TELEPHONE MESSAGES

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Date -St pit JO, /982 Hour

To TIM RaqIcci
WHILE YOU WERE OUT

m Um- Anctrtio
Of

Phone aa- 435-aioca
Area Coo* Phone Number

Tele Phoned Returned Call Left Package

Please Call Was In Please See Me

Will Call Again Will Return Important

Message

Real upd oder **7341.9-12.41'
net Met 4422326:

Signed SiK

la.

Date Hour /6:65aTh.._..1,1ci01 _Lqiik

liArELVolifWERE OUT
m yri idag. Ca,SSizi

Of

Phone OZ1 '" bqVone
Ares Code Number

Telephoned v".Fleturned Call Left Package

Please Call Was In Please See Me

Will Call Agein Will Return........ Important ......
Message

VP if /din DO- CaittIMA,
lat11,4 -O. AbeitladaL

Signed

2. -last name of caller
-part of d3te
-time
-name cf caller's company
-one digit of the thane number
-none of the boxes are Checked
-message is incomplete

3. _b_ Ms. Green is not in this afternoah
_s_ Ms. Green has stepped out.
_I_ Ms. Gteen is not available now.

8 0
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TELEPHONE MESSAGES

ANSWS TO ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. End by pleasantly saying, st ood-bye," and letting the caller hang upfirst.
2. When the Fermi teing called is not available.

3. In case sanething about the message must be clarified.

ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

la.

Date --1¼VA-11-fAXP--Henl laillial
To

WHILLEAS6 Wfilitieb.UT
m Paid, Grasso
0,

... V.5-- . .....,
Telephoned Returned Call 'Left Package

Ples Cell Wm Inet Please Nee Me

ImportantWill CaIl Again Will Return

Mesiael

AP_ObliA. *000

Mend -SK

Date Nev . 1414 19gb H. 11:061011

0

ILE YOU WERE OUT
m n1Cill2thieta
Of

A. Cede Mono Numbig

Telephoned 7.Relutned Call Left Pac=-.0e '"
Mem Cali Was In please Nee Me

Will Call Ain Will Return I Impanel!

Sired 2.I

4, nto
. (Kr.

WHILEteWERE OUT
&dirt. JD ri e-

Phan. Arm Cale nmoi.W.m.e.

Telephoned 01 awned Call J Lett Nakao
Plum Call Was In jPIssisSisUs

Will CaN Again J Wel Return Imminent

4r.u.------
4 D:36 pAt.

r '... _
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE WALKING

In many communities there are hundreds or thousands of belimgmes. Each
family or 'miners with a telePhone has a different lumber. 7he telephone
=Tony prints a telerhale directory of all the belegvane numbers in the
ccanuraity. 7he directory is divided into two parts, the White Ihges and
the Vella; Pages.

2110_213itliagel

Theighite Pages usually are divided into sections. The first section gives
information that a caller might needwhen using the telephone. This would
include emergency numbers in the community, like the police and fire
departments, a guide for naking local and long distance calls, and a
listing of the area codes in the United States and Canada. Cbnsumer
information about the telephone company and instructions for contacting it
are also found in this first section of the White Pages.

SAMPLE OF WHITE PAGES

NORTHERN - NULL

Northern Edward G 8920 Bently Rd Forstvl 891-5611
Northern Virginia Optical Co 513 Rush Ave Arl -231-8900
Northgate Shopping Ctr 89100 Elkton P1 Bowie 591-7721
Northrop F G 10500 Brandell Ave Sil Spg 258-9910
Norton JasOn J 575 Ansley Dr Bowie 291-8816
Norton William H 89216 Thayer Ave Ch Ch 299-2020
Norwitz Samuel G 20801 Harmon Ave Laurel 883-9191
Norwood Ski Shop 208 Alpine Terr Suitland 259-2011
Nothey Jennifer 821 Columbia Id Rockvl 599-8989
NOTT - See also KNOTT
Nottingham Henry H Iwyr
89223 Shorefield Dr Ch Ch 298-7676
Res 203 Bradford Rd Ch Ch 891-8866

NuLook Hairstylists 9789 Cordell Ave Sil Spr --943 -891?
Nugent James Jr. ND
529 Nelson Rd Wheaton 298-7659

Null Lawrence C 962 Shadyside Potomac 258-2020
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The other sectice of the White Pages is a list cf all the telechcoe numbers
in the lccal community. The names of businesses and persons with
teleghcnes are listed alPhabetically by last nmme. Next to the name of the
person or business, the address and telephone numbers are given. When the
spelling of a name is unusual, it is cross referenced. For example:

Gray - See also Grey
Hanes - See also Baines, Haynes

Guide worde at the top of eadh page will help you locate a particular
name.

The telephone numbers for government ayencies are also listed in the White
Pages. (9maetimes government listings are in a separate secticn.)
Gdvernment agencies are listed under three categories: federal, state, and
municipal. Federal agencies are listed alphabetically under "United States
Government." For example:

United States Government

Agriculture Department of
Labor Department of
Postal Service US

State agencies are listed alghabetically under a heading for that
particular sbate. For example:

Alaska State

Community and Regional Affairs Department
Fish and Gene Department

Bccough and municipal agencies are listed alphabetically under a heading
for that particular borough or community. For example:

Minicipality of Anchorage

Mayor's Office
Transit Deparbaent

Yellow Pages

When you need to find a particular prodUct or service, the Yellcw Pages are
useful. The Yellcw Pages have informaticn about almost every business in
the commurity. Bach type of tusiness or service has a separate heading.
Under each heading is a list of the businesses that have that procbct cc
service. The names of the tusinesses are then listed in alphabetical
order. The address and telephone number are given for each business
listed. Belcw iR an example cf a listing in the Yellow Pages:

fird=1:0

Alaska Grocery Shippers P.O. Box 3-246 276-1656
Cares Quality Centers 1341 Fairbanks 277-6639
Patrick's Alaska Grocery 900 F. 6th AN/6 272-3733
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Many businesses also have a& in the Yellcw Pages. Theue ads usually give
extra information such as the business's hours, spacial services, and the
products or brands that the business handles.

An index at the beck a the Ye liar Pages tells you what heading to look
under for information. Pbr example, if you are looking for ''car rental,"
the index will direct you to look under "Autanobile Renting and Leasing."

Direct= _Madan=
When a local telephone number is not in the telerhcne directory, call
directory assistance. The amber for directory assistance can be found in
the cal Guide of the White ages. If you give t directory assistance
operator the name and address of the pram or business you are looking for
the operator will give you the telephate rukber. As the cperator gives you
the telephone =Aber, write it dam. Yot. might also record it in your atn
list a telephone ruabers for future use.
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Tell whether you would use the White awes, the Ye llat Rages, or
directory assistance for each a the foliating:

a. to find the ham telephone nutter a a friend who lives in your
=amity

14 to find the telephone nuaber of a state goverment agenw

c. to find the name and telephcne nuaber Cf scaeone who repairs
motorcycles

d. to find a telephone wither that is not listed in the telephcne
directory

e. to find the name and telerhcne nutter a a car agency that sells
Apex autmobiles

f. to find out hat to contact the telerhme comrany

g. to find out the number for the police department

2. Bela; is a. sample rage f ran the Yellaz Pages index. ilefer to it and
find the heading you would look under to cb each of the foliating:

a. to call a 'doctor
b. to buy a used car
c. to set a man's hair styled
d. to have cicthing dry clewed
e. to send flcwers

Sample Page From Yellow Pages Index

Architects
Ki-tstrnupplies
Automobile Dealers-New Cars
Automobile Dealers-Used Cars
Barbers
...Ttili-=-See Automobile Dealers
CleanersFrEars
Doctors - See Phirsiiehs
Gas Stations - See eiTace Stations
Physicians
Service Stations

3. Evlain hat to we the Yella; ages to:

a. find the name and nunber a a certain type cf business, such
as a-furniture -store----

b. find the runber of a ;articular business, such as Jones
Paint Store
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

/CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Circle the best answer.

1. The White Pages are organized:

a. alphabetically by last nmme
b. alphabetically by first name
c. numerically by telephone number
d. by street address

2. In order to me directory assistance, you should know:

a. the full name
b. the address
c. the telephcne number
d. both a and b above
e. all of the above

3. What is the purpose of the guide word6 in the White Pogz.10

4. What are the Yellow Pages moat useful for?

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

Using the telephone directory, look up and list:

a. emergency call numbers fcr the fire department, police department, and
the Federal Bureau of Investigaticn

b. the telephcne number for a bank ini your community

c. the telephcne number fcr a public high sdhool in your mumunity

d. the telephcne number for the post office in your conmunity

e. the telephcne numuer to report a telephcoe that is out uf crder

f. the telephone number for a doctcr in your onnunity

8 6
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. a. White Pages
b. White Rises
c. Yellow Pages
d0 directory assisbance
e. Yellow Pages
f. White Pages
g. White Rises

2. a. Physicians
b. Autombile Dealers-Used Cars
c. Barbers
d. Caeaners
e. Florists

3. a. Ube the index to find the appropriate heading for the type of
business. Then look up that heAding in the Yellow Pages (e.g.,
Furniture).

b. Look under the appropriate heading in the Yellow Pages (e.g.,
Paint). Then look for the name of the ;articular business alder
that heading (e.g., Jones Feint Store).

ANSWERS TO ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1.

2.

3. They help to locate a particular name.
4. To help find a particular pcodUct or service.
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TELEPHONE CALLS

Planning the Call

When making a business call, you shculd sound like you know what you are
talking about. Po do this, it helps to plan each call before you place it.
Before placing the call, make a list of raninders. Your list might include
the name of the person you are calling, the reason for making the call,
hnputant points, such as dates or directions, and any guesticns to be
asked.

You may have to place a call for your boss or for a co-worker. Before
placing the call, be sure that the person you're making the call for is
free to talk.

Placing the cal

M3 place a call, push dank an unlit button for a line, then lift the
receiver. Listen for a dial tone, then carefully dial the number. In a
large business or company, you may have to dial a code number first,
usua4y a p9," to call outside the company. Dial the code timber, listen
fcc the outside dial tone, then dial the telephone number.

If your telephcne has a rotary dial, dial each number by turning the dial
-bo-the-finger_stop_and_lebting_it.return_by_itself. rorcing_the_dial back
with your finger could cause you to reach a wrcng number. If your
telephone has Touch-lbne buttons, push each button firmly in the prcper
order, and release it hunediately.
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Listen for the ring. Give the person time to answer. Wait cne minute,
about ten rings, before you hang up. If you hear a repeated
beep-beep-beep, then the line is busy. Hang up and call back later.

EhAr....22_fiamitienfmzoismitAnsgaris

Identify yourself immediately to the person who answers. Don't expect
others to recognize you ty your voice. Give the resson for your call and
any other necessary information. Fbr ample, you might say, "This is Mr.
Raynolds calling frau Applied Electrodes. I'd like to speak with Ms.
Manson about the order ahe placed yesterdsy."

Ending the caja

When the call is ended, the caller should hang up first. Since you placed
the call, you should hang up before the other person. Be sure to replace
the receiver gently and carefully.

If you accidently reacth a wrcng nutter, apologize to the person who
anwers. Then chedc the nutter and dial again.

8 9
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TELEPHONE CALLS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Clara, an office worker, was asked to place a call for her boss. Her
boss wanted informaticn about a bill. CLara dialed the billing
department. When the person at the billing department answered, Clara
got confused and tonwe-tied. She forgot the nem of the person she
was calling and what information she was supposed to get. What could
Clara have done to do a better job?

Circle the best answer:

2. place a call, push &cm

a. an unlit button for a lim
b. the hold button
c. a lit button for a lire
d. a flatting button

3. If your telephcne has a rotary dial

a. turn the dial to the finger stop and then return it yourself

b. turn the dial to the finger stop and let it return by itself

c. either a the above

ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. What should you say when you place a call and somecne answers the
plume?

2. When the call is ended, who hangs Lc, first the person who placed the
eall or the person who received the call?

3. What should you do if you reach a wrong nutter?

4. List three things which should be included on your telepticne cell
planning list.
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TELEPHONE CALLS

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. She should have planned the call before she placed it and made a list
cf reninders.

2. _AL

3.

ANSWERS TO /CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Identify yourself, give the reason for calling and any other
informaticn.

2. The person who placed the call.

3. Apologize to the person who answers, redheck the number and dial
again.

4. Can be any three cf the folluoing:

-name of the person being called
-reason for making the call
-important points such as dates or directices
-any guesticns to be asked

9



LONG DISTANCE

Occasionally you may need to place a call beyond your load area. An
out-of-Won call is called a long distance call. There is more to consider
when you make a long distance call than when you make a local call. There
are different tyres of long distance cells. And, long distance calls !mist
be made according to special instructicns.

Tmes .of Long Distance Telephone Calla

The two most frequently used types of long dietance calls are
staticn-to-station calls and person-to-person calls.

When you want to retch a particular person or game extension, place a
person-to-person call. With a person-to-perecn call, you only talk with
the srecific person you are calling. (barges do not begin tntil that
person is on the line. This type a call requires assiatance frau a
telerhone cperator. Persce-to-person calls cost more per minute.

Suppose you placie a rerson-to-perscn call to Ms. Green at Carl's Record
Canpary.. /f Ms. Green's secretary answers the telerticne, the telerhate
operator would talk with the secretary. You would not be connected tmtil
Ms. Grem herself was on the line. If Ms. Green is not available, there is
no charge for the call.

With statiat-to-staticn calls, charges start as soon as saneone answers the
telertme. If you are willing to talk with whoever answers, or if you are
fairly sure that the person you are calling will be there, make a
station-to-station call. Suppose again, that you place a
station-to-station call to Carl' s Record Canrany. You would be charged for
the call as soon as the /hone at Carl's is answered. Sch if the secretary
answers the rho* and says Ms. Green is out to lunch, you still would be
charged for the call.

Another type of long distance call is the conference call. A conference
call allots several people in different places to talk with each other at
the same time. Fbr maple, Ms. Jcnes in Alaska, Mr. Smith in Maryland, and
Ms. Johnson in Utah 'could all speak with each other ty rhcne awing a
conference call.

Sane businesses have a special arrangenent for staticn-to-station long
distance telerhone calls. This is called Wide Area Itleptacne Service or
WPM. You can call a comply that has this service free cf charge. The
=ober 1800" is the standard area code for all WM lines. Maw hotel and
motel chains tee WP2S service to make it easier for customers to reserve
roans.
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laikftiLcdge

TO gam a long distance call, you need to kmm the area code of the piace
you are calling. The United States and Canada are divided into more than
120 telephone areas. Each area has a three-number code. The Call Guide
contains a map shooing the 4Efferent area codes and a list of area codes
for mime cities. If you cannot tell the area code from the map, check the
list of area codes for the major cities in the Chll Guide in the
directory.

411

4* '71651

SOS
ALASKA,

9 3

; 101
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Dingt2tota
Direct distance dialing is a method of placing long distance telephone
calls yourself. You can dial station-to-station long distance calls to any
telephone number that has seven numerals, like 277-0107, cc boo letters and
five numerals. like MR6-2476. No assistance from the operator is needed to
use direct distance dialing.

ln some areas, other typos of long diEtance calls, such as
person-to-person, collect, or credit cardl can also be placed using direct
distance &tiling. After you have dialed the telephone number, a telephone
operator will interrict and ask for other necessary information. Calling
this way, without the assistance of the telephone cperatcc, is less
expensive.

The exact procedures fcc using direct distance dialing vary from city to
city. Check the Chll Guide in the telephone directory for instructions for
your area.

Operator-Assiste4

lb have the operator place a long distance call form', dial "0"
(Operator). When the operator answers, explain that you wieh to make a
long distance call. State what type of call you are placing, then give the
area code, telephone number, and any other necessary information. Fbr
example, if you are calling person-to-person, you will need to give the
name of the person you are calling.

laig_Diatimm_Dixestgrz_MailitEnce

If you do not know the telephone number of a person cc company in a distant
city, you can get that information from a telephone operator in that city.
Check the Chll Guide for the area code of the city you want. Then, dial
the area code and 555-1212. Tell the operator the name of the city or
town, then the name of the Person or campany.

liben_XMLBeach_A_Nranalinties

If a lorong number is readhed on a lcng distance cell, apologize to the
person who answers and hang Up. Then cal] 'he telephone operator. lE you
explain that you readhed a wrong number, till not be charged fcc the
call.

Time Zones

When you call long distance, you need to be aware of the time differences
across the country. There are six time zones in thellnitedStates:
Eastern, Central, Mountain, Pacific, Alaska Standard, and Hemaii-Aleutian.
Eadh zone is one hour earlier than the one immediately to the east of it.
When it is 4:00 EPAM Eastern timer it'is 3:00 pal. Central tine, 2:00 p.m.
MOuntain time. 1:00 p.m. Pacific time. noon Alaska Standard time, and 11:00

Haoaii-Aleutian thme. COnsider the time differences when you plan a
long distance telePhone call. For example, you shoald not place a call at
4:00 p.m. fram Fairbanks. Alaska to an office in Washington, D.C. It would
be 8:00 p.m. in Washington, and the office would probably be closed fcc the
day.
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WORDS TO KNOW

lireajztrie; a three-number code used in making laig distance culls.

Conference call: allcws more than two people to talk to each other ty
telephate at the same time.

Sall_gade: a section of the White Pages which gives anergency nunbers,
dialing informatics, and area oodes.

Dlrestery_aaaletame: can be called to find a phane nunber not listed in
the directory.

DiKest_datange_Aalinsp a method of placing lcng distance mills without
the cperator.

Operator assisted call: a lcng distance call that rewires the help of an
operator.

Izuguttsmozeggi: a type cf long distance call where charges start only
when a specific person oomes to the phcne.

.fitaticartstatatlgo: a tyre a long distance call where charges start as
soon as the shale is anagered.

taTalim: a special arrangemat which sane ccapanies have where people
can call the company station-to-station free cf charge.
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LONG DISTANCE

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Look at the area code map in the telePhone directory. What are the
area codes for the following cities or states:

a. Waihington, D.C.
tu Seattle, WA
c. Los Angeles, CA
d. Chicago, IL
e. Atlanta, GA
f. Houston, TX

2. Explain the difference between a rerson-toTerson call and a
station-to-station call.

3. Explain eadh of the following terms:

a. direct distance dialing
b. WATS
c. conference call

ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. What Should you dd if you readh awrong number on a long distance
call?

2. Alty is it necessary to be mare of time differences across the country
when placing long distance calls?

3. Hog do you reach lccg distance directory assistance?

4. How do you call the operator?

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1. Invite a speaker from the telephone company to speak to your class
about the rccser tedmigues for ming a tesiness telephone.

2. Arrange to view the telqglole company film, 'Sof to Lose Your Best
CUstomer Without Really Trying."
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LONG DISTANCE

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. a. 202
b. 206
C. 213
d. 312
e. 404
f. 713

2. With a person-to-person call, the conversation does not begin until a
specific person comes on the line. With a station-to-station call, the
conversation begins as soon as the phone is answered.

3. a. A method of placing long distance calls without the operator.

b. A special arrangement for placing station-to-station calls used by
many companies. Ybu can call a company that has this service free
of Charge.

C. This allows several people in different places to talk with eadh
other ty telephone at once.

ANSWERS TO ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Apolcgize to the person who answers and hang up. Then call the
operator and expaain.

2. Because yual might reach a number at a bad time--either boo early or too
late in the thy.

3. Call the area code of the city you want and then 555-1212.

4. Dial "01 (Operator).

ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1., 2. Both activities (1 and 2) can te arranged ty calling the bisiness
offices of your local telephone company.



USING THE TELEPHONE

UNIT TEST

1. Why do business phones have more than one line?

2. Give cme reason why you would put a call an hold.

3. What is the intercom button used for?

4. List three ways to keepyour voice pleasant sounding on the te1ephcne.

5. Jim Ty1es is the secretary for the Accounting Eepartment of Jones
Movers. Which way shouldJim anwer the phone? Circle the best
answer.

a. Ty1es here.

b. Hello.

c. Jones Movers, Accounting Department', Mr. Tyles spanking.

d. jones Movers, Jim here.

e. Ntne of the above.
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6. lkw should Jim lyles end a phone conversaticn? Circle the best
answer.

a. Jim 'Arles, Accotnting Department, ringing off.

b. Sincerely yours, Jim ly

c. Good-bye.

d. Jones Movers moving on.

e. My ct the above.

7. Before putting a call at hold, what should you say to the caller?

8. List at least four things whith should be included in a telephthe
message.

9. When is it necessary to take a telephone message?

10. Hag would you find the telephcne runber cf a business whith is not
listed in the telephcee directory?

11. What is the purpose ct the White ages?

12. What are the Ye llog ages most useful for?
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13. What information should you give right after :ramie anggers your
business call?

14. What type of lcmg distance call should you make if:

a. You are calling a certain =paw long disance and don't care who
you speak to?

b. You are calling a certain compary long distance and you want to
streak with Ms. Jones and no cne else?

c. You want to speak with Mr. B in Oklahana and Ms. C in Maine at the
same time?

d. You want to make a call without the help of the operator?

15. What stIould you do if you dial a wrcng nunber while making a long
distance call?

16. H017 can you find out the area code cf the liace you're calling?



USING THE TELEPHONE

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST

1. So that nose thea one all an be boded at a tine.

2. Suggested answers.

Ao deal with =thee all
-to obtain lakanstia foc the aller
-to deal bsidiy vith enstbes task

3. lb all mutton pesos in the sae (Bice oe caperv.

4. On be ow three al the fallosings

-speak dissot3y into the wouthplece
-me annal wane
-me meal sato ct sped
-eosbasine par vorde
-speak alarly
-spak Astinotly (mend ixcnonciation)
.4amego south mpg?

3.

4. c

7. Mom (bald include telling the caller that s/he is being put cn hold
and wly.

S. Can be mg fax of the fancying:

-sine of season being called
-date cd sell
-tine of all
- awe of aller
-Noe briar oc orgenisatiat
svellses teleibone =bet
-dot OW be dm about the cell
-maw itself
- sae of lesson who took the Nem"

O. then the pesos being call& is =mailable and wet take the all.

10. all &meow assistance.

11. Me Otto ftes waddle a listing of the telegbtme ambers in theldl samesati.

12. lite finding a particular gullet or salvia.



13. Your name and the purpme cf the call.

14. a. station-to...station

b. pereon-toverecn
C. conference call
d. direct dialing

15. Ap1ogiael hang tipt and call the cperator to report it.

16. By Checking the vapor list in the 0111 Guide at the te1ephcme
directory.



WRITING BUSINESS LETTERS

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After ccepleticn of this wit, the student will be able to compose and
write the different kinds of business letters.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this knit of Instructicn, the student will be able to:

1. Describe the characteristics of a good business letter.

2. Identigy the six parts of a business letter.

3. Tell what Should be included in eadh part cf a business letter.

4. Compose an order letter, an inquiry letter, an acceptance letter,
and a refusal letter.

Materials in this mit are taken from
DflimmUllexicaukau Learning
Activity Packets, Dennis R. Berschbach,
University of Maryland, Department of
Industrial, Technological, and Oocupaticnal
Educaticn funded through the Maryland State
Department cE Educatice, Divisicn of
Vocaticnal-Technical Mucation, 1978;
reprodmed with permission.



LETTER WRITING

In wee comtries, it is mt tncamacn to find a letter writer sitting in
frcnt of a post cffice. Men people who cannot write want to send a
letter, they tell the letter writer what they want to say. The letter
writer then gets paid for writing the letter.

Although the people you work with will be able to write, a part cf your
office job may be to =pose and write letters for others. You may be
asked to write a variety of business letters. For example, you may have to
confirm an order or reserve a hotel room for someone in your cffice.

You camot anticipate every writing situation, but there are two things you
can do. First, you oan learn the basic characteristics of a good business
letter. Second, you can become &miller with some of the basic kinds of
letters that might te used in your jcb.
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A GOOD BUSINESS LETTER

Anyone can writeabusiness letter, tut not everyone can writeasafj
business letter. A good business letter is neat, courteous, &dwell
ccganixed. Its message is stated clearly and simply.

There are several acceptable styles of business letters. Your office will
probably use one particular style. The sample letters in this unit are in
one of the standard letter styles. Whichever style you use, be consistent
throughout each letter. And, no matter which style you use, keep the
follaging'points inldndwtmck writing a business letter.

Zhe Letter's Amearance Mr, Give Your Letter Eye Appeall

The person who receives your letter forms an impression of your company
before even reading the letter._ At first glance, a neatly typed letter
will give the reader a good impression. Aclean and neat pase is
important. There should be no obvious erasures cc swages on your letter.
Eadh page of the letter should be fresh, with no tears or dirty finger
marks on it. See.that eadh letter you write and tyre has eye appeal!

Be Positive

When writing a business letter, be as courteous as you would if you were
talking face-to-face with, the reader. Always consider hog the reader mill
react to the letter. Whenever possible, use positive woe& and expressions
instead of negetive ones. SUppose, for example, a customer doesn't give
you complete information for an order. When:you write to that customer,
dbn't be negative. Don't say: 'We can't helpyou," or 'You did it wrong."
The customer might became angry with this type of attitude. Be positive
and helpful. Let the customer kmyg that you appreciate the order anyhow.
Use sentences like: 'We were pleased to receive your order and will be
happy to fill it. However, we need some additional information."

Be_ Brief

Giving information briefly is another important part of
business courtesy. Business people are busy people.
Their time is wasted if they uust read letters that are
too long and wordy. If your letters oontain too much
innecessary information, the reader may became
irritated. Look,at the following two examples:

&ample 1: We have thought it over and would very
much like to possibly order books from you about
automotive mechanics, so please, we would
appreciate it iflou could send to us information
on hag to order your books from your company on
automotive mechanics.

&ample 2: Pleaee send us infonnation on how to
order your automotive mechanics books.

Both examples say the same thing, but Example 2 is much
mcce brief and to the point.. And, being brief is

calways test.
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Be Complete

Although it's important to te brief, the letter must also be complete.
Include all the important infommation in your letter. Look at the too
examples belcw. Notice the dafferences between them.

Example 1: Ybur order, invoice no. 8607, was Shipped airmail today
and should arrive by April 1.

Example 2: Ybur order was shipped and you should get it soon.

The first example contains four specific items information: the order
number, hew and when it was shipped, and when it should arrive. The second
example gives none of this information.

BraelL1kganized

The ideas contained in a business letter Should be well organized. Give
all information in logical order. ro not skip around. Look over the
following two examples. Example 1 skips around. Emile 2 is well
organized.

Example 1: The set of cookbooks you ordered has been Shipped to Mi.
If you need anything :more, please contact us. Ybu should receive the
Shipment ty April 1. We hope you enjoy the books. Your Shipment was
sent parcel post.

&ample 2: The set of cookbooks you ordered has been shipped to you
by parcel post. They Should arrive ty April 1. If you need anything
more, please contact us. We hope you enjoy the books.

IhieSarsest_ftlish
Always use correct English. Aibusiness letter is no place for slang. If,
fcr monger you must write a letter to a customer who has ordered
something but did not send a payment, you would not say: "Gime the &ugh
or no dice." It would be much better to say: "We will be happy to fill
your order after we have received your payment."

Watch your spelling and grammar, too. Many offices keep a grammar handbook
and a dictionary handy. Use them to Check spelling, punctuation, and any
other grammatical points. If your office dbesn't have these books, you
might buy your own.



A final point: don't sound too "stuffy." Avoid expressions like "This
will acknagledge the receipt cf your letter cf January 5" It's simpler to
say, "I have received your letter of January 5"

When you write a business letter, look it ever carefully before mailing it.
If you were receiving your agn letter, would it impress you?
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LETTER WRITING

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. What's wrong with this letter?

Jackie Acme
Acme Skateboard Co.
123 Rides Way
Anyplace, USA

January 16, 1981

Ms. Lita Janes
42 Acorn Rd.
Heretown, USRe

Dear Ms. Janes,

We just recently yesterday got your letter
which you sent to us which asked us for any in-
formation which we might have on electric skate-
boards. Well, we never heard of 'em. Rope, we
just can't help you. Don't know where you even
got the idear we could.

Sincerely yours,

Jackie Acme

2. Below are four pairs of sentences. For each pair, tell which sentence
is better for a business letter, and why.

a. 1. Your order aE marbles, invoice #83920, was shipped ty express,
and should arrive by April 12.

2. Ybur order was shipped and should arrive soon.

b. 1. hb. We can't helpyou.

2. We thank you for your interest, but at this time we have no
vacancies.

c. 1. We are sorry for the delay and hope it dbesn't foul you up.

2.. We are sorry for the delay and hope it dbes not inconvenience
you.

d. 1. Thank you for your order.

2. Thank you very much for your order whidh we were HD pleased to
receive and appreciate very much.
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LETTER WRITING

/CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Describe four characteristics of a good business letter.

2. Why is it important to keep a business letter as brief as possible?

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

1. Collect sone smmples of business letters that came into your home.
Iypical examples are letters from inairance companies or magazine
publishers. Examine then to see if they are really good business
letters.



LETTER WRITING

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. -smudges on paper
-does not use correct English
- uses slang
-is too negative

2. a. #1; gives complete information
b. #2; is positive
c. #1; the alternative sentence uses slang
d. #1; is simple and tcief

ANSWERS TO ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Can be any four of the folloging:

-ragtaimeerengeletter is neatly typed and clean.

- Positivenegative expressicns are avcdded.

-.Wetcontains no unnecessary informaticn.

- Comp1etea11 Important information included.

-Well organizedidormaticn in logical order.

-ggireatangliebavoid using slang; use correct spelling and grammar.

.-Nbt "stuffy"--words and expressions are simple.

2. Long, wordy letters waste reader's time and may irritate reader.
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PARTS OF LETTERS

tot tusiness letters are typed on standard 8 1/2" x 11" paper. Margins of
at least cne inch should be left on both sides of the paper and at the
bottom.

Business letters contain six parts: the heading, the inside address, the
salutation, the body of the letter, the complimentary close, and the
signature. These six parts are labeled on the sample letter in Figure 1.
Refer to the sample letter as, you read the descripticn of each part.

ihalUng

7he heading cortains the name and full mailing address of the writer's
campany and the date aE the letter. This address Should be the smne as the
return address on the envelope. The heading is always put cn the upper
part of the page, before any other part of the letter.

Most tusinesses and organizations use letterhead stationery. On letterhead
stationery, the nue and address of the business are already printed on the
page. The date still must be written tn.

RGURE

SAMPLE LETTER

(Heading) Hartson Real Estate Company
1806 Deer Hill Avenue
Danbury, Connecticut 06810

(Date) january 30, 1980

(Inside Mr. John Reed
Address) 4867 Wade Street

Brooklyn, New York 05104

(Saluta- Dear Mr. Reed:
tion)

Thank you for your reservation for the
1980 rental season. We have reserved
Cottage 3 for you from July 27 until

(Body August 4. The rent will be $300 and me
of will need a deposit of $150 to confirm
Letter) your reservation. We will need to re-

ceive your deposit by July 17. If we
do not hear from you by that time, we
will assume your plans have changed and
will cancel your tentative reservation.

We appreciate your cOnfidence in oul:
company and look forward to seeing you
this summer.

(Complimentary
Close)
(Signature).

(ryped, Name)

Sincerely yours,

Joan MAX
Rental Manager



Do not abbreviate the month when :youwrite the date. Write it out, for
example, January 10, 1986. Do not write the dey of the week in the date.
Skip at least four lines before beginning the inside address. If your
letter is dhort, skip more lines so that the body of the letter will be
centered on the page.

Inaideliddreas

The inside address includes the full rlme and address of the person,
company, or organization you are writing. Always use an appropriate title,
like Mr., Dr., or Ms. before a nmme. If the person has a job title, such
as principal or salesmanager, write it below the person's nmme.

Begin eadh line of the inside address at the left margin. It Should look
like this:

Ms. Helen O'Malley
Credit Manager
Winthrop Electrical SUpply Company
21 North Street
Houston, Texas 50411

Double-space before typing the salutaticru

Zetharatim

The.salutation is a courteous greeting to the person who will be reading
the letter. Tne most cannon salutation is "Dear." It comes before the
body of the letter and is written at the left margin. In mcet o3ses, it is
fcaloged by a colon.

If you know the person who will be receiving the letter, use that person's
name in the salutation. It should also be the smme name that is written in
the inside address. The following are examples of salutations where the
nmme is known:

Dear Mr. Jones:

Dear Ms. Jones:

Dear Mrs. Jones:

Lear Miss Jtmes:

However, sometimes you will write a letter without kwaingwho will be
reading it. In this case, the following are accepted salutations:

Dear Madam:

Dear Sir:

Dear Madam or Sir:

Gemtlemen: (LE you are writing to a business with only men)

Ladies: (If you are writing to a business with cnly women)

Gentlepersons: (LE you are writing to a business with both women and
men)

To whom itinly concern:

Double-space before beginning the body of the letter.
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Hot, of the Letter

The body of the letter contains your message. The first sentence ehould
clearly and simply tell the purpose of your letter. After the first
sentence, briefly state all other necessary informaticm.

Same letters may need to be cnly one or boo sentences long. Cther letters
may need to be much longer. In a long letter, you may use the last
sentence to Jummarize the message, explain what action must be taken, or
thank the reader for dOing business with your company.

Double-space between paragraphs. In a long letter, use several paragraphs
instead of cne long one.

Never type cn the back of a page. If your letter is long, use two pages.
lb prevent problems if the pages become separated, type the follcwing at
the top of the second page: the none of the person, company, cc
organization you are sending the letter to; "Page 2;" and the date. It osn
be typed acrces the top of the page, like this:

Mrs. Helen O'Malley Page 2 January 12, 1986

or, it can be written in three separate lines by the left margin, like
this:

Mrs. Helen O'Malley
Page 2
January 12, 1986

Double-space before typing the complimentary close.

The Cbmplimentary Close

The complimentary close is a courteces expression that is used to end the
letter. If more than two words are in the expression, capitalize cnly the
first. A comma should be used after the complimentary close.
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The follooing are accepted complimentary closes:

Sincerely yours,

Yours truly,

Cordially yours,

The me you choose wdll
nature cf your letter.

Respectfully,

Sincerely,

Cordially,

depend on hug well you know the reader and on the

Agnaturg

The signature is typed four spaces below the conplimentary close. The
writer's job title may be written either next to or helot the rune. Ebr
example:

Everett Bowen, Secretary

or

Marie Clark
Sales Manager

The ham:Witten sigiature appears inmediately almve the typed name.

Sincerely yours,

qamit.
Joanne Blake
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WORDS TO KNOW

magjafjattit: the message cf the letter

stuallmintgasjamp a courteous expressicn used to close the letter

amigo: used to enclose a businees letter

higang: contains the nmee and full mailing address of writer's
company and the date cf the letter

InsidiLskixem: contains the name and address of the raider

Littubsajtaticaux: paper cn which the nmne and address are
alreadV printed

fielgratan: a courteous greeting to the render

Aisostui: the biped and hancbritten sigiatures of the writer

fitindiajantheiguagagE: 8 1/2" x 11" typing paper unsi for business
letters
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PARTS OF LETTERS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Match the words in Column 1 with the correct explanation in Column 2.

(bl ton 1

1. heading

2. salutation

3. signature

4. body of letter

5. inside address

6. occaplimentary

Column 2

a. greeting that comes tefcce the
body of the letter

b. name and address of person cc
company being written to

c. the message itself

d. courteous expression wed to
end the letter

e. nailing address of writer and
date of letter

f. signed name of person sending
the letter

2. Label the parts on the follming letter:

a.

b.

The green Thunb Shop
14301 Conover Street
Denver, Cblorado 80212

March 21, 1986

Mrs. Mary Klare
86 JOhnson Avenue
Ann Actor, Michigan 48103

c. Dear Mrs. ?Mare:

Your tulip and daffodil bulbs have been :timed
to you ty parcel poet and should arrive ty
Sect:saber 1. We are glad we could fill your
order eo pranptly.

d. We are enclosing a re:01ft cn planning your
garden which we hole you will find helpful. In
addition to wring bulbs, we carry a wide
selecticn of seeds, plants fertilizers, and
insecticides. Our fall ca;alog is coming out
soon and a cow will be sent to you. Sztice
especially our no: line of hard-to-find herbs
and spices.

e.

f.

Thank you for your order. We hope to serve you
again soon.
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PARTS OF LETTERS

/CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. IndiCate whether the following statements are true or false:

a. With letterhead sbationery, the nmme and address of a company
are already printed on the page.

b. When :youwrite the date, abbreviate the month, like Jan. 3,
1986.

c. The smlutation is always foliaged by a comma.

d. The envelope should match the stationery.

e. The ham:Written signature appears just above the typed
signature.

f. If your letter is long, type on the back of the pase.

1P6
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PARTS OF LETTERS

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. 1. e
2. a
3. f
4. c
5. b
6. d

2. a. heading
b. inside address
c. salutation
d. body a letter
e. cceplimentary close
f. signature

ANSWERS TO /CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. a. true
b. false
C. false
d. true
e. true
f. false



COMPOSING LETTERS

"Please. could we have . . .6 The Order Letter

The order letter is one of the simplest business letters to write.
Although most offices use special order forms, nany times youwill have to
write a letter to order =ebbing.

in an order letter, brief.4 and clearly list the itens:youwish to order.
Include the following information:

1. Name of item, including catalog number, if any

2. Quantity of items needed

3. Identifying informaticncolor, weight, material, pattern, price

4. How the ibans will be raid forcaih, Check, or Charge to company

5. How the items Should be sentparcel post, Iv air or by land

The following is a situation in whicth an order letter must be written:

You are leorking in the office of the Ace HardWare Store, 121 Mite Street,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919. Ace HardWare is ;tanning a Fourth of July
sale cm red,. white,.and.blue Faint. Ybu have to order 50 gallcns of white
paint ana 25vallons each Cf red and.blue_paint.for the sale. The store
buys its Faint fran the teeter:1 SnOply Company, 118 Main Street, RiChmond,
Virginia 23229. Ybur letter night lOok%like.this:

Ace Hardware Store
121 White Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

June 10, 1986

Eastern Paint Supply Company
118 Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23229

Gentlepersons:

Please ship the following items immediately by
air express:

50 gal. #240 White Latex Paint.8 $7.00. . .$350.00

25 gal. #242 Red Latex Paint @ $7.00. . . . 175.00

25 gal. #247 Blue Latex Paint @ $7.00 . . . 175.00

$700.00

You may bill the items and delivery charges to our
account, No. 8640762.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas S. Stone
Manager



"We would like . . . ." The Inwiry Letter

An inquiry letter asks for something. It may be for a reservation at a
hotel, or for a pamphlet or price list. Ct naybe someone in your office
wants more information about a prodUct or service.

Letters of inquiry Should be Short and to the point. In the first
sentence, state the request. Then, in the following sentences, give any
details that will help explain the request. Always ask politely and
courteously. End the letter with a thank you. Below is a sample.

LETTER OF INQURY

Jeans N' Stuff Boutique
1831 Main Street
St. Paul, Minn. 88210

April 2,1986

Ms. Jane Apileton
Savvy Sportswear Co.
2025 Broadway
New York, New York 10012

Dear MA. Appleton:

I would appreciate a price list of your 1980
Pall Sportswear line. I would also like to see
any available sketches of the clothes, along with
descriptions of colors and fabrics.

Respectfully,

Thomas Dewey
Sales Manager

"Yes. we can . . . ." lbe Acceptance Letter

The acceptance letter tells the reader that you can fulfill a request. For
example, you might agree to fill an order or to accept a business
invitation.

When you can nair "Yen.".-do it.early in the letter. Begin with a aimple,
direct statement like: "We would be ham to fill your order for the
leather jacket."-. You'may. then briefly add any necessary details such as:
"Nevin thip-the-Order by,express. 70u-should receive it by April 30."
End theletter with a brief.and courteous closing.

SometiMeayou can use this kind of-letter to pccamte your company or one of
its prodUcts or'services. 'Ore you have bald the reader that the request
can be granted, yoU cansuggest other ways in which your company can help.
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The following letter is an multiple of one which says "yes," then adds a
polite sales pitch.

LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE

Acme Skateboard Co.
14301 Conover St.
Denver, Colorado 80212

July 8, 1986

Mr. Sam Jenner
Sam's Sporting Goods Store
5213 Xing St.
Royal Oak, Michigan 48012

Dear Mr...Jenner:

We were very happy to receive your order for 12
dosen-Glide-Rite Skateboards. The order will be
processed and sent out by Wednesday, July 11.
We are sohding.it by Statewide Express and you
should receive it by July 18.

WearaenOlosing a pamphlet and price list of
our skateboard aoceisories. We hope that you
will find it helpful in plaMning your skate-
board accessOry inventory.

Thank you for your order. We hope to serve you
again soon.

Sincerely yours.

Rhonda Jacobs
Sales Coordinator

"Sorry, but no . ." Pausal Letter

Sanetimes it may be necessary to say "ao" to a custaner. This could
happen, for example, when an order cannot be filled, an insurance policy
doesn't cover a claim, or an applicant cbesn't qualify for a job.
Preparing this kind of business letter requires special care. Ranenber to
consider the raider. Try to say "no" as courteously as you aan. Use
positive phrases whenever p3ssible.

Begin ty acknowledging the reader's interest in your =paw. For example:
"Thank you for sending us an applicaticn for enployment in our Sales
Department."

Then explain carefully and tactfully wly you carnot grant the request.
Make the reader feel that you are being hcnest. Pbr example,
"Unfortinately, at this timer we have no available positicns in the
hard/are divisiai."

Let the render know that you will be availahle for help at a later date cc
refer the reader to soneone who can help. Be pleasant and friendly in your
closing.
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See hog this formula works in the faloging letter.

LETTER OF REFUSAL

The Racket Cldb
8207 Longword Drive
Miami Beach, Florida

June 9, 1986

Alvin Klien
Sun N' Surf Boutique
Pensacola, Florida

Dear M. Klien:

. Thank you very much for your recent order of
100 dozen Super-Swing tennis balls. However, be-
cause of our unexpected success with this item,
our stock is depleted and we cannot ship any
orders for at least 60 days. Perhaps you would
like io reorder at that time.

If I can be of help to you concerning any
other items, please let me know. We look for-
ward to a fine business relationship in the .

future.

Respectfully,

Melanie Stoner
Merchandise Coordinator



COMPOSING LETTERS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

You are an office worker at the Ritz Manufacturing Company, 2421 Wells
Street, Saybrook, Cbnnecticut 06206. Compose letters for boo of the
following situations. Be sure to include all six parts of a business
letter.

1. A special mailing is to go out next week. Mt. Elaine Sanford, your
supervisor, asks you to order .5" packages of white paper, catalog
number. 246, and 5 Packages of wtite envelopes, catalog number 346.
Office supplies are usually ordered fraa GoodlinOffice Supply COmpany,
999 Minter Road, Bridgeport, COnnecticut 06401. They Should be
shipped immediately by air empress. Ritz Mhnufacturing Company has an
account there. Ibe account number is 85116.

2. Byron Thorpe gans to attend a conference in San Francisco from July
10-13. You are asked to reserve a roam for Mr. Thorpe at the Colony
Inn, 82601 Shore Drive, San Francisco, California 94401. Remold
like a single roanwith a tath.

3. MW6 Alice Dunn of Queen Products, 8441 Jensen Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48284 placed an order, 429865, for sane machinery with your canpany.
The order has been filled amdl was sent 4y air express this morning.
Mr. Janes Allen, Sales Manager, has asked you towrite to Ms. Eunn and
tell her the order is on the way.

4. Lansing High School, 12 Sarton Lane, Saybrook, Connecticut 06206 is
planning a career dmy on May. 5. Ybu have been asked to speak to Lois
Mbrgan's business class about your dUties as an office worker.
Unfortunately, Ritz Menufacturing Compary has an important sales
meeting schedUled for that day. You must be at your desk. Wtite to
Ms. Mbrgan and tell her yull will be unable to come.
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COMPOSING LETTERS

ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. List four pieces of informaticn which should be included in an order
letter.

2. What is the purpose of a letter cf inguiry?

3. What information Should be included in an acceptance letter?

4. Give one example of a situation where a refusal letter might be called
for.

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

You are an office worker at On lton Sewing Products, 72 Triangle Street,
Sentinel, Georgia 28607. Compose letters for each cf the follaging
situations. Include all six parts of a business letter.

1. Wes for yarn are usually ordered frau the Fullwell Company, 18
Cblorful Lane, Anniston, Alabama 41170. Mayne Licikon, Production
Mailager, has asked you to order 100 lbs. of blue Are, 1182, and 100 lbs.
of yellcw dye, 1173. These are to be shipped C.O.D.

2. The typewriters in your office are old and Jane Crosty, your
supervisor, is considering replacing them. Write to Selwyn slypewriter
Services, 1907 College Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia 24011. Ask then to
send inform cnati and price lists on the electric typiiiriters they self
and service.

3. Nancy Keller, 18 W. Fourth Street, Chahar Nebraska ordered thread and
scissors frail your oompany. Me also asked for an applicaticn for a
charge account. Jane Croak,/ your supervisor, has asked you to write
to Ms. Keller ta tell her the itans have teen ,sent. Tell her you are
enclosing the credit applicaticn she requested.

4. Oulton Seging ProduCts wards cne scholarship each ye9r to a student
entering college. 7his year thirty-five studeas applied. Mr. Sheldon
Ambrose, =paw president, will have to send a letter to the
thirty-four stuients who did not get the scholarship. Ccepose the
letter for Mr. Pabrose to send.
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COMPOSING LETTERS

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Me foliating are suggested letters

Ritz Manufacturing Company
2421 Wells Street
Saybrook, Connecticut 06206

March 21, 1986

Goodwin Office Supply Company
999 Minter Rd.
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06401

Gentlepersons:

Please ship the following by air ex-
press:

5 packages of white paper, Catalog #246

5 packages of white envelopes, Catalog #346

You may bill the items and delivery
charges to our account, No. 85116.

Sincerely yours,

(Ms.) Elaine Sanford

Ritz Manufacturing Company
2421 Wells Street
Saybrook, Connecticut 06206

Colony Inn
82601 Shore Dr.
San Francisco, California 94401

Gentlepersons:

April 29, 1986

Would you please reserve a single room
with a bath for me for July 10-12. If you
have no vacancies for that time, please let
me know as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Byron Thorpe

%
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COMPOSING LETTERS

ANSWERS TO LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Ritz Manufacturing Company
2421 Wells Street
Saybrook, Connecticut 06206

June 21, 1986

Ms. Alice Dunn
Queen Products
8441 Jensen Rd.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48284

Dear Ms. Dunn:

We were happy to fill your order (#29865)
for machinery. Your order was shipped by air
express. You should receive it no later than
June 30.

Cordially,

James Allen
Sales Manager

Ritz Manufacturing Company
2421 Wells Street
Saybrook, Connecticut 06206

April 14, 1986

Ms. Lois Morgan
Lansing High School
12 Sarton Lane
Saybrook, Connecticut 06206

Dear Ms. Morgan:

Thank you vary much for your invitation
to speak to youi class on May 5. Unfortunately,
I will not be able to come on that day. How-
ever, I would be very happy to speak to your
class if we could cxrange another date.

Yours truly,

(your name)
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COMPOSING LETTERS

ANSWERS TO ICHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE

1. Can be any four of the following:

-note of item
-quantity
- identifying information
- how itemswill be paid for
-hoe items Should be sent

2. TO ask for something

3. -that request can be net
- necessary details suCh as shipping information
- promotion of company's products

4. Any situation wtere a request is being turned down

ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

Suggested letters:

Carlton Sewing Products
72 rriangle Street
Sentinal, Georgia 28607

June 29, 19e5

Fullwell Company
18 Colorful Lane
Anniston, Alabama 41170

Gentlepersons:

Please send the following items C.O.D.:

100 lbs. blue dye 482

100 lbs. yellow dye 473

Thank you.

4.46, 11.

Sincerely,

Dwayne Lidston
Production Manager
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COMPOSING LETTERS

ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

Carlton Sewing Products
72 Triangle Street
Sentinel, Georgia 21607

August 2, 1986

Selwyn Typewriter Servioes
1007 College Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 24011

D ear Modem or Sirs

Mould you please seed us a price list of
the eleetris typewriters that you sell and
serviee. Aloe. any other information that you
have, gush as

he helpful
pictures of each typewriter,

might .

Thank you.

Respectfully.

(Ns.) Jane Crosby

Nancy Mellor
11 N. Fourth Street
Omaha, Nebraska 98221

Dear Ns. Keller:

Carlton Sewing Products
72 Triangle Street
Sentinel, Georgia 28607

January 16, 1986

NM were very happy to fill your order for
thread and scissors. The items have been sent
cut C.O.D. and you should receive them by
&Amity 25.

NM aro also enclosing the credit applica-
tion that you requested.

NM are looking forward to serving you as
best we can.

Cordially,

Jane Crosby
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ANSWERS TO ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES

qarlton Sewing Products
72 Triangle Street
Sentinel, Georgia 28607

1, 1986

Dear (Student's Name):

Thank you very much for your interest
in our college scholarship. This year our
applicants were the most outstanding ever,
which made our job of selecting one ex-
tremely difficult.

We have reviewed your application
thoroughly and found you to be an extremely
capable and conscientous student. However,
we have chosen to award the scholarship to
a student whose needs and qualifications
best fit our 'requirements.

Thank you again for your interest.
Good luck in your educational pursuits.

Respectfully,

Sheldon Ambrose
42resident
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WRITING BUSINESS LETTERS

UNIT TEST

1. List three Characteristics of a good business letter.

2. Bela, is a business letter whidh is mibsing same parts. What parts are
missing?

Stella's Stationery
89 East Rutgers Street
Lincoln, California 89110

Dr. Henry Palmer
2902 Hutting Drive
Amestown, California 89111

Thank you very much for your recent order for
office stationery. Your order was sent March 3,
C.O.D., and you should receive it within two weeks.

We look forward to helping you again.

3. You are an office wrcker at Alin's Paper Products, 111 Main Street,
Hyattsville, Maryland 20771. Compose letters for both of the
following situatices:

a. Your oanpany's pundhingrmadhine is old and needs to be replaced.
Jackie Martin, ProdUction Supervisor, has askedyou to write to
knerican Binders, Inc., 20 South Prescott Street, Lewisdale,
Maryland 20819, to request information and price lists on punching
machines.

b. Your swervispr, Martha Cobbs, has asked you to write to Mhryland
Manufacturers,.100 King Street, Adelphi, Maryland 21111, and tell
them that their order for paper cannot be filled at this time
because of the lumberjacks' strike.



WRITING BUSINESS LETTERS

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST

1. Can be any three of the following:

-eye appeal
- positive
-brief
-complete
-well organized
-correct Englieh

2. -date
- salutaticn
-canplimentary close
- typed signature

3. Letters must include:

heading
inside address
salutation'
body of letter
complimentary close
typed signature

12
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

UNIT OBJECTIVE 9

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to identify
and use resources and references available for office workers. This
knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by successfully
completing the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
After completion of this unit of instruction, the student will be able
to:

1. Identify the two types of sources available.

2. List the reasons for using resources and references.

3. Identify the five types of reference books available for
use in an office.

4. Identify the three types of resources available for use by
an office worker.

5. Identify references available in the school or local library.

6. Identify resources available in the community.

7. Demonstrate the ability to use

a. A dictionary

b. A word book

c. A reference manual for office words

from General Clerical Duties and
Related Information, Occupational
Curriculum Lab, East Texas State
University, Commerce, TX, 1981.
pages 345-371
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR

I. Preparation for Unit

A. Preview the unit. Provide any resources and references nec-
essary to supplement the unit.

B. Gather resources available in the classroom to aid in thediscussion of the information.
C. Obtain various samples of references books from other sourcesto aid in the discussion of the information.
D. *Arrange for the students to visit the school or local library.

Have the.librarian discuss the available sources of informartion and use of the card catalog.
(NOTE: Be sure to inform the librarian about the types of

references the students will need.)

II. Objective Sheet

A. Discuss the unit and specific objectives
B. Add objectives for any information added to the unit.

III. Information and Activity Sheets

A. Discuss the two types of sources available.
ferences between the two.*

B. Discuss the reasons for using resources and
vide examples of why they would need to use
references.

C. Discuss the various types of references. Provide examples of
the various types of references.

D. Set aside time for the students to visit the library to com-
plete Activity Sheet 1--USING REFERENCES.

E. Discuss the types of resources available. Explain the types
of information or assistance these resources may provide.

F. Have students complete the following:
1. Activity Sheet 2--DETERMINING RESOURCES
2. Activity Sheet 3--PREPARING A CARD FILE

G. Provide students with a dictionary, a word book, and a refer-
ence manual for completing the following activities:
1. Activity Sheet 4--USING THE DICTIONARY
2. Activity Sheet 5--USING A WORD BOOK
3. Activity Sheet 6 USING A REFERENCE MANUAL

Explain the dif-

references. Pro-
resources and
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V. Answers to Activity Sheets

A. Answer sheets are provided.

B. Answers to Activity Sheets 1, 2, and 3 will depend upon the
resources and references available.

C. Prepare answers for any activities added.

V. Unit Test

A. Various approaches may be used in testing.

1. Use the test as an additional activity.

2. Give the test upon completion of the unit and activities.

I. Answers to Unit Test

I. Resources and References

A. APPLIED SECRETARIAL PROCEDURES, 7th ed.
Fries, Rowe, Travis, and Blockhus
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Company
Princeton Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520

B. THE SECRETARY, AN INTEGRATED BLOCK PROGRAM, Part 1
Green Sanders, and Tedesco
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Company
Princeton Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520

C. SECRETARIAL PROCEDURES AND ADMINISTRATION
Hanna, Popham, and Tilton
South-Western Publishing Company
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

D. THE REFERENCE GUIDE, A HANDBOOK FOR OFFICE PERSONNEL
Ralph M. Holmes
Houghton Mifflin Company
One Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02107

E. SECRETARIAL OFFICE PROCEDURES, 9th ed.
Oliverio and Pasewark
South-Western Publishing Company
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

F. CLERICAL OFFICE PROCEDURES, 6th ed.
Pasewark and Oliverio
South-Western Publishing Company
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

G. BUSINESS ENGLISH AND COMMUNICATION, 4th ed.
Stewart, Lanham, Zimmer, and Clark
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Company
Princetown Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520
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UMW RESOURCES AMID REFERENCES

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Types of Sources Available

There are many sources available for obtaining information or
assistance and may be categorized as follows:

A. References are books such as:

1. Dictionaries

2. Reference manuals

3. Directories

B. Resources are people or places who provide information and
assistance such as:

1. Libraries

2. Organizations

3. Travel bureaus

II. Reasons for Using Resources and References

A. To find information

B. To verify information

C. To clarify information

D. To compile information

III. Types of References

Reference books are important to office workers in locating in-
formation when it is neeled and in performing job duties effi-
ciently and effectively. The types of reference books used by
an office worker will depend on the nature of work performed and
background information needed. Some of the reference books
office workers should have access to are:

A. Reference manuals for office workers

1. General reference manuals

a. Provide general information on office procedures and
practices.

b. Used as a general reference by all office workers.
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2. Specialized reference manuals

a. Provide specific information on office procedures
and practices for specialized fields.

b. Available for office workers in the following areas:

(1) legal

(2) medical

(3) technical

(4) word processing

(5) accounting

(6) engineering, etc.

B. Dictionaries and word books

1. Desk-size dictionary

a. Are considered the most comprehensive reference
manual on language usage.

b. Used most frequently to check spelling, to verify
pronunciation, and to look up definitions.

2. Word books

a. Are a quick source to the correct spelling and
syllabication of commonly used words.3.

b. used most frequently to verify spelling and division
of words.

3. Specialized dictionaries and word books

a. Deal with the specialized vocabulary used by certain
professions (engineering, legal, medical, foreign
languages, etc.)

b. Include the spelling, division, and pronunciation
of words.

4. Thesaurus book

a. Is a collection of words and phrases arranged ac-
cording to ideas or concepts.

b. Used to find the word or words to express exactly
what you mean.



C. Directories

1. Provide alphabetical listings of names and addresses of
people in a particular profession, business, or industry
in a given geographical area.

2. Provide assistance in finding name, address, and telephone
number of people or companies.

3. Types of directories

a. Telephone directories

b. City directories

c. Government directories

d. Business and industry directories

D. Encyclopedias

1. Provide information on a wide variety of subjects.

2. May provide specific or general information about topics.

E. General references

Additional references that provide information essential to an
office worker are:

1. National ZIP Code Directory--includes information on how
to use the ZIP code, address abbreviations, post office
and ZIP codes.

2. Postal Manual--includes postal regulations, rates, and
services.

3. Botel/Motel Red Book--includes the following information:

a. Names of hotels and motels by city and state.
b. Location and telephone number.

c. Number of rooms and services provided.

d. Room rates.

4. Official Airline Guide--provides a comprehensive listing
of all flight information.

5. Grammar and Style Books--used to determine correct grammar
and writing style.

6. Indexes

a. Used to locate information on particular subjects.
b. List contents of books and periodicals.

7. Almanacs--provide a wide range of information about
importaWeVents, census information, etc.
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8. Atlas--provides geographical and statistical informa-
tion.

9. Trade and professional journals--provide information
for a particular trade or profession, such as educa-
tional journals, business and office publications.

10. Company procedures manual--provides information on
rules, regulations, and procedures established for a
particular company (travel policies, sick leave poli-
cies, etc.)

IV. Resources for Information

In addition to reference books, information or assistance may
also be obtained from various resources available at the local,
state, and national levels.

A. Local resources

1. Chamber of Commerce

2. U. S. Post Office

3. City and County offices

4. Better Business Bureau

5. Professional and service organizations

6. Library

7. Information and referral agency

8. Other businesses

B. State resources

1. Government agencies

2. Tourist information bureaus

3. Colleges, and Universities

4. Professional and service organizations

C. National resources

1. Government agencies

2. Professional and service organizations

3. Other sources



USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ACTIVITY SHEET 1--USING REFERENCES

DIRECTIONS: Visit your school or local library to determine sources
available for finding the following information.

(NOTE: If the library does not have the source, write
NA [not available] in the space.)

1. Famous quotations

2. Postal and shipping information

3. Parliamentary procedures

4. Information on books printed in the U. S.

5. Information about prominent Americans

6. Information regarding the location of a city, its industries, or
its geographic characteristics

. .

7. Verification or location of factual information, memorable
dates, facts about politics, sports, etc.

8. Information on grammar and writing style

9. Information on office procedures and practices

O. Information about federal government branches
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ACTIVITY SHEET 2-DETERMINING RESOURCES

DIRECTIONS: Contact resources available in your community and prepare
a list of these resources with the informatiom or assist-
ance they may provide.

(NOTE: Use the list provided in the information sheet
as a guide.)

INK
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ACTIVITY SHEET 3--PREPARING A CARD FILE

DIRECTIONS: Prepare a card file of the various resources and refer-
ences available in your community. Use Activity Sheets
1 and 2 in preparing these cards. Include the following
information on each card.

1. Type of information or help provided.

2. Reference or Kesource available

Alphabetize the cards using the item shown on the first line and
file in a desk-top file box. This card file will be helpful as a
reminder of where you may find special information, when you need
it.
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ACTIVITY SHEET 4--USING THE DICTIONARY

DIRICTIONS, Using desk -size dictionary, complete ach of the parts
below.

A. In the spaces provided, write the language from which the follow-
ing words are derived.

1. la mode

2. module

3. melanocyte

4. flamenco

5. graduate

B. Using the space provided divide the following words into syllables.

I. humectant

2. tomato

3. refrigerator

4. houstrophedon

S. constituency

C. In the space provided, write a short definition for the following
words.

1. doctylology

2. OLT

3. homonym

4. relevant

S. pester
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D. In the space provided, indicate the part(s) of speech for the
following words.

1. restrictive

2. patience

3. lengthen

4. acheval

5. fittingly

E. Answer each of the questions below.

1. Who was Thomds Estrada Palma?

.2. Who is Taylor Caldwell?

3. Where is Cozumel located?

4. What is the population of Denmark?

5. Where ib Columbia Bible College located?

:,.t4i14i41"...s:4344t4 14 '4.ir r> %.'"
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WING RESOURCES MD REFERENCES

ACTIVITY SNIEE'r 5--USING A WORD BOOK

DIRECTIONS: Using a word book, complete each of the parts below.

A. In the spaces provided, rewrite the word indicating with a hyphen
the first acceptable division point.

1. basically

2. pamphlet

3. negligible

4. cylinder

5. triplicate

B. In the spaces provided, write the plural form of the following
words.

1. apiary

2. hierarchy

3. miscellany

4. memorandum

5. goose

C. In the spaces provided, write the alternative for the spelling of
the words below.

1. judgment

2. theater

3. catalogue

4. accessary

5. freeby

°
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ACTIVITY SHEET 6--USING A REFERENCE MANUAL

DIRECTIONS: Using a reference manual for office workers, complete
each of the parts below.

A. In the space provided, write the abbreviations for the following
words.

1. Maine

2. corporation

3. American Bar Association

4. millimeter

5. aMount

6. before noon

7. Thursday

8. Federal Housing Administration

9. building

10. Master of Education

B. Answer the following questions regarding the preparation of
business correspondence.

1. Where are the reference initials typed on a letter?

2. What lines are omitted when preparing the AM simplified style
letter?

3. What are the two basic punctuation styles used in business
letters?

4. What is the correct complimentary close for a letter addressed
to a United States senator?

5. What is the purpose of the attention line?

,
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C. Answer the following questions regarding the division and hyphen-
ation of words and the use of numbers.

1. What is the rule for dividing compound words?

2. What is the rule expressing numbers over ten?

3. What is the rule for expressing very large amounts of money?

4. What is the rule for expressing decimal numbers? fractions?

5. What is the rule for expressing scientific measurements?

147
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITY SHEETS

Activity Sheet 1

Answers will vary depending on the sources available. Some of the
possible references are:

1. Bartlett's Familiar Quotations; Home Book of Quotations; The
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations; International Encyclopedirof
Quotations.

2. Bullinger's Postal and Shipper's Guide for the United States and
Canada; Director of International Mail; National ZIP Code Direc-tory; Postaf Manual.

3. Robert's Rules of Order; Parliamentary Procedure Simplified.

4. Books in Print, USA; Business Books in Print; Cumulative BookIndex.

5. Who's Who in America; Webster's Biographical Dictionary; Diction-ary of American Biography.

6. The Rand McNally Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide; McGraw-Hill
International Atlas; National Geographic Atlas of the World.

7. The World AlManac and Book of Facts; Information Please Almanac;Ileader's Digest Almanac and Yearbook.

8. Dictionary of Modern English Usage;
Written Word.

9. Reference Manual for Office Workers;
book; The Secretary's Handbook.

10. Congressional Directory; U. S. Government Manual.

Activity Sheet 2 and 3

Answers will vary depending upon the resources and references avail-able.

Activity Sheet 4

A. 1. French, F

2. Latin, L

3. International Scientific Vocabulary, ISV

4. Spanish, Sp.

5. Medieval Latin

A Manual of Style; The

Complete Secretary's Hand-
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B. 1. hu.mec.tant

2. to.ma.to

3. re.frig.er.a.tor

4. boustro.phe.don
5. constit.u.en.cy

C. 1. doctylology--the art of communicating ideas by signs made with
the fingers.

2. CRT--cathode-ray tube

3. homonym--one of two or more words spelled and pronounced alike
but different in meaning.

4. relevant--having significant and demonstratable bearing upon
the matter at hand.

5. yester--of or relating to yesterday.

1. adjective (adj.)

2. noun (N)

3. verb (vb)

4. adverb (adv.)

5. adverb (adv.)

1. First president of Cuba.

2. An American author.

3. Island southeast of Mexico off Northeast coast of Quintant
Roo.

4. 4,970,000 based on Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary.
Answer may vary depending on the dictionary used.

5. Columbia, South Carolina.

ctivity Sheet 5

1. bas-ically

2. pam-phlet

3. neg-ligible

4. cyl-inder

5. trip-licate

1. apiaries

2. hierarchies

3. miscellanies

1. judgement

2. theatre

3. catalog

4. memorandums or memoranda

5. geese

4. accessory

5. freebie
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Activity Sheet 6

A. 1. ME 6. a.m.

2. corp. 7. Thurs.

3. ABA 8. FHA

4. mm 9. bldg.

5. amt. 10. M.Ed.

B. 1. At the left margin, a double-space below the writer's name
and title.

2. The salutation and complimentary close.

3. Open and mixed punctuation.

4. Very truly yours, or Sincerely yours,

5. To direct the letter t a specific person or department not
named in the inside a4.ress.

C. 1. Divide between the compound elements.

2. Use figures for numbers over ten.

3. Use a combination of figures and words.

4. Always use figures for decimal numbers. Precede decimal
fractions by a zero.

5. Use figures for scientific measurements.

on
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WING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

UNIT TIMT

A. Match the correct term associated with reference books to the
correct definition by placing the letter in the appropriate space.

1. Provides information about general office A.
procedures and practices.

2. Used as a quick source for determining
the spelling and division of words.

3. Provides alphabetical listings of names
and addresses of people.

4. Is a comprehensive reference manual on E.
lanjuage usage.

B.

C.

D.

F.

5. Provides information on a wide variety G.
of subjects.

6. Provide specific information on office
procedures and practices for special-
ized fields.

7. Provides a collection of words and
phrases arranged according to ideas or
concepts.

8. Provides information on postal regula-
tions, rates, and services. L.

9. Provides a comprehensive listing of all
flight information. M.

H.

I.

J.

K.

10. Provide a wide range of information
about important events, census infor-
mation, etc.

11. Provides information on hotels and
motels.

12. Provides geographical and statistical
information.

13. Provides information on using ZIP codes

14. Provides information on rules and pro-
cedures for a particular company.

15. Used to determine correct grammar and
writing style.

16. Provides information for a particular
trad^ or profession.

17. Used to locate information on a partic-
ular subject and list contents of books
and periodicals.
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0.
P.

Q.

Almanacs

Atlas

Company Proce-
dure Manual

Desk-top
dictionary

Directories

Encyclopedias

General refet-
ence manual

Grammar and
style books

Hotel/Motel
Red Book

Indexes

National ZIP
Code Directory

Official Air-
line Guide

Postal Manual

Specialized
reference man-
uals

Thesaurus

Trade and pro-
fessional
journals

Word Book



B. List the two types of sources from which information or assistance
may be obtained.

1.

2.

C. State the four reasons for using resources and references.

1.

2.

3.

4.

D. List the three categories of resources from which information or
assistance may be obtained.

1.

2.

3.
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USING RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST

A. 1. G 7. 0 13. K

2. Q 8. M 14. C

3. E 9. L 15. H

4. D 10. A 16. P

5. F 11. I 17. .1

6. N 12. B

B. 1. Resources

2. References

C. 1. To find information

2. To verify information

3. To clarify information

4. To compile information

D. 1. Local level

2. State level

3. National level
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DATA PROCESSING

Goal 7.0: Students will be able to use automated data processinha equipment
. to perform office work.

The follcwing materials can be used to help students achieve
goal 7.0 in theRusithea Other
sources for information aft data processing and computers
include:

EtraassueutargialimallAudnumannagemmt, 7he Natienal
Center for Beseardh in Vocaticnal Blucation, The Ohio State
University, 1960 Kenny Road, Cblumbus, CS 43210, (614)
486-3655, 1984. This book contains information on
evaluating software, reviews of instructicmal software, and
business software sources' addresses.

0. I -.6 01,1- 0, 1.,41 1:.

Comoyterg, Andhorage Sdhool District, P.O. Box 196614,
Andhorage, AK 99502, 1985. %his directory contains lists
of software ty sutdect matter area, as well as
alphabetically with cost, ordering information, and
descriptien.

ALA.II :. I . I

=dm*, Waning Department of Education, Bethany
Building, Cheyenne, 1Q 82002, 1984. This handbook contains
informatien on all areas of business education, and
includes information on word processing on computers.
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BACKING UP FILES--MAKING DUPLICATE COPIES

If you don't STRESS making back up copies, not having back up o3pies can
cause STRESS!!!

FACT: Many operators do not make back up copies until they have lost
valuable informaticn unless there is a standard operating procedUre
for making thcee back up copies.

PACT: Disks can be DESTROYED by

bending the disk
storing disks outside their jackets
writing on the disk except with a feltrtipmarker
toudhing exposed areas of the disk
exposing disk to extrene heat or extreme cold
scratching disk with dist, paper clips, staples, etc.
exposing disk to magnetic fieldsmagnets, coiled power cords
and x-ray maChines (hint:when traveling by plane, put disks
in Checked baggage or name from a oarry-cn item before it
goes through the xrray madhine.)

Back up copies consist of two distinct types:

1. Ptc;:an back up disks
2. Data or work back up disks

1. Program disks are usually protected by copyright loos. Software
packages daffer as to back up procedures. Same include back up copies
when the program is purchased, same companies sell a back up prcgram
disk. Sane let the purchaser make tack up copies from unprotected
programs; somerommercial copying Izograme allcw PERSONAL back up
copies to be made fran prctected 1:cc:grams.

Reny quality propems are now available in unprotected format. The
developers have chosen to market the prodUct at a lager price rather
than incorporate elaborate protection sdhemes that raise the pcogram's
cost. rr MS ABSOLUTELY IMPERATIVE THAT ODPYRMGHT LANS ARE
CIMEDDEVZION3S DESERVE ARFASCHABLE ;Rom TOR THEIR PETOP5S. THIS
WILL PROVIDE MDRE QUALITY SOFTWARE IN THE FUTURE ANDWILL BENEFIT ALL
COMPUTER USERS.

2. Data or work back up disks save time in the long run. Documents Should
be saved frequently. In case of a malfuncticn or power outage, only
what has been entered sinoe the last time will be Rot.

Back up data disks must be made on a regularly scheduled basis--every
night, every second day, every week or an sxne other regular sdhedule.
Operators Should be in charge of backing up their =work.
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The %fates dictates the =mind and disk which will be used. Sane
eamples an as =am

'The Pro= Filer on the Pro= user's (Usk
0001 3.3 Oast A
wilt* Apple no 'yet= Utilities Disk

TIN-0011s Dialmogy As Bs
1111-1:10112 Dialsoew As Is

For other *atom comult the operator =nal.

Awe Item a write protect teb on the original before onying111 By
ming this preoeutics, the date will not las destroyed if the source and
target Mika are placed in the wrong dam! De sure to roman the write

glect bib after Ilse cowing proms or date cannot be added to that

A vod proastare to Micro is to hate the original work disk and at least
WO beck op copies. 7:n case of a malfunction or cower outage while in the
cowing promos, mother cow is mailable.

Ilan Aiming far =plating implies, be mre to azder an adequate sttply
of disks for tact ugo. Dumber, in average disk has a working life rf 40
to SO hours.

Mt UP WPM NJ A MUM MOMS UST DIM ID MUD TDB AND
1111/011WRION 1ST MI Larr 1091/11R. 2b protect against theft, store

=WS in different stases. Ibkresely asottArt data is often stored in a
fireproof safe.
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COMPUTER TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Alptueumeric Cembining alphabetic and numeric synbols.

Boot The process of leading the cperating system cf
a cemputer into main memory to begin
operaticn.

Cathode Ray 'Albs (CRT)

Central Processing Unit
(CM)

Chip

Qmsor

An electronic:vacuum tube that can be used to
display text and graphic images.

The corponent of a word or data processing
system that performs the arithmetic, logical,
and control functions of the sistem.

An integrated circuit or circuits used as an
internal processor.

A flashing or staticmary rectangle or thin line
of light used to indicate where data is
expected to be entered on a video display
unit»

Data Basic facts that can be processed.

Data Processing A series of steps Mimed in accepting and
processing data to deliver information.

Disk A storage device consisting of a flat circular
gate made of plastic or aluminum, coated with
a magnetic material.

Disk Drive Adavice consisting of a motor and read/Write
heada which enable data to be stored on the
disk.

Field A subdivisicn cf a record, itself a collecticn
of related data elements.

File Apiece of work, or several pieces of work,
collected together en a disk and Oven a name
or nuaber.

Format A layout, presentation, or arrangement of data
on a screen, file, or paper.

Hard Copy A term for any printouts that appear cn paper.

Hardoare All the components of a computer that oan be
seen and toudhed.
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Information The orderly and useful arrangement of facts or
data so that they are accurate, timely,
complete, and concise.

Information Processing A combinaticn of word and data prooessing; the
process of handling information.

Input The data cc instructicas that are entered into
the pcooessor for pcooessing.

Magnetic Tape °lag Tape) A, magnetic tape ca which data can be stored.

Medium Material, usually describing the am cn which
data is stored. Video tape, floppy disk, etc.

Memory Acollection of Integrated circuits in which
data is stored in a master.

A list of prognxes or tasks that can be
performed by a program, displayed on the video
screen. Me operator may select eadh operaticn
by pressing the apprcsciate key.

Output The result of processing. Anything the
processor puts out.

Ptogram A sequence of instructions used by a computer
to process data.

Scroll To move the text vertically or horizontally so
it can be viewed on a video display screen.

Software Term applied to all programs that oan be used
on a computer.

Menu

Text Editing Revising or updating text.

Word Processing A total system of personnel, procedures, and
equipment designed to handle business
cannunicatims efficiently and economically.
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COMPUTER TERMS AND DEFINITIONS TEST

Please place letter in front of definition to match the proper term cn the
left

Format a. Cbmbining alphatetic and numeric synbols.

Data b. Alayout, presentaticn, or arrangement of
data, ca a screen file, or paper.

Word Processing c. Me process of loading the cperating
system of a computer into main memory to
begin operation.

Output d. Apiece of work, or several pieces of
work, collected tosether cm a disk and
given a name or number.

Cathode Ray Tude e. An electronic vacuum tube that can be
(CRT) used to display text and graghic images.

Alphanumeric f. A subdivision of a record, itself a
mllecticn of related data elements.

Information Ptooessing g. The canponent of sword or data processing
system that perfomms the arithmetic,
logical, and control functicns of the
system.

Information h. A device consisting of a motor and
read,Write heade which enable data to be
stored on the disk.

Scroll i. An integrated circuit or circuits Wed as
an internal processor.

Cursor j. Astorase device consisting of a flat
circular plate made of plastic or
aluminum, coated with amagnetic
material.

3oot k. Aflashing or stationary rectangle or thin
line of light used to indicate where data
is expected to be entered on a video
display unit.

Field 1. Basic facts that can be processed.

Input Ol. Revising or updating text.

Pile n. A tem for any printouts that appear cn
paper.
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Software

Pr ogran

Central Processing
Unit cam

o. A series of steps fallcwed in accepting
and prooessing data to deliver
information.

p. The orderly and useful arrangements of
facts or data sa that they are accurate,
timely, complete and concise.

q. A total system of personnel,
procedures, and equipment designed to
handle business communiesticns efficiently
and economically.

tisk Ltive r. The data or instructions that are entered
into the processor for prooessing.

Chip s. Term applied to all programs that can be
used on a computer.

Data Processing t. A collection of integrated circuits in
which data is stored in a computer.

Hard Copy U. TO move the text vertically or
horizontally so it can be viewed on a
video display screen.

Menu v. A combination of word and data processing;
the process of handling information.

Text Editing w. A sequence of instructions mad by a
computer to process data.

Disk x. A list of programs or tasks that can be
performed by a program, displayed on the
video screen. The operator may select
each operation by pressing the appropriate
key.

Memory y. She result of processing. Anything the
processor puts out.
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COMPUTER TERMS AND DEFINITIONS (Key for Test)

b Format a. Cbmbining alphabetic and numeric symbols.

_a_ Data b. A layout, presentaticn, cc arrangement of
data, on a screen file, or paper.

Word Processing c. 2he pcocess of loading the cperating
system of a computer into main memory to
begin operation.

Outrut d. A piece of work, cc several pieces of
work, collected together cn a disk and
given a name cc imam.

Cathode Ray Tude e. An electrcnic vacuum tube that oan be
(QRT) used to display text and graphic images.

Alphanumeric f. A subdivision of a record, itself a
collection of related data elements.

y Information Prooessing g. The component of a word or data pcocessing
system that perfomms the arithmetic,
logical, and control functicns of the
system.

Information h. A device consisting of a motor and
read/write heacb which enable data to be
stored on the disk.

u Scroll

k Cursor

Boot

Field

r Input

d File

s Software

i. An integrated circuit cc circuits used as
an internal processor.

j. A storase device consisting of a flat
circular plate made cf plastic or
aluminum, coatedwith a magnetic
material.

k. A flashing or staticnary rectangle or thin
line of light used to indicate where data
is expected to te entered on a vidco
display unit.

1. Basic facts that can be processed.

116 Revising or LI:dating text.

n. A term for any printouts that apper_ Aft
paper.

0. A series of steps foliaged in accepting
and pcocessing data to deliver
information.
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Program p. The orderly and useful arrangements of
facts or data OD that they are accurate,
timely, complete and concise.

g__ Central Processing q. A total system of personnel,
Unit (CP(J) procedures, and equipment designed to

handle business amanunicaticns efficiently
and economically.

h Disk Drive r. The data or instructicas that are entered
into the prooessor for processing.

_u Chip s. Term applied to all programs that can be
used on a oceputer.

g Dats Processing t. A collection of Integrated circuits in
which data is stored in a computer.

Hard Copy u. Thmovethetextvertically or
horizontally so it can be viewed on a
video display screen.

Menu v. A combination of word and data processing;
the process of handling information.

a Text Editing w. Asequence cf instructions used by a
computer to process dhta.

_A Disk x. A list of programs or tasks that can be
perfonned by a program, displayed on the
video screen. The operator may select
eadh operaticn Iv pressing the appropriate
key.

Memory y. The result of processing. Any:hing the
processor puts out.
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BOOKKEEPING/ ACCOUNTING

Goal 8.0: Students will be able to perform bookkeeping and basic
acoounting functicas.

The follcoing materials oan be used to help students achieve
goal 8.0 in thelluslaesiadiratianikrziculuoLguide. The
emi.hasis is on using computers in business record keeping.
Cther resources for oomputerized bookkeeping and accounting
include:

IlicaQralmtalai21.2113.1.13111111106ELlaBiammint. The National
Center for Research in Vocatiaial Educaticn, The Ohio State
University, 1960 Kenny Road, Co lienbus, CH 43210, (614)
486-3655, 1984. This book contains informatica on
evaluating software, revisit: of instructional software, and
business software inures& addresses.

ImatignalduciatkosafimuieraiRpleAnsillgi
Computers, Andhorage School District, P.O. Box 196614,
Anchorage, AK 99502, 1985. This directory contains lists
of software by subiect matter area, as well as
alphabetically with cost, ordering information, and
description.

ik.te

lkingibgar ;taming Department of Educaticn, Batheway
Building, Cheyenne, WY 82002, 1984. This handbook contains
informatica on all areas of business education, and
includes information on word processing on =peters.

Business edUcators have the responsibility to include oomputer training in
their prcgrams. Training should not be treated as a separate :nit or
course, but should te incorporated, where appropriate, into the regular
curriculum.

The introduction of the computer to amall business situaticns allcws
personnel to perform routine tasks and a variety of management fLnctions
faster and sometimes more thoroughly than ever before. In the long rim, the
computer will help small businesses becane more competitive with larger
businesses. The grading emPhasis on computers and the need for technically
knowledgeable, competent personnel signals the need for a Change in present
training programs: In order to accomplish this, jobs will need to be
analyzed to determine emerging tedhnological trends. Once nrd training
needs have been identified, business educators will need to design programs
and materials to help students became employable in this rapidly groding
technological world.

It is predicted that by the year 2000, two-thirde of the populaticn will
earn a living by creating, managing, and controlling informatica.
Computers will be the medium through which this is accomplithed.
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Therefore, it is the role of vocational educators to see that vocational
students are able to meet the demands of the infccmation age.

The basic accounting competencies are still the most important aspect in
the study of accounting. After mastering accomting competencies, students
will be able to use this knowledge when working with any computerized
accounting software package.

Basic accounting competencies that should be mastered before students use
computers for accounting include the following:

1. Classify financial items as assets, liabilities, capital, revenue, cost
of merChandise, and expenses.

2. Analyze transactions into debit and credit parts.

3. Record, prove, and post journal entries.

4. Prepare a work sheet.

5. Prepare financial statements sudh as balance sheet, income statement,
and capital statement.

6. Reoord and post adjusting and closing entries.

Checking account and bank statement reconciliation procedures Should be
thoroughly mastered before using software packages to perform these
applications on the computer.



COMh fiRS IN SMALL BUSINESSES

BENEFITS

The advent of the computer and user-friendly, inexpensive software has made
it possible for small businesses to take advantage of the many benefits a
computer offers. Following are several applications of a computer that can
benefit small business management.

A computer stores information and retrieves it upon olmaind and
performs mathematical operations and comparisons.

Software packages are available to eliminate the need for manually
performed routine calculations; for example, budgets, payroll,
employee records, and sales commissions.

Manufacturing packages control manufacturing processes, monitor
pcodUction quality, count prodUcticn qualities, and report
malfunctions.

Since appccaimately 110 pages can be stored on coe side of a 5 114
indh diskette, information storage space is reduced.

Inventory control and daily transaction packages provide an accurate,
up-to-date account of inventory levels, back orders, stock turnover,
and daily, monthly, and year-to-date value reports, receiving reports,
reorder reports, purdhase orders, and packing slips.

A computer can tie into networking systems to provide additional
services such as sending and receiving electronic mail, buying and
selling items, and performing banking transactions.

POTENTIAL USES

Computers and their software are being used to perform a variety of
management tasks in small businesses. Etaloging are six functional areas
in business where computer programs oan be used and a brief description ct
the types of programs in these areas.

FILE MANAGEMMO: Programs allot/ the user to create, retrieve, sort
and modify files of information according to any desired format cc
category.

14ORD PROCESSING: Programs allot/ the user to enter, store and print
text material. The user can quickly correct mistakes, move lines and
paragraphs, and reformat without retyping.
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FINANC/AL MMHG: Spreadsheet rcograms of rows and columns can be
used to create and to rerform number enriching and data manipulation
activities and calculations using formulas and data entered ty the
user. Uses include cash flow forecasting and analysis, budget
planning and consolidation, sales planning and forecasting, tax
planning and forecasting, and material aml labor requirements
planning.

GRAPHICAL EMENDATION: Programs allow the Leer to create and display

graphs and charts of data.

ACCOUNTING AND CRSH HRNAGEHENT: Using these programs, activities such

as payroll, general ledger, accounts reoeivablelOayable, inventory

control, and purchasing can be performed on the computer. Individual

progress will total and integrate with tax forms.

SPECIAL APPLICNTIONS: A variety of rcograms perform functions
designed for specific businesses; for example, job cost estimators for
the construction indUstry, rcorerty listings for the real estate
indUstry, cost analysis for the restaurant industry, patient accounts
and records for medical offices, livestock and crop pcoduction records
for agriculture and point-of-pirchase transactions for retailing
establishments.
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SECRETARIAL

Goal 9.0: Students will be able to perform specialized secretarial
skills.

The follcwing materials can be used to help students adhieve
goal 9.0 in the BunintasaidratitanSuriculum_guisle, with
emphasis on travel arrangements. Other sources for informatica
on travel arrangements include:

fautener-Based Business Educatimp Wisconsin Vocaticnal
Studies Clanter, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Misconsin. This series contains modules on raking travel,
hotel/actel reservaticns, and preparing itineraries.

gEnaliLLS22Xiedlilaliti2ILIUKUdAtitir
Occupational Carriculum Lab, East Texas State University,
°amerce, TX 75428, (214) 886-5623, 1981. Both teadher and
student nanuals are available.

it
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Attu oceplotion at this unite the student will be able to arrange
=tLabe trawl arranyments, and coordinate the pce- and post-travel
ies for business tripe. This krone* will be evidenced througll

drocestration and ty sunessfully orsideting the mit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

taw cassietion rd this mit of intro:time tbe ident will be able to:

1. Nita traftel-assocdated teas to their definitices.

2. Identify intomatiat requital to mike airline teservaticns.

3. List the intomatice included an an itinerary.

4. Mat material to be incite:led in a ttawel folder.

S. Classify apron generel categoty as abom on an expense reprt.

G. Demonstrate tire ability tor

a. Use a most scbeftle.

b. istbaste travel apenees.

C. Prepare a travel agyilaticn.

d. Pewee an itimraq.

S. Mims an Mann Mat.

MOW frm limeraLlattlarLaitiaLand
idataLdwv-IsmiLlao. oomatiaal
Curriculum lab last Texas State
University, 43comece. 1981.



MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR

I. Preparation for Unit

A. Preview the unit.

B. Gather materials needed to teach the unit, e.g., additional
resources and references (flight schedules, airline guide,
hotel/motel guides, rental car fee schedules, mileage charts),
forms, supplies, handouts, transparency masters.

C. Duplicate an adequate number of forms for students to use as
they complete the activity sheets.

D. Design a bulletin board introducing the unit. Divide the bul-
letin board into four sections and use forms and illustrations
to depict pre-travel activities, transportation, lodging, and
post-travel activities.

E. Invite a travel agent to speak to the class about how travel
agencies work with businesses.

II. Objective Sheet

A. Discuss the unit and specific objectives with the students.

B. Add any additional objectives necessary to fully meet the
needs of the students.

III. Information and Activity Sheets

A. Information Sheet 1--PRE-TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

1. Discuss terms and definitions.

2. Discuss the three methods commonly used to make travel
reservations.

3. Discuss the types of reservations that are made for a
business traveler.

4. Provide airline guides, hotel/motel guides, car rental
agency gdides, and others, to facilitate the discussion.

5. Illustrate how to estimate travel expenses.

6. Discuss the purpose and preparation of a travel applica-
tion. Provide sample travel application forms to facili-
-ta-te the-discussion-.

7. Have the students complete the activity sheets provided.
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B. Information Sheet 2--PREPARING AN ITINERARY

1. Discuss the terms and definitions.

2. Discuss the purpose of an itinerary.

3. Discuss the formats and contents of itineraries.

4. Discu.ss travel folders.

5. Demonstrate how to organize a travel folder.

6. Have the students complete the activity sheet.

C. Information Sheet 3--PREPARING A TRAVEL VOUCHER/EXPENSE REPORT

1. Discuss the terms and definitions.

2. Discuss the purpose and organization of a travel voucher/
expense report.

3. Provide samples of various expense report forms to facili-
tate the discussion.

4. Have the students complete the activity sheets.

J. Answers to Activity Sheets

A. Answers are provided.

B. Assign values to activities and set criteria for grading all
papers consistently.

7. Unit Test

A. Various methods of administering the test may be used:

1. Administer the test upon completion of the unit.

2. Give each part of the test as the student completes the
information.

3. Use sections of the test as daily quizzes upon completion
of the information.

4. Use the test or sections of the test as additional daily
assignments.

B. Add questions or sections to the unit test that correspond to
any qiastions or information added to the outline provided.

. Answers to Unit Test

A. Aaswers are provided.

B. Assign point values to test questions and/or sections.

C. Add answers for any additional questions added to the unit
test. 173
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VII. Resources and References

A. THE ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY: RESOURCE, 1970
Ruth I. Anderson, et al.
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Princeton Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520

B. THE SECRETARY'S WORKSHOP, 1978
Bureau of Business Practice, Inc.
24 Rope Ferry Road
Waterford, CT 06386

C. GENERAL OFFICE PROCEDURES FOR COLLEGES, 7th ed., 1977
Fulton, Woodward, Newhouse
South-Western Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

D. SECRETARIAL OFFICE PROCEDURES FOR COLLEGES, 7th ed., 1978
Fulton, Woodward, Newhouse
South-Western Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

E. SECRETARIAL PROCEDURES AND ADMINISTRATION, 1978
Hanna, Popham, Tilton
South-WesteLn Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

F. OFFICE PROCEDURES, 1977
Harry Moon
MPC Educational Publishers, Milady Publishing Corp.
3839 White Plains Road
Bronx, NY 10467

G. HANDLING AN EMPLOYER'S TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS, An Audiovisual,
1981

Occupational Curriculum Laboratory
East Texas State University
Commerce, TX 75428

H. SECRETARIAL OFFICE PROCEDURES, 9th ed., 1977
Oliverio and Pasewark
South-Western Publishing Co.
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227

I. OFFICE PROCEDURES, 1980
Stewart, Blockhus, Reigel, and Schroeder
Gregg/McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Princeton Road

H ightstown-F-N13-0-8-5-2-0
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

INFORMATION SHEET 1--PRE-TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
I. Terms and Definitions

A. Airline guide--a book arranged by departure and arrival
cities that provides information on all airlines, flight
numbers, type of aircraft used, meals served, classes of
service available, departure and arrival times, stops madeenroute, and cost of reservations.

B. Estimate of travel expenses--a form on which the cost of any
single business trip, organized under such titles as trans-
portation, lodging, meals, and miscellaneous expenses, canbe estimated (often combined with the travel application).

C. Flight schedule--a condensed version of an airline guide,prepared by each individual airline, which lists departureand arrival cities, flight numbers, meals served, and stopsenroute.

D. Hotel/motel guide--a guide organized by city and state and
includes names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the
hotels and motels in and around the city; the types of
rooms available; services offered by the hotel/motel; roomrates; and any applicable taxes.

E. Mileage chart--a listing of all cities within a state or re-gion and the mileage from the home base of a particular firmto the city listed.

F. Per diem--a maximum amount of money that a company will re-
. imburse its employees for each day spent traveling oncompany business. The per diem amount covers lodging andmeals.

G. Travel agent--an employee of a travel agency who arranges
transportation, rental automobiles, lodging, and other
travel-related services for customers of the agency.

H. Travel application--a form filled out by a traveler to get
permission from the employing firm to make a business trip.

II. Pre-Travel Arrangements

A. Methods used in-making travel arrangements

1. Travel agency--works with the traveler or secretary in
making all arrangements.

2. Company travel division--makes all travel arrangements
for company employees.

. Traveler or secretary--contacts res,Jrvations clerks to
-make necessary arrangements.
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B. Steps in making travel arrangements

1. Determine the types of reservations needed.

2. Make appropriate reservations.

3. Estimate travel expenses.

4. Prepare a travel application.

[I. Reservations

A. Travel information

(NOTE: Before reservations can be made, the following in-
formation must be determined.)

1. Destination of the traveler.

2. Departure and return dates.

3. Preferred times for reaching destination.

4. Mode of transportation preferred by the traveler or re-
quired by the firm.

5. Desired type of hotel/motel accommodations.

6. Necessity of a rental car at the traveler's destination.

B. Types of reservations

1. Transportation

a. Personal automobile transportation

(1) does not require reservations.

(2) used when traveling to several locations within
a specified radius of the home office.

(3) used when more economical than other types of
transportation.

b. Airline

(1) made for long-distance travel.

(2) made when travel must occur within specific
time limits.

(3) used for the convenience and comfort of the
traveler.

Car-rent-al

(1) made when the traveler needs ground transporta-
tion at the destination.
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(2) made when convenience of getting from plar,:e to
place is important.

(3) made when it is more economical to rent a car
than to take taxis.

2. Lodging

a. Characteristics of hotels

(1) primarily for business travelers

(2) within cities

(3) near business districts

b. Characteristics of motels

(1) primarily for pleasure travelers

(2) near cities

(3) located on major highways around cities

B. Procedures for making travel reservations

1. Airline reservations are made based on

a. Airlines that fly into and out of desired airports

b. Cost of the flight desired.

c. Airlines that have flights leaving and arriving at
desired or mandatory times.

d. Airlines that offer services desired by the traveler.

(1) meals enroute

(2) non-stop flights

(3) entertainment enroute

e. Classes of service available

(1) first-class

(2) tourist class

(3) economy class

2. Car rental reservations are based on

a. Companies with which the firm consistently does
business

b. Rates for rentals

c. Automobiles available
. 177
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d. Economy of renting a car

e. Need for ground transportation at desttnation

3. Hotel/motel reservations are made based on

a. Location of the place of lodging

b. Services available at the place of lodging

(1) types of rooms

(2) restaurant

(3) meeting rooms

(4) lounge

(5) recreational options

c. Cost of lodging

d. Nearness to business district or place where business
will be conducted

e. Convenience of reaching place of lodging

C. Information needed to make reservations

1. Airline reservations

a. Name, address, and telephone number of traveler

b. Local telephone number for traveler

C. Destination

d. Departure and return dates

e. Preferred departure and arrival times

f. Preferred airline (if any)

g. Class of service (first class, coach, tourist)
desired

h. Credit card number for billing

2. Rental car reservations

a. Name, address, and telephone number of traveler

b. Employing firm

-c.----Dates on-which car-will-be picked up and returned

d. Type of car desired

(1) full-size 1R6
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(2) intermediate

(3) compact

(4) economy

3. Hotel/motel reservations

a. Type of room desired--single, double, facing pool,
etc.

b. Room rate allowed

c. Number of persons in party

d. Arrival date and time

e. Departure date and time

f. Name, address, and telephone number of guest

g. Employing firm

h. Method of payment to be used

i. Confirmation requested (or guaranteed reservation
requested)

IV. Travel Expenses

A. Types of travel expenses

(NOTE: .Travel expenses may include any or all of the follow-
ing.)

1. Car mileage (personal)

2. Airfare

3. Car rental

4. Lodging

5. Meals

(NOTE: Some businesses provide per diem allowances in-
stead of meals and lodging.)

B. Steps for estimating travel expenses

1. Multiply the personal car mileage rate by the total
number of miles to be traveled.

Example: 20 cents per mile X 174 miles = $24.80

' A.
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2. Request an estimate f ran a travel agent:

for price ct airline ticket
for pcice of car rental
for pcice ct hctel roam and tax

3. Multiply the per diem allagance hy the number of days daring
which the trip will be made.

(N3TE: May be used in place of lodging.)

Exmmple: $90 per day X 5 days 57 $450

V. Travel Applicatice

A. Purpose of a CAvel appLioatice

1. To request permissice to make a business trip foc a stated
number aE days and for a specific purEase.

2. Tb infccm management of the details of the business trip.

B. Preparing a travel apOlicatica

1. Prepare before the schedaled date of the trip.

2. Include the follcwing information:

a. Name of traveler

b. Date ct applicatice

c. Destination

d. Dates on wtich the triE) will take place

e. Purpose for which trip is being made

f. Type of transportatica to be used

g. Estimate of expenses to be reimbursed hy the =pall'

180
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

ACTIVITY SHEET 1--USING A FLIGHT SCHEDULE

DIRECTIONS: Using the rages f raa the flight schedule provided, canplete
the balloting questions.

1. What time is the first flight from Anchorage to Kenai cn Saturday?

2. What time would you have to lame Fairbanks in order to g3 to Seattle
on a non-stop flight?

3. What is the flight number for the trip from Juneau to Ketchikan on a
non-stop flight?

4. Where must you stop if you are flying from Fairbanks to Saint Mary's?

5. Can you fly directly from Kotzebue to Bethel on Monday? on Saturday?
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Alaska Airlines
Prim tamis Anlm 41101 VII

ANCHORAGE lb: 001-241.3300

AMAK
xe 11 30a 12 50o 940
357 3 3139 4 500 942

BETHEL
957 19151 11 30a 41

Dady 5 009 7 159 45

SOSE
X7 1 55a 10:10. 3501150
Duly 8.301 4409 921154

Eflectim Jan 5
Daly 83139 5:109 42/154

Dectutinual alter Jan 7
96 12.559 9.209 821135

Effect.* Jan II
xe 12:S59 9:459 82/136

Disc rimed ante Jan 7
957 1.41p 9259 pcmj

Effect ve Jan 8
967 1:45,, 9:459 941135

Discontirk,34 after Jan 7

BURBANK
Daly 1 558 10:40. 350/106
95 8 30a 5.459 92
95 12 550 755p 42/178
Daily 12 5ip 9:0:9 421116

CHICAGO
ORD (D'HARE)

Daly 5:351 7149 410
+ ASAA POE/CHANGE

CORONA
Daily 2:450 3:309 06

OFVDALIMPTHIAORTHI
Duly 1:151

S12:126043r+ AMA 1NTE
DaN 7:509 63311 396

+ AS/AA INTERCHANGE

OILUNGHAM
Daily 9501 10:938 735
95 8:059 10:059 737

DUTCH HARM'
97 10:209 12:309 700

MINOAN'S
X7 12109 1 001 99
967 7 001 7 508 93
Daly 9:55a 10 45a II
Daly 2:25p 3 150 93
Dady 4:559 5 409 385
Daiy 4:559 5 450 59
Daly 7459 8 350 87

Eftactme Jan 8
Daly 7559 9409 87

Discontinued after Jan 7

GALENA
Daly 850. 1010. 422

GLACIER BAY
135 905a 1120. 63535

HOMER
987 5 30a 620.
Dady 7409 1551
967 11 00a 11 50a
967 145o 3 039
Daly 5 309 6 20o
Daly 9 039 9 50P

870
872
8132
874
878
800

HOUSTON
HOU (HOBBYI

Dady 1 55a 1 554 350
+ AS/AA INTERCHANGE

Duly 7 509 7 5Ba 395
+ AS/AA INTERCHANGE

IUAMNA
Daily 8 30. 9 30a 910

0
0

0 S
0 D

SEA SS
SEA BS

SEA BS

SEA LSS

SEA LSS

SEA LSS

$et% LSS

SEA 93
3 BS

SEA LI)
SEA LD

1 BL

0

1 58

1 C6

0
1

0

0

.114U B

2 SB

2 DSS

0

ANCHORAGE lb: ON

JUNEAU
Dilly 9:054 10:35. 62
Daily 2459 9.059 06
96 1 109 9409 70

16TAI XI
987 7 OW
DalY 7 401
Dtly 8 03a
987 9 309
Daly 11 30s
2 12 001
Mm 1 009
X87 1 459
Doh 2 30p
957 3 15p
Daily 4 COD
DAN 5 30p
Daly 7039
Daily 8 30p

5:551
7.20a
8:10a
8:301

10:001
12:00s
12.109
1:X3
2:15p
3:03)
3:409
4:309
6:0:9
'309
9:03)

ICETCHNUM
Oaf, 9151 1.109 62

KING SALMON
Daly 115139 11:444 735
96 8:009 9.059 737

KODAK
967 710. 8:001 741
97 10:00. 10:509 743
Daily 5:059 5:509 745

KOTZEOUE
97 8:109 Ma g
96 12:15p 3:05p
Daly 2:35p 3:559 53

LAS VEGAS
Daily 12:559 1459

LONG BEACH
Daily 1:559 10:151 3931100
Daily 8:351 4:259 419104

LOS ANGELES
LAX IL. A. INTERN/909AL)

Daly 1:554 9:159 3501170
Daly 6:30. 5:159 921176
Daly 8:351 5:30D 419194
957 1:459 8:459 94

MOWN
Daly 12:309 1:309 920

NOME
97 13.109 9.409 51

95 12:150 1:459 50
Daly 2:259 5:203 53

OAKUM
Daly 1.551 915. 3501110
96 8:35a 5:550 419142
98 12:559 8:19) 89112
707 1.459 8:150 941112

Daly 1:558 1130. 359105
96 8:309 4 509 92
1(6 12:559 8559 83/178
DaN 12150 9159 821116

PALM SPMNOS .
Daly 15k 1130. 35098
Daly 12:FAD 6:0:9 42/196

PASCO (n...-com
97 1:55a 8:30. 3501152

Daly 010. 3.409 92/156
95 12559 8:559 821158

Discontinued after Jan 7
96 12593 7109 20158

Enective Jan 8
957 1459 5 550 941158

Distontinued after Jan 7
967 1 493 7109 941193

Effective Jan 8

82/196

I.

SEA Li)

SEA 58
PDX BS

SE A S8
SDA SI.
PDX BS

1 10

0

0
0 S
1 S

SEA $8
PDX W.
SEA ID
SEA LC

SEA SA
2 BS

SEA LD
SEA LO

SEA WS
SEA LD

SEA S

SEA
SEA L

SEA

SEA I

SEA I.

1.Monclay 2Tuesday 3-11Vadresday A-Thursday 5-Friday 6-Saturday ?Sunday Xidctiot

Al emirates Meal Service B-Brearfast ',Lunch D-Dinner 5-Snack

Alaska Airlines
Pi LAme Anlm ISO II MK tams Wm Flimit m

ANCHORAGE lb: pet) BETHEL b: 107.5634805

PETERSOUNG
MIN 9991

PHOENIX
Dady 12

PORTLAND
Day 155.
Duty 4309
Oaiy 835a
Daly 12

PRUDHOE
Dally 7201
Daly 3:209
Daly 4.550

MINT MARTI
95 11331
357 3:359

SAN FRANCISCO
Daly 1.561
95 6:339
Daly 12

SAN JOSE
Caly 1.559
90 8:309

SEATTLE/MCOMA
Dais 1

Oak 6
DarN 12
967 1

Daly 5:3^9
DdiN 7509

UIKA
IAN 905.
)15 2.49

Disratinued
24. . 2.450

steam

0111JUIE
I

Duly 8:301
Ift 12:55p

MGM
96 12559

Unconfirmed
1459

Effactm
957 1.459

Discontinued

TUCSON
Dady 12

UHALAKLEIT
96 5

VALDEZ
Daly 5.30.
Duly 5

TMANGEU.
DaN

YAKUTAT
Daly

1

550 9:3139

735.
1:459

12:509
55p 6309

BAYMEADHORSE
9:009
5:009
7:209

1:459
5:459

935a
3:059

55p 7

10.45.
6:309

554 6
30a 12
559 5
459 5

9
11

11:551
7:159

7109
Jan

361 740.
3459
7:050

Jan
7:303

7:050
Jan

7:300

550 10350

159 6

9
30p 5.159

405. 2

2450 4450

35o 52164 JNU

82/184 SEA

350/100 SEA
92/104 SEA
410 0
421118 SEA

55 0
57 0
513 1

940
942

350/96 SEA
92

309 02

350/122 SEA

92/118 SEA

INTL
03a 150
35p 92
OM 82
509 94
35p 90
509 336

82
06

after Jan 7
es

8

350130 SEA
92/134 SEA
0138 SEA

8

02/130 SEA
altar Jan 7

941136 SEA
@

941135 SEA
anti Jan 7

0184 SEA

459 930

15a !CO
806

30o 62/64 JNU

06

13

LD

Se
es
LD

SB
BS

SS
B

LS

LS

IS

LS

LO

0

0
0

8

ANCHORAGE
967 12 150 1 209 42
Daly 7 459 8 500 46

COMM
967 12159 3 309 42/66

FAIRBANKS
967 12.159 3 15p 42/93
98 7 450 1 00a 46/99

JUNEAU
967 12 150 6.039 4296

KOTZEBUE
957 12150 3 55o 42/53

LOS ANGELES
LAX IL A. INTERNATIONAL)

967 12159 8459 42/94

NOME
967 12 150 5 209 42/53

PRUDHOE BAYMEADHORSE
967 12:150 5 039 42/57

SEATTLE/TACOMA INTL.
XV 12:150 5:559 4294
Daily 7:450 5:009 46/350

YAKUTAT
967 12:150 4459 42/85

0 S

0 S

ANC S

ANC S
ANC S

ANC $S

ANC SS

ANC SLD

ANC SS

ANC SS

ANC SI.
ANC SS

ANC SS

BOISE b: 103421141333

ANCHORAGE
Urt 7:001 12 25o 122/91
97 10:45. 1 50o 153193
Daly 5109 8 150 157/391

Move Jan 8
xd 5409 11 409 157/99

Discontinued after Jan 7

BURLAPS
967 1945. 3109 113/174
Xd 5109 7.550 157/178

Effecom Jan 8
Daly 5109 4039 157/116

Plectra Jan 8

FAIRBANKS
97 19451 3150 153/93

JUNEAU
97 1945. 5200 153/57
Daily 5 109 8300 157/59

Effective Jan 6

KETCHAM
X7 10:45a 2550 15317
Daly 5 109 7039 157/113

Effectwe Jan 8

US VEGAS
X7 7.03a 1109 1221100

Discontinued Mei Jan 7
97 1045. 2.200 153/173

Effective Jan 8

SEA SSL
SEA SI.
SEA SO

SEA SS

sEA

SEA SsIs

SEA SO

SEA SL

SEA SS
SEA SO

SEA SS
SEA SO

SEA SSL

SEA St.

SEA SS

SEA SI.
SEA SO

SEA SO

SEA SL
SEA SO

SEA SO

ANlAK lb: T 100-42$41333
LONG BEACH
97 19454 4 25o 1531104

MICHORAGE
X6 3 109 4 30o
35/ 7:159 8 30o 943

FAIIMANKS
96 3 109 5 409 941995 ANC
357 7 109 1 OW 94399 ANC

JUNEAU
96 3 106 9 409 941/70 ANC S

SFATTLE/IACOMA INTL.
96 3. loo 9 359 94190 ANC D

LDS ANGELES
LAX il. A INTERNXIONALI

97 1945a 2 350 153/84
Daly 5 10) 8-459 157/94

Enema Jan 8
Dady 5.403 8 450 157/94

Discontinued after Jan 7

OAKLAND
Xl 10:45a 1459 153/126
X5 5159 5 159 157/112

Effective Jan 8
96 5:403 8191 157/112

Discontinued after Jan 7
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Alaska Airlines
Fred Wye Agin IgM N hp Wm AMP NO Steps

BOISE lb: (Cot) BURBANK lb: (Colt)

ONTARIO
X7 7.00a 12 20p 122
X67 10 458 2 20p 1531174
X7 10 45a 3 10p 153/126
X6 5 100 0500 157/178

Effective Jan 8_
Daly 5 100 9.55p 1571116

Effective Jan 8

PALM SPRINGS
X7 7 00a 2.250 1221114

PHOENIX
X7 7.00a 2500 121/182
X7 10 45a 4 03p 1531185
Daily 5.10p 9 34 1571184

Effacing Jan 8

PORTLAND
X7 7 00a 10:45a 1221114
X7 10 451 145p 153/104
Daily 5 114 6 30p 1571116

Effective Jan 8

PRUDHOE BAYIDEAPHORSE
X7 10.451 5:04 153193

57

SAN FRANCISCO
X87 10 45a 3 05p 153/92

SAN JOSE
X7 7.00a 10 45a 122

surrurracon INTL
X7 7 00a 815a 122
X7 I 0.45a 11:05a 153
Ott, 5.14 1150 157

Effective an 8
Daly 5 44 8:03p 157

Discontinued after Jan 7

MIKA
X7 10 45a 4.14 153/67

SPOKANE
X7 7 00a 6 55a 122

TUCSON
X7 10 45a 5 05p 153/186
Daly 5 10p 10 35p 1571184

Effective Jan 8

3 SSB
SEA SL
SEA SL
SEA SD

su so

SEA SSLS

SEA $SL
SEA SL
SEA SO

SEA $S
SEA S
SEA S

SEA $ISB
ANC

SEA $S

2 SS8

0
0

0 s

SEA $S

0 S

SEA SI.
SEA SO

PRUDHOE BAYAMADHORSE
Daly 8:200 7250 173/395

59

SEATTLE/TACOMA INTL
X7 7.501 I 0:208 109

,9208 ,1:30s 173
05a 2:30p 113

X6 3:40p 7:05p 177
X6 6.14 924 117

X7 7100 4.150 109/67
Daily 8:201 4: 159 173/57

SPOKANE
X7 7:501 II:55s 100181
Daly 4:201 12:300 173/183

SEA BLS
ANC

SE. as
SEA as

SEA
PDX

CHICAGO lb: 110114121.0333
ORD (O'HARE)

1111CHORABE
Doty 3:04 815p 391

+ AS/AA INTER)ANGE
I DO

CORDOVA lb: e 107444151

ANCHORAGE
Daily 1:050 1:45p 61

FAIRBANKS
DalY 1:04 3.150 61193

JUNEAU
Daly 4:050 8:00 es

KOTZESUE
Daly 1:050 3:54 61/53

NOME
Daly 1:050 5:250 61/53

PRUDHOE BAYIDEADHORSE
Daily 1 050 5:050 61/57

SEATTLE/TACOMA MTL
Daly 1.050 9:350 51/90
2467 4:05p 944 66

Discontinued affer Jan 7
1357 4.050 844 66

Effectng Jan 8
135 4:050 10:450 E6

Discontinued after Jan 7
246 4 05p 1644 55

Effective Jan 8

SITKA
135 4.050 7 14 66

Discontinued Per Jan 7
246 4050 7 100 66

Effective Jan 8

YAKUTAT
Daly 405p 4.44 66

0

ANC

ANC

ANC

ANC

ANC
2 SD

2 SD

3 SO

3 SO

2 S

2 S

0 S

BURBANK lb: 811144344V

ANCHORAGE
X7 7.50. 150p
Daily 820a 2:500
x0 3 44 11 44

BOISE
Daly 5.20a 4 40p

FAIRBANKS
X7 7 50a 3.14
Daihr 8.200 5.44

JUNEAU
50a 5 20p

9 20a 5 20o

KEICHIKAN
)(7 7 50,e 2550
Daly 8 20a 2 55p

OAKLAND
X6 3 44 4 54

ONTARIO
Dairy II 05a 11 30a
X6 8 25o 8 500
Daly 9 30p 9 54

PORTLAND
Daily 8201 10.251

X5 6 150 8 24)

10093
173/441
1M99

173/154

109/93
173/3%

109/67
173/87

10997
173/67

177

106

178
116

173
117

SEA
PDX
SEA

SEA

SEA
SEA

SEA
SEA

SEA
SEA

0

0
0
0

0
0

131.

BL
DS

BS

Ill
el

BS
BS

EIS
BS

8
D

DAUAW
Fr. WORTH lb: 103-41111133

DEW (DALLAS/FT WORTH)

ANCHORAGE
Daly 9.451 2:54_ 441

tS/AA INTERCHANGE
Daily. it ha 4.150 395

ASi AA INTERCHANGE

FAIRBANKS
Daily 1111a 5.44 395

+ 4/AA INTERCHANGE

KENAI
7.57 451 3.40 1/842

ASAA INTE
4cHAN 44

Cestkuodoest pope

1 Ill

LL

2 LL

ANC FIL

I.Monday 2:Itiesday 3/Wednesday 4-Thursday 5.Erday 8Saturday 7-Sunday X-Exceot

M deports Mni Same 8Iirealdast Ltuncn D-Dinner S-Snack

Alaska Airlines
Fred Lam Mtn Foo 81,08 N km Uwe Wye Futn Stop

Vto
14

DALLAWFT. WORTH lb: (Cat)
DEW IDALLAS/FT WORTH)

FAIRBANKS lb: (Cont)

CONDOM
Daly I I 30a 3 10o 82/56

DALLAS/Ft WORTH
DEW (DALLAS/FT WORTH)

Daily 13250 6 05a 396
ASIAA INTERCHANGE

DILUNGHAM
Daly 7.00a 10.501 99/735
X67 8201 10.501 807135
x6 8.250 10.04 396/737

DUTCH HARBOR
X7 7.00a 12.350 92/700
X67 8 201 12 30p WOO

GALENA
Daity 7 00a 10: gla 921922

GLACIER BAY
135 7:00a 11:201 92/62

535

HOMER
X67 8:201 I I 50a 801882
X67 11 30a 304 821874
Daily 404 6 20p 93176
Dady 6250 9.50p 3951880

HOUSTON
HOU (HOBBY)

Daly 625p 7584 336
ASIAA INTERCHANGE

Daly 9:40p 1 55p 58/350
+ AS/AA INTERCHANGE

IUAMNA
Daly 7.00a 83138 92/910

JUNEAU
Doily 7.00a 10:351 92/62
Daily 11101 6:00p 82/56
XS 514 9.400 19070

KENAI
UN, 700a 12:001 92/832
X67 8.20a 10:00a 801928
Oaly 11.301 1150 82/838
Daily 4150 6:04 90146
Daly 6 25P 904 39E450

KEltHIKAN
Daly 7 00a 1:14 92162

KING SALMONa* 7 00a I I 45a 92/735
X67 820a 11.45a 80735
X6 825o 904 396/737

KODIAK
X7 7 00a 10 50s 921743
X67 8201 10.50a e01743

KOTZEBUE
X7 700a 1 I 05a 92/51
X037 8201 3050 80/50
Daily 11:30. 1550 82/53

LAS VEGAS
Daly 11 301 7 45p 82/196

LONG BEACH
X7 1 45a 10 15a 139/103

Daly 7 00a 4 24 0104
X6 11 301 8 500 82/62

LOS ANGELES
LAX (1. A. INTERNATIONAL)

X7 1.451 9 15a 88/170
Daily 7 00a 5 14 42/176
Daily 11 30a 8.44 82/94

MCGRATH
X67 8:201 I 300 801920

NOME
X7 7 00o 9 40a 9051
X67 8 201 1.44 80150
Daily I I Ms 5 200 82/53

ANC

2

ANC
ANC
ANC

ANC
ANC

ANC

ANC
JNU

ANC
ANC
ANC
ANC

3

ANC

ANC

ANC
ANC
ANC

ANC
ANC
MC
MC
ANC

ANC

ANC
ANC
ANC

ANC
ANC

ANC
ANC
ANC

SEA

SEA
SEA
SEA

SEA
SEA
SEA

ANC

MC
ANC
MC

OS

S

S

L
L

8

DSS

$8

B
S
S

B

S
S

S

S

B
S
S

LD

Se
BS
1.0

$B
et.
ID

13

S
S

KENAI (Cont.)
Daily 9.45a 4 30418ANG4i11/1144

+ AS/AA INTE
Daiy itaA an d5/846

PRUDHOE IMMEADNORIE
Daily +9:::5511AA ipi:TOE060411/57

Daly .112AA I0E06ANcE395/59

MC BL

ANC LL

ANC BLS

ANC LLS

DILLINGHAM lb: 1004211333

ANCHORAGE
Duty 11208 114 735
X6 10:350 11:350 738

FAIRBANKS
Daily 11:201 1150 738193
X5 10:35p 1.000 738/99
JUNEAU
Daly 11108 6:0-o 736186

OAKLAND
X037 11201 8.150 735194

112
X6 10.350 9.151 norm

110

PORTLAND
X6 1015p 7.351 738/350

103

SEATTIE/MCOMA INTL
X67 I 1:20a 5:550 736094
Daly 11.201 9150 738/90
X6 10:34 5:00a 7381350

0

shiC
ANC

ANC LS

ANC LLD
SEA
ANC se
SEA

MC
SEA

ANC LL
MC LD
MC

DUTCH HARBOR lb: 1014211333

ANCHORAGE
X7 1.314 314 701

FAIRBANKS
X7 1.30p 5 44 701/395

SEATTLEIIACOMA INTL
X7 1 /4 9 35p 701/90

0

MC

ANC LO

FAIRBANKS lb: 907.452-101

ANCHORAGE
Daily 7.00a 7 50a 92
X67 8201 9103 so
Daly 11 30a 12 2017 82
Daly 4.050 4:550 93
Daily 6 25p 7 15p 396
Daily 9400 10 30p 55

NIAK 7 00a 12 50p 92/940
X67 8.208 12.500 011940
357 11.301 4550 82/942

BUM
X67 8 20a 11 30a WC
May 4 Et5p 7 14 90145

PM 1 45a 10.100 10/150
Daly 7 00a 444 92054

Effective /an 8
Daly 7 031 5.14 921154

Discontinued after Jan7
x6 11 30a 9200 80136

Eftective Jan 8
X6 II 30a 9 45p 82/136

Discontinued afterJan 7

rilAtIlL 10:40. 8811E6
X6 7 00a 5 45p 92
X6 11 30a 7 55p 82/178
Daly II 30a 9 000 82/116

°WARE)
Daly 7 00a 7 14 92/410

ASIAA INTERCHANGE

MC
ANC
ANC

ANC
ANC 0

SEA ss
SEA as

SEA as

SEA LSS

SEA LSS

SEA se
es

SEA ID
SEA Lo

ANC 81.
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Alaska Airlines
Fnq Wm Wye RNA 1/141 Fog Was We ROA Mims ji

FAIRBANKS lb: (Can FAIRBANKS lb: (Cat)

OAKIMD
x? 1451 9 tga 60110
06 7 00a 5 550 921142
06 11 30a 8 150 82112

ONTARIO
07 i 4% 1 1 301 88/106
06 7 031 4 500 92
06 it 30a 6 50p 821176
Daly 11.30. 9.55p 821116

PALM SPRINGS
07 1 45a 11 30a O&M
Daily 11 30a 9.(04 82/196

MSCO ITRICMES)
07 1 4% 8 313a 881152
Daily 7 03a 3:400 92/156
06 11 30a 6 550 82/156

Discontfflued alter Jan 7

06 11 30a 7 100 82/156
Effective Jan 8

PETERSBURG
Daly 7 00a 1 35p 92/62

PHOENIX
Daly 11 30a 9 300 82184

PORTLAND
07 1451 7 35a 80100
Daily 7 03a 12.50p 92/410
OM 11.30a 6 3% 821118

PRUDHOE BAYIDEADHORSE
Daily 11 30a 5 OOP 02157
Daily 6150 7201. S
SAINT MARY'S
06 700. 1 450 921040
067 6.201 1450 801040
357 11 30a 5 450 82/942

SAN FRANCISCO
07 1 45a 9 35a 8998
06 7 00a 3:050 92
Dady 11 30a 7 30p 62

SAN JOSE
07 1 ass 10:45a 86/122
X6 1130a 7200 82/62

SEATTLE/TACOMA INTL.
07 1 451 5.55a CS

Daily 001 12.39) 92
Daily 11 30a 5'000 82
Daly 05p 9 35p 90
Daily 6 250 1 1 50p 336
Daily 9 400 6 00a 90)50

SffKA
Daly 7001 11551 92/62
135 11300 7.100 82/66

Discontinued after Jan ?
246 1130a 7 100 82/66

Effective Jan 8

SPOKANE
07 1 45a 7 40a 69:130
Daly 7 00a 3 45p 92.134

06 11 301 7 050 82/136
Enecnve Jan 8

06 11 30a 7 300 82/136
Discontinued atter Jan 7

TUCSON
Daly 1130a 10 35p 821184

UNALAKLEET
06 4.050 6 45p 930330

WLDEZ
Doty 7 00a 0151 921800
Daily 4.050 6 150 93/806

WRANGELL
Daly 7 00a 2 30D 92'52

64

SEA
SEA
SEA

SEA
3

SEA
SEA

SEA
SEA

SEA
SEA
SEA

SEA

ANC
J1411

SEA

SEA
ANC
SEA

ANC
0

ANC
ANC
ANC

SEA
2
2

SEA
SEA

0

1

1

1

ANC

ANC
ANC

ANC

SEA
SEA
SEA

SEA

SEA

ANC

ANC
ANC

4PIC
111.1

SE1

BS

YAKUTe
Daily 11 30a 4 450 82/65 ANC S

LO

GALENA lb: e 1034211333
58
BS
LO
LO

NS.
LID

S

L

LI)

S

L

S

S

58
BS
LO

SE1

LD

S
B

0
0
S

S

S

S$
8
LS

LS

LO

8

ANCHORAGE
Daily 10:400 1200. 923

FAIRBANKS
Daly 10 40a 3:150 82303

JUNEAU
Daly 10.400 6 000 92116

PORTLAND
Dady 10 400 6:30p 92392

llb
PRUDHOE BAYIDEADHORIE
Daily 10.40. 1.000 92367

SEATTLE/TACOMA INTL
Daily 10:400 5:000 92392

0

ANC

ANC S

ANC L
SEA

ANC S

ANC L

GLACIER MY lb: melon
JUNEAU
135 11 45a 12 050 535

KETCHIKAN
135 11 4% 3 350 53584

SEA111E1TACOMA INTL
135 11 45$ 6 55p 535414

0

JNU

JNU S

HOMER lb: 10342114333

ANCHORAGE
067 6:35a 7.25a 871

Day 9:15a 10:30a 873
067 12100 1:000 883
X67 3 150 4:0% 875
Daily 6:35p 7:250 877
Daily 10:150 11:250 881

FAIRBANKS
067 6:351 10:451 87151
Daily 9.15a 3:150 673911
067 12 100 3:150 393193
067 3:150 5;400 875095
Daly 6:350 8:350 87707

E f SKIM Jan 6
Daly 6.350 8:40p 87707

Discontinued Mr Jan 7
06 10150 1:03s wag
JUNEAU
067 6.35a 10:351 87142
067 1:100 6:0% 86366
06 6.350 9400 877/70

PORTLAND
067 6:35a 12:500 871/410
Daly 9:15. 6:300 873182

116
Daly 10:15p 7 za snow

103

PRUDHOE BAYMEADHORSE
067 12.100 50% SIS
067 3150 7:20p 87540

SAN FRANCISCO
067 6:35a 3:0% 871192

Daly 9.150 7:300 87392

.SEATTLEIMCOMA
Xfil 8351 12 350 VIM
Deily 9:15a 5:000 173412
067 12:103 650* 86395
X67 3150 9350 87540
Daly 6:350 11:500 877996
Daly 10 150 6000 881/350

0
1

0
0
0
1

ANC
ANC
ANC
ANC
ANC

MC

ANC

ANC 8
ANC S
ANC S

ANC 8
ANC L
SEA
AK 5 '
SEA

ANC S

ANC S '
ANC BS

. ANC LO

ANC
ANC I.
ANC L
ANC D
ANC 0
ANC S

1.00alay 24ue556y 34Agnesday 4-Thursday 5-Fnclay &Saturday 7-Sundw X-Exciapt

Mdesiccates Meal Service B-Bmaklast Lluncti D-Demer S-Snaa

Alaska Airlines
Fog Um Ante HI. v U

HOW: w 0104261333

ANCHORAGE
Daly 7:454 2 SOL2:50po

+ ISIAA INTE
imir

Daly 9171 4:15,00 Nal5 2 u.
+ AS/AA 847E

FAIRBANKS
Daly 9:171 5:40404ANG9/5 3 Ii.

+ AS/AA STE

PRUDHOE IAMMADHORSE
Daily 7:450 5:0061,41/57 ANC COLS

AS/MINTE
Daly 9:173 7:20ktial5/59 ANC LLS

PSAAINTE

ILIAMNA lb: e Kone-ow

ANCNONAGE
Daly 1000a 11101 011 0

FAIRBANKS
Dady 10:001 3:15p 011/513 ANC

JUNEAU
pm 10930 6:0% 911/66 ANC S

PORTLAND
Daly 10000 8:300 911/82 ANC

116 SEA

SEATTLEITACOMA INTL
CROY 10:03a 5:030 911/82 ANC L

JUNEAU lb: w 907-71941100

ANCIIORAGE
07 6 500 525a 73 0 8
Daily 10 300 1:450 61 2 S

Daly 5 550 7300 67 0 S

AINAK
X67 6:50. 12100 73040 ANC B

357 10301 4.50* 61/942 ANC S

BETHEL
067 6:501 11300 73/41 ANC BS

BOISE
Daily 6:30s 4:40p 601154 SEA BS

Effeetra Jan 6
X6 11:20. 9201 62/1.16 SEA SSS

EffecOve Jan 8
06 11:201 9 450 62/136 SEA SS

Discontinued after Jan 7

BURBANK
06 6:30a 3 10o 601174 SEA BL

66 11 200 7 550 621178 SEA SD

Daly 1120a 9 000 621116 SEA SD

COMM
Daly 10:300 1230p t. ' S
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X7 650a 10500 73/7: \ : BS

X6 5:550 10000 67/7. i' S

DUTCH RAMON
X7 6101 12.300 731700 ANC Bt.

FAIRBMIKS
X7 6:50a 10 45a 73/61 ANC 8

Daily 10300 3:150 61/93 ANC S

Daly 5:55p 8350 67/87 ANC S

Ethane Jan 6
Daly 5550 8410 67/87 ANC S

Discontinued alter Jan 7

184

Fog Lem At*, F1101

JUNEAU lb: (cont.)

GALENA
X7 6 50a 10:10a 131932 ANC B

(RACIER BAY
135 11 001 11101 535 0

HOMER
067 6 50a 11:50. 73/032 MC 11

Daily 10 30a 6 20P 61/875 ANC S
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Effective Jan 8
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PALM SPRINGS
Dady 11.201 9:000 62/196

PASCO (TRI-CMES)
X6 11201 6:550 62/158 SEA S

Discontinued after Jan 7
X6 1120a 7 tit 61,15e SEA S

Effective Jan 6

PETERSBURG
Osiy 6 30a 10:00* 60/65 KTN
Daily 12:550 1.35* 60 0

PHOENIX
Daily 6.301 4000 60186 SEA Bl.
Daily 11 20a 9 3C0 62/184 SEA SD

PORTLAND
Ditty 630. I 450 960104 SEA 8
may 11200 6300 62/116 SEA S

PRUDHOE BAY/DEADHORSE
Daly 1030. 600p 61/57 ANC S$

SEA SD

ALAVA AiltuNES COMINTEN CANNON ORNATE
BOUM All NUAIIINE0 119-1011-701-111-0011
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

ACTIVITY SHEET 2--SCHEDULING AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION

DIRECTIONS: Using the flight schedule pages provided, schedule Jean C.
Maxwell cm the appropriate flights for each segment of her
trip.

A. Monday, Nbvember 26, Fairbanks to Anchorage. Ms. Maxwell wants to
leave at approximately 4 p.m.

1. Flight number

2. Departure time

3. Arrival time

B. Novemter 27, Anchorage to, Juneau. Ms. Maxwell can't leave before 1:30
but wants to leave before 5 p.m.

1. Flight number

2. Departure time

3. Arrival time

C. Nbvember 28, Juneau to Fairbanks, with a stop in Anchorase for a
lmcheon meeting (foan 12:00 to 1:30).

1. Flight,number
(Juneau to Anchorage)

2. Departure time

3. Arrival time

4. Flight number
(Anchorage to Fairbanks)

5. Departure time

6. Arrival time

1.9

187



MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

ACTIVITY SHEET 3--PREPARING A TRAVEL APPLICATION

DIMPIONS: Using the information frau Activity Sheet 2, canplete the
travel applicaticn for Ms. Maxwell. She will be making this
trip to meet with prospective =toners. (You may need to
call a travel agent or airline to determine the cost of thetrip.)

188

196



TRAVEL APPUCATION

DATE

, desire to make a trip to
Name

beginning on , and returning to

my work, according to present plans, on or before

The purpose of this trip is

Type of transportation

Estimated Travel Cost

Approved 0
Disapproved

O car

air

o bus

o train

Signed
Name Title

Department Head Date



MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

INFORMATION SHEET 2--PREPARING AN ITINERARY
I. Terms and Definitians

A. Itinerary -- a detailed, day-by-day schedule of the trip.

B. Ttavel Folder -- a folder, manila envelope, or other similar
container, for carrying any necessary paperwork (reservation
confirmations, letters, reports, etc.) on a business trip.

II. The Itinerary

A. Purpose of an itinerary

1. M3 insure that the traveler is aware of flight schedules.

2. M3 insure that the traveler is aware dates and thmes of any
scheduled meetings.

3. To aid the traveler in remembering what support materials are
needed for specific meetings.

4. 7b organize the traveler's time way from the &floe.

B. Ebrmats for itineraries

1. Arrangement ty day and date

a. Person's name centered at top

b. Day aml date at left margin

c. Specific times separated under each date

d. Activities at the right, aligned with the time of the
meeting, confexence, etc.

2. Arrangement bi activity

a. Person's name centered at top

b. Activities classified ty general headings placed at left
margin, e.g., all meetings listed together

c. Times, days, and dates listed with the meeting
descriptim.

3. Typed on 8 1/2 by 11 indh paper

a. alual left and right margins
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b. Double spacing between items single spacing with
items

c. Ldmited to one page if possible

4. Typed on index cards

a. Name, date, and destinaticn cn first card

b. Activities for each date cn a separate card

c. Double spacing between item, single spacing within items

d. I. card for each day the txaveler is away from the office

C. Informatice conbained on itineraries

1. First entry

a. Day, date, time of departure; airline; flight number

b. Arrival thme at destinaticn

c. Name of person meeting traveler (if applicable)

d. Name of rental car agency (if applicable)

e. Nene, address, and telephcme number of hotel/Motel

f. Time by which hotel/motel reservaticn must be claimed

g. Any meetings that will take place (time, place,
individuals involved)

2. Other entries

a. Time, day, and date of meetings or conferences

b. Locaticns of meetings and other activities

C. Purposes of meetings

d. Names and positions (and telephcne numbers if
available) of persons to be met

e. Special instructicos for each meeting

3. Final entry

a. Any meetings that will take place (time, place,
individuals involved)

b. Special instructions for meetings
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c. Day, date, time of departure; airline; flight
nuMber

d. Time of arrival at destination

III. The Travel Fader

A. Purpose of a travel folder

1. lb organize the support materials for all meetings

2. lb keep all confirmations, reservations, etc., in one central
location

3. lb pcovide a container for odd-sized pdeces of paper, booklets,
etc.

B. Organization of the travel folder

1. Material placed in folder by date

2. All material for one nmeting clipped together

C. Contents of the travel folder

1. The itinerary

2. Airline tickets (if applicable)

3. Car rental reservation Gird

4. Hotel/Motel confirmation notices

5. Letters, memos, and reports regarding the trip and meetings to
be attended

6. Addresses and telephone numbers of people to contact

7. Business car&

8. Expense account forms if any

9. Any other support materials noted in the itinerary
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

ACTIVITY SHEET 4--PREPARING AN ITINERARY

DIRECOONS: Using the information determined in Activities 2-3 and the
information shown below, prepare an itinerary for Ms.
Maxwell's trip. Arrange the itinerary by day and date and
include any and all neoessary information for each dhy.

A. Monday, November 26

1. Check-in deadline at airport is 3:00 p.m.

2. Pick up rental oar at Andhorase airport Budget Rent-a7Car.

3. Check-in obadline at Hotel Chptain Cbok is 6:00 p.m.

B. Tuesday, November 27.

1. Meeting with Mr. Pat Florence at Federal Building, 701 C
Street--2nd floor, roam 203--at 9 a.m. (Telephone 271-1111)

2. Meeting and lunch at 11 a.m. with Mr. Jbhn Smith at Zeppo's.

3. Return rental car by 1:30 imp.

4. Check-in deadline at airport is 1:45 p.m.

5. Take airport limo to hotel.

6. Check in deadline at Baranof Hotel is 7:00 pals

7. Reception at Baranof Motel at 8:30 p.m. in Gold Room.

C. Wednesday, NoveMber 28

1. Take airport limo to airpart.

2. Check-in deadline at airport is 5:50 a.m.

3. Ms. Jane Austin will meet you at airport for 9:00 a.m. meeting in
Board Room at airport.

4. Take taxi to Sheraton Hotel for ldncheon meeting at 12:00 with Mr.
Fred Jones.

5. Take taxi to airport for 3:50 check-in obadline.
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

INFORMATION SHEET 3--PREPARING A TRAVEL

VOUCHER/EXPENSE REPORT
I. Terms and 'Definitions

A. Communication expense--expenses incurred for placing businesstelephone calls or for mailing or telegraphing items while ona business trip.

B. Entertainment expense--expenses incurred for taking a client
or business associate to dinner or ifi some other way enter-
taining a client or prospective client or customer.

C. Expense report--a reporting form used by business persons torecord various expenses incurred while doing business for theemploying firm.

D. Lodging expense--the price, plus tax, of the room rented.

E. Meals expense--the cost of any and all meals consumed while oncompany business.

F. Other expense--any expense that cannot be categorized underany other title on an expense report, gratuities, dupli-cation of materials, etc.

G. Receipts--proof of expenses incurred; usually copies of billspaid by the traveler to be submitted with the expetse.reportto support a claim for reimbursement of travel expenses.

H. Transportation expense--the amount a traveler pays for any andcosts for transportation, including personal car mileage toand from the airport, airline tickets, rental automobile, etc.

The Travel Voucher/Expense Report

A. Purpose of a travel voucher/expense report

1. To keep an accurate, itemized record of any business-
related expenses.

2. As a basis for claiming reimbursement for expenses incur-
red.

3. As a basis for income tax deductions for any business-
related expenses not reimbursed by the employing firm.

4. As an accounting record for the employing firm.

5. As a means of documenting expenditures from an established
expense account.

6. As a record of client and potential client contacts.

7. As a sumMary of business-related activities of employees.
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B. Reporting expenses on a travel voucher/expense report

1. Oommunicaticn expense

a. Telephone calls

b. Nailing expenses

C. Telegraph expenses

(NNE: Sometimes =tined with Other Expense.)

2. Entertainment expense

a. Dinnerswith clients or potential clients

b. Lounge bills for after-dinner entertainment

c. Coffee and cther snack expenses

d. Tickets to plays, musicals, etc., for entertaining clients or
potential clients

(NOTE: Sametimes combined with Other Expense.)

3. Lodging expense

a. Base cost of the roam rented

b. Any applicable taxes applied to rental of the roam

4. Meals expense

a. Actual cost of any and all meals consumed while traveling on
business

b. May be broken dawn ty meal, or reported as a daily total or
trip amount

(NOTE: Sometimes combined with Lodging Expense.)

5. Other expense

a. Any expense that cannot be categorized under an existing title
on the expense report

b. Gratuities, cleaning and pressing, duplicaticn of necessary
support materials for meetings, etc.
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6. Transportation expense

a. Actual cost of airline tickets, train tickets, etc.

b. Rental automobile expense unless categorized under another
title

c. Parsonal car mileage multiplied bAr the cost allowed for eadh
mile traveled (unless paid under a separate category)

d. Taxi and local hos expense unless categorized under another
title

CNME: Expenses may be listed by date or may be combired as a
total for elm% category cm a specific trip (the decision should
be based upon company policy and the forms med.)
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
ACTIVITY SHEET 5-PREPARING A TRAVEL

VOUCHER/EXPENSE REPORT
01100110110: Wing the infeastica ditierninsd in Activities 2-4 and theintonation *am Watt mien a trued opens, report aithe few wadded.

Jaw c Newell
4201 Ihivereity Drive
reishashar Alt 00701

alliCiree 119. e 1-457-00-2437

Amu* ON I 4403-0134

IIIMIUM

Weber Us amic-111.501 Gataitr-42.50
aota$115.00; sota puking-43O.00

Wafts 271 Basklase-45.75, Gratnitr-$.901 Lawb (lintsrtainseit )
memo anatelAr-44.00, Diener-420.001
acateitr43.00; Aimet Liew--$14.001 lictel--$85.00

Washer Us Breaktast-01,00; Gratuitr--$.90; Lim* (Intertainsent)
034.501 Ocataity-43.75; Airport Liao-910M;
Texi--031.00

arils, tickete 00542
Car Lintels 30.03
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TRAVEL EXPENSE REPORT

Name and Address Employee No

Account No.

Dates of Trip From To

Departure From

Destination

Purpose of Trip

Total EXPENSES AMOUNT

Transportation (airfare, taxi, etc.)

Meals and Lodging

Other travel expenses

Total

ACTUAL EXPENSE SCHEDULE
-

DATE MISC MEALS LODGING TOTAL

-

DATE MISC MEALS LODGING TOTAL

1 ---, _.

Alr Alr . TOTAL ACTUAL EXPENSESCLAIMED

I wrote abet Nieuwe. mow above reemletad totaling $
la sm. weal. and empeol.

Data approved for payment 19

Deoeomentleme D ata

Nee& OMee D ate
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MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITY SHEETS

Activity Sheet J1 ctivity Sheet 2

1. 7:40 amnu Arl. 90

2. 1:45 a.nu 2. 4:05 pal.

3. #60 3. 4:55 p.nu

4. Andhorage B-1. 66

5. Yee, No 2. 2:45 pal.

3. 6:00 pal.

0-1. 73

2. 6:50 a.m.

3. 8:25 a.m.

4. 395

5. 4:50 16/n.

6: 5:40 pal.
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Activity Sheet 3

Jean Maxwell

Name

and Juneau beginning on November 26, 19--, and returning to

my work, according to present plans, on or before November 29, 19--

The purpose of this trip is to meet with prospective customers.

TRAVEL APPUCATION

DATE Current

, desire to make a trip to Anchorage

Type of transportation

Estimated Travel Cost

Approved 0

Disapproved 0

cl car

Kra i r

D bus

train

$1,000.00

Signed /7/LAAW,
Name Title

Department Head Date
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Monday, November 26

3:00 p.m.

4:05 p.m.

4:55 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Tuesday, November 27

9:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

1:45 p.m.

2:45 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 28

5:30 a.m.

5:50 a.m.

6:50 a.m.

8:25 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

11:30 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:50 p.m.

4:50 p.m.

5:40 p.m.

Activity Sheet 4

ITINERARY

Jean Maxwell

Check in at airport.

Depart on AA #90.

Arrive in Anchorage.
Pick up Budget Rent-a-Car.

Check in at Hotel Captain Cook.

Meeting with Mr. Pat Florence at Federal
Building, 701 C Street, 2nd floor, room
203 (277-1111).

Meet for lunch with Mr. John Smith at Zeppo's.

Return rental car.

Check in at airport.

Depart on AA #66.

Arrive in Juneau.
Take airport limo to hotel.

Check in at Baranof Hotel.

Attend reception at Baranof Hotel Gold Room.

Take airport limo to airport.

Check in at airport.

Depart on AA #73.

Arrive in Anchorage.
Ms. Jane Auscin will meet you.

Meet with Ms. Jane Austin in Board Room
at airport.

Take taxi to Sheraton Hotel.

Meet for lunch with Mr. Fred Jones in
Cafe at Sheraton Hotel.

Take Taxi to airport.

Check in at airport.

Depart on AA #395.

Arrive in Fairbanks.

',.11141-&sAA,taez45,10;atlilc-gt:::;?fi-;kki



Activity Sheet 5

TRAVEL EXPENSE REPORT

Name and Address

Jean C. Maxwell
4201 University Drive
Fairbanks, AK 99701

Employee No.

Account No.

Dates of Trip

1-4:7-80-2457

4402-9134

From 1114107ro

Departure From Fairbanks

I Ilds

Destination Anchorage, Juneau

Purpose of Trip to meet with prospective customers

Total EXPENSES AMOUNT

Transportation (airfare, taxi, etc.) /1 013. 07

Meals and Lodging 07G, so
Other travel expenses /0 . oO

$ /45, tr7Total

ACTUAL EXPENSE SCHEDULE

DATE
I

MISC MEALS LODGING TOTAL DATE MSC MEALS LODGING TOTAL

.r(, in JY) lci OD g5GO I 400
,

If -VI ID bb NIC.10,4. I. 5' .1)4 /54.0-
if pv 3 itm 3415

4/ ZeK A/ . TOTAL ACTUAL EXPENSES CLAIMED S ;ea

I wHIN 1hs1 the caper= eaaount *owe rendered mutely $ 9,154,1X
o true. correct. and unpasd.

MOW& 11/ea 9
Date

Dole approved for Payment 19

Deperlrnem Hs Date

Neel Mee



MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

UNIT TEST

A. Match the correct term to its definition by placing the letter inthe appropriate space.

1. A book arranged by departure and arrival cities
that provides information on all airlines, flight
numbers, type of aircraft used, meals served, etc.

2. A form on which the cost of any single business
trip can be estimated.

3. A condensed version of an airline guide, prepared
by each individual airline, which lists departure
and arrival cities, flight numbers, etc.

4. A guide organized by city and state which includes
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the
hotels/motels in and around a city; the types of
rooms available, etc.

5. A listing of all cities within a state or region
and the mileage from the home base of a particular
firm to the city listed.

6. A maximum amount of money that a company will re-
imburse its employees for each day spent traveling
on company business.

7. An employee of a travel agency who arranges trans-
portation, rental automobiles, lodging, and other
travel-related services for customers of the agency.

8 A form filled out by a traveler to get permission
from the employing firm to make a business trip.

9. A detailed, day-by-day schedule of a trip.

10. A folder, manila envelope, or other similar con-
tainer, for carrying any necessary paperwork on a
business trip.

11. Expenses Incurred for placing business telephone calls or for mailing or
telegraphing items while on a business trip.

12. Expenses incurred for taking a client or business associate to dinner or insome other way entertaining a client or prospective client.

13. A reporting form used by business persons to record various expenses incur-red while doing business for the employing firm.

14. Theprice, plus tax, of the room rented.

lr The cost of any and all meals consumed while on company business.
16. Any expense that cannot be categorized under any other title on an expense

report, e.g., gratuities, duplication of materials, etc.
17. Proof of expenses incurred.

18. The amount a traveler pays for any costs for transportation, including
personal .car mileage, airline tickets, rental automobile, etc.

203
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A. Airline Guide

B. Communication
Expense

C. Entertainment
Expense

D. Estimate of Travel
Expenses

E. Expense Report

F. Flight Schedule

G. Hotel/Motel Guide

H. Itinerary

I. Lodging Expense

J. Meals Expense

K. Mileage Chart

L. Other Expense

M. Per Diem

N. Receipts

O. Transportation
Expense

P. Travel Agent

Q. Travel Application

R. Travel Folder



B. Using the list provided at the right, identify the pieces of infor-
mation required when making the various types of travel reserva-
tions, by listing the appropriate identifyiny letters in the spaces
provided. (NOTE: Answers may apply to more than one type of
reservation.)

1. Airline reservations A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

2. Lodging reservations F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

3. Rental car reservations
L.

M.

N.

0.

P.

Q.

R.

Arrival date and time

Class of service desired

Confirmation requested

Credit card number for
billing

Dates on which car will be
picked up and returned

Departure date and time

Departure and return
dates

Destination

Employing firm

Local telephone number for
traveler

Method of payment to be
used

Name, address, and tele-
phone number of traveler

Number of persons in party

Preferred airline

Preferred departure and
arrival times

Room rate allowed

Type of car desired

Type of room desired

C. List the information required in the section of the itinerary
that is identified.

1. First entry

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.
2,04



2. Final entry

a.

b.

C.

d.

3. Other entries

a.

b.

d
e.

D. Circle the numbers that precede the items that would be included ina travel folder.

1. Addresses and telephone numbers of people to contact

2. Airline tickets (or other transportation tickets)

3. Business cards

4. Car keys

5. Car rental reservation card

6. Expense account forms

7. Hotel/motel confirmation notices

8. Itinerary

9. Letters, memos, reports, regarding the trip being taken

10. Pens, pencils, erasers, and so forth

11. Resume

12. Steno notebook

13. Support materials noted on the itinerary

14. Travel application



E. Classify the following expenses by the category into which they
would be included on an expense report. On the line provided,
identify the appropriate category by using one of the following
letters:

L = Lodging expense

M = Meals expense

o = Other expense

T = Transportation expense

1. .Cost of a hotel room

2. Dinner for a potential client

3. Dinner from room service

4. Airport parking

5. Cost of a rental car

6. Taxes applied to a hotel room

7. Breakfast in the hotel dining room

8. Tip for the baggage handler at the airport

9. Gas for personal car to and from the airport

10. Airline tickets

11. Duplication of report to be given to board members

12. Lunch at the airport

13. Telephone calls back to home office

14. Laundry bill while at hotel

15. Limousine service from the airport to the hotel
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A. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

MAKING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

ANSWERS TO UNIT TEST
A 7. P 13. E
D 8. Q 14. I.
F 9. H 15. J
G 10. R 16. L
K 11. B 17. N
M 12. C 18. 0

B. 1. Airline reservations

B, D, G, H, J, L, N, 0

2. Lodging reservations

A, C, F, I, K, L, M, P, R

3. Rental car reservations

E, I, L, Q

C. 1-a. Day, data, time of departure; airline; flight number
b. Arrival time at destination
c. Name of person meeting traveler (if applicable)
d. Name of rental car agency (if applicable)
e. Name, address, and telephone number of hotel/motel
f. Time by which hotel/motel reservation must be claimed
g. Any meetings that will take place (time, place, participants)

2-a. Any meetings that will take place (time, place, participants)b. Special instructions for meetings
c. Day, date, time of departure; airline; flight number
d. Time of arrival at destination

3-a. Time, day, and date of meetings or conferences
b. Locations of meetings and other activities
c. Purposes of meetings
d. Names and positions (telephone numbers) of individuals to bemet

e. Special instructions for each meeting
r 07



D. 1. 1 6. 7
2 . 2 7. 8

3. 3 8. 9
4. 5 9. 13
5. 6

E. 1. L 6. L 11. 02. 0 7. M 12. M
3. M 8. 0 13. 04. 0 9. T 14. 0
5. 10. T 15. T
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